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INTRODUCTION

The World Investor Week (WIW) is an initiative of the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)\(^1\) that was conceived to raise awareness about the importance of investor education and protection. The project, organized and implemented by IOSCO’s Committee 8 on Retail Investors (C8), consists of up to a week of outreach activities carried out by participating IOSCO member jurisdictions. A key objective of the WIW is to highlight the importance of investor education and protection, including in resource-constrained jurisdictions.

By using the IOSCO network to facilitate a coordinated and, therefore, a more powerful approach, the WIW also provides a framework for individual jurisdictions to publicize their investor education and protection initiatives and to deliver more tailored messaging within their jurisdictions.

In October 2018, IOSCO, with the support of other organizations, carried out the second edition of WIW and achieved encouraging results that exceeded the initial goals.

---

\(^1\)The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) is the international body that brings together the world’s securities regulators and is recognized as the global standard setter for the securities sector. IOSCO develops, implements and promotes adherence to internationally recognized standards for securities regulation. It works intensively with the G20 and the Financial Stability Board (FSB) on the global regulatory reform agenda.
THE WORLD INVESTOR WEEK

World Investor Week is a week-long, global campaign promoted by IOSCO to raise awareness of the importance of investor education and protection and to highlight the various initiatives of securities regulators in these two critical areas. From 1-7 October 2018, IOSCO securities regulators and other IOSCO members on six continents undertook a range of activities, such as offering investor-focused information and services, promoting contests to increase awareness of investor education initiatives, organizing workshops and conferences, and conducting local/national campaigns in their jurisdictions.

WIW 2018 had two primary objectives, namely (i) to disseminate key messages that support investor education, investor protection and financial literacy; and (ii) to foster learning opportunities for investors.

The campaign also aimed at strengthening collaboration among IOSCO members on investor education and protection initiatives, and raising IOSCO’s visibility among key international stakeholders.

At the international level, the 2018 edition of WIW had the following set of objectives (and goals):
- achieving considerable participation of IOSCO members (at least 60); and
- engaging international organizations/forums in the campaign (minimum of 3), by enlisting supporters that endorse the campaign and/or promote events and activities.

A considerable participation of 76 IOSCO jurisdictions was achieved in 2018. One of those jurisdictions has two IOSCO ordinary members, which sums 77 IOSCO members (28.33% above the established goal) participating in WIW 2018. Besides 77 IOSCO members, WIW 2018 had the participation of 8 non-IOSCO jurisdictions. That means a total of 84 different jurisdictions engaged in WIW 2018.

Nine international organizations supported WIW(G20, International Forum for Investor Education, World Bank Group, Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), International Network – Financial Services Ombudsman Schemes, OECD, GFLEC, Sustainable Stock Exchanges (SSE), IFRS), in addition to seven participating regional and global organizations (CFA Institute, Financial Planning Standards Board, Global Financial Literacy Excellence Center (GFLEC), International Forum for Investor Education (IFIE), IFIE Americas Caribbean Working Group, IFRS Foundation, and Union of Arab Securities Authorities (UASA)).

IOSCO members also were encouraged to set their objectives and goals at the local level.

Local members conducted the work in each jurisdiction, and determined the scope and timing of their participation. Only non-commercial activities were permitted and all information was required to be unbiased, with no recommendations made on specific investment products or services.

Non-members were allowed to participate if invited to do so by an IOSCO member. At the national level, self-regulatory organizations, industry associations and market participants, as well as non-governmental organizations (NGOs) were allowed to participate, at the discretion of each jurisdiction.

Third parties were barred from supporting the WIW financially, and were required to follow rules laid down in the implementation plan if they wished to take part in the campaign.
WIW 2018 RESULTS

IOSCO asked national coordinators of WIW to fill in an online survey. The results showed encouraging numbers, with 84 participating jurisdictions. In WIW 2019 we had an increase in events promoted and the engagement of more institutions. The response in social media was also noteworthy: websites dedicated to the campaign received more than three times the number of visits in the previous year.

Participating jurisdictions were asked to prepare a public report summarizing the activities they carried out. Those reports are part of this Public Report.

On the map below, the jurisdictions (84) in blue are those that participated in the 2018 WIW.


---

Angola, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belgium, Bermuda, Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, Cameroon, Cayman Islands, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Curacao & Saint Martin, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, France, Germany, Ghana, Gibraltar, Grenada, Guernsey, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Isle of Man, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jersey, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Lebanon, Lithuania, Malaysia, Maldives, Mexico, Montserrat, Morocco, New Zealand, Nepal, Nigeria, Ontario (Canada), Pakistan, Palestine, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Quebec (Canada), Romania, Russia, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Sweden, Chinese Taipei, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, United States, and Zambia.
SUPPORTERS
The original goal was to win the support of at least three international organizations/forums for the campaign, but WIW 2018 surpassed expectations by attracting nine. G20, World Bank Group, International Forum for Investor Education (IFIE), Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), International Network of Financial Services Ombudsman Schemes (INFO Network), Sustainable Stock Exchanges (SSE), Global Financial Literacy Excellence Center (GFLEC), and IFRS embraced the World Investor Week project, showing the world that financial education matters and must be taken seriously.

G20
The Group of Twenty (G20) is the premier forum for its members’ international economic cooperation and decision-making. Its membership comprises 19 countries plus the European Union. G20 leaders meet annually. In addition, Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors meet regularly during the year to discuss ways to strengthen the global economy, reform international financial institutions improve financial regulation and implement the key economic reforms that are needed in each member economy.

World Bank
The World Bank is a vital source of financial and technical assistance to developing countries around the world. It is not a bank in the ordinary sense but a unique partnership to reduce poverty and support development. The bank provides low-interest loans, zero to low-interest credits, and grants to developing countries. These support a wide array of investments in such areas as education, health, public administration, infrastructure, financial and private sector development, agriculture, and environmental and natural resource management. Some of its projects are co-financed with governments, other multilateral institutions, commercial banks, export credit agencies, and private sector investors.

IFIE
The International Forum for Investor Education — IFIE — is a unique alliance chartered in 2005 that brings together private sector and public sector providers of investor education to improve the effectiveness of investor education programs around the world. The Forum serves as a clearinghouse for the exchange of information and ideas among providers of investor education from different jurisdictions, including organizations that are just developing or planning to develop investor education programs.

IDB
The Inter-American Development Bank works to improve the lives of people in Latin America and the Caribbean. Through financial and technical support for countries working to reduce poverty and inequality, it helps improve health and education, and advance infrastructure. IDB’s aim is to achieve development in a sustainable, climate-friendly way. The Bank’s current focus areas include three development challenges – social inclusion and inequality, productivity and innovation, and economic integration – and three cross-cutting issues – gender equality and diversity, climate change and environmental sustainability, and institutional capacity and the rule of law.
OECD
The mission of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is to promote policies that will improve the economic and social well-being of people around the world. The OECD provides a forum in which governments can work together to share experiences and seek solutions to common problems. It works with governments to understand what drives economic, social and environmental change. Currently, the OECD is focused on helping governments around the world to restore confidence in markets and in the institutions behind them; return public finances to health as a basis for future sustainable economic growth; foster and support new drivers of growth through innovation, environmentally friendly ‘green growth’ strategies and the development of emerging economies; and assist people of all ages to develop the skills to work productively and enthusiastically in the jobs of tomorrow.

INFO Network
The International Network of Financial Services Ombudsman Schemes (the INFO Network) is the worldwide association for financial services ombudsmen — independent and impartial out-of-court schemes and offices that resolve complaints brought by consumers (and, in some cases, small businesses) against banks, insurers and/or other financial services providers. Formalized in 2007, the INFO Network facilitates co-operation among its members to build expertise in external dispute resolution by exchanging experiences and information in areas such as scheme/office structures, functions and governance models; scheme/office codes of conduct; use of information technology; handling of systemic issues; cross border referral of complaints; and staff training and continuing education.

SSE
The Sustainable Stock Exchange is a UN Partnership Program of the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the UN Global Compact, the UN Environment Program Finance Initiative (UNEP FI), and the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). Launched in 2009 by the UN Secretary General, it convenes Partner Exchanges from around the world who join the SSE by signing a voluntary public commitment. SSE has a vision of a world where capital market signals align with public policy goals on sustainable development.

Its mission is to build the capacity of stock exchanges and securities market regulators to promote responsible investment in sustainable development and advance corporate performance on environmental, social and governance issues.

GFLEC
The Global Financial Literacy Excellence Center (GFLEC) envisions a world in which individuals have the financial knowledge they need to fully participate in the economy and build secure futures. In working toward that vision, GFLEC has positioned itself as the world’s leading incubator for financial literacy research, policy, and solutions.

GFLEC launched in 2011 at the George Washington University School of Business in Washington, D.C. Since then, it has pioneered breakthrough tools to measure financial literacy, developed and advised on educational programs, and crafted policy guidelines aimed at advancing financial knowledge in the United States and around the globe.
IFRS

The IFRS Foundation is a not-for-profit, public interest organization established to develop a single set of high-quality, understandable, enforceable and globally accepted accounting standards—IFRS Standards—and to promote and facilitate adoption of the standards. IFRS Standards are set by the IFRS Foundation’s standard-setting body, the International Accounting Standards Board.

Accounting standards are a set of principles companies follow when they prepare and publish their financial statements, providing a standardized way of describing the company’s financial performance. Publicly accountable companies (those listed on public stock exchanges) and financial institutions are legally required to publish their financial reports in accordance with agreed accounting standards.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

WIW 2019 will again take place during the second week of October, with participating jurisdictions having the flexibility to organize their activities around this week. Organizations interested in joining WIW can contact the national coordinator in their jurisdiction. A full list of participating jurisdictions and lead organization in each one is available online at http://www.worldinvestorweek.org/participants.html.

A website for WIW (www.worldinvestorweek.org) contains useful information for participating jurisdictions and supporting organizations, including press releases and the WIW Implementation Guide.

ABOUT IOSCO

The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) is the international body that brings together the world's securities regulators and is recognized as the global standard setter for the securities sector. IOSCO develops, implements and promotes adherence to internationally recognized standards for securities regulation. It works intensively with the G20 and the Financial Stability Board (FSB) on the global regulatory reform agenda.

IOSCO believes the need for investor education and financial literacy has never been greater than today. As the financial marketplace continues to evolve and innovate, investment products are becoming increasingly complex and financial services increasingly diverse. Retail investors require a greater understanding of key financial concepts to comprehend and evaluate the choices available to them and to avoid financial fraud. Strengthening investor education and financial literacy programs also is essential at a time when responsibility for saving and investing for retirement is shifting from the employer to the individual in many jurisdictions.

In response to these challenges, the IOSCO Board approved the establishment of the Committee 8 on Retail Investors in June 2013. The Committee’s primary mandate is to conduct IOSCO’s policy work on retail investor education and financial literacy. Its secondary mandate is to advise the IOSCO Board on emerging retail investor protection matters and conduct investor protection policy work as directed by the IOSCO Board. Annex I shows the C8 structure.
WIW is an IOSCO initiative coordinated by Committee 8 with the support of IOSCO’s General Secretariat. Committee 8 established a WIW Working Group\(^3\) to take the project forward and to act as regional coordinators.

The General Secretariat, in turn, is the point of contact for all IOSCO members, committees and task forces, and is responsible for the day-to-day functioning of IOSCO.

The Secretary General and the Deputy Secretary General manage and coordinate the Secretariat’s work, and perform duties of high-level representation with institutions such as the Financial Stability Board (FSB), the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), and the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI). They also provide support to members and ensure the smooth and effective functioning of the Board, the Growth and Emerging Markets Committee, the Affiliate Members Consultative Committee, the regional and policy committees and the task forces. The Secretary General and his deputy seek to ensure transparency, inclusivity and accountability throughout the organization. They engage regularly with political and industry representatives.

**CONTACT:**
http://www.worldinvestorweek.org/contact.php

\(^3\) Members of the working group include: CVM Brazil and US SEC (co-chairs), CNBV (Mexico), CNMV (Spain), CNV (Argentina), CONSOB (Italy), CSRC (China), FSA (Japan), IFSA (Indonesia), ISA (Israel), US FINRA, JSDA (Japan) and SC (Malaysia).
REPORTS OF JURISDICTIONS
ARGENTINA
World Investor Week 2018

National Coordinator: María Geandet
IOSCO member: Comisión Nacional de Valores (CNV)
Other participants:

1. ASOCIACIÓN CONCIENCIA
2. ASOCIACIÓN DE BANCOS ARGENTINOS (ADEBA)
3. ASOCIACIÓN DE BANCOS DE LA ARGENTINA (ABA)
4. ASOCIACIÓN DE BANCOS PÚBLICOS Y PRIVADOS DE LA REPUBLICA ARGENTINA (ABAPPRA)
5. BAHÍA BLANCA SOCIEDAD DE BOLSA S.A. (ALYC-PROPIO Nº 120)
6. BALANZ CAPITAL VALORES S.A.U. (ALYC-PROPIO Nº 210)
7. BANCO GALICIA
8. BECERRA BURSÁTIL S.A. (ALYC-PROPIO Nº 177)
9. BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE BAHÍA BLANCA
10. BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE BUENOS AIRES
11. BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE ENTRE RIOS
12. BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE LA PLATA
13. BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE ROSARIO
14. BOLSA DE COMERCIO CONFEDERADA S.A.
15. BOLSA DE COMERCIO MAR DEL PLATA S.A.
16. BOLSAS Y MERCADOS ARGENTINOS (BYMA)
17. BANCO DE VALORES S.A.
18. BANCO PATAGONIA S.A.
19. BANCO SANTANDER RIO S.A.
20. CAJA DE VALORES S.A.
21. CÁMARA ARGENTINA DE AGENTES DE NEGOCIACIÓN (CADANE)
22. CÁMARA DE AGENTES Y SOCIEDADES DE BOLSA DE ROSARIO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Organization Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>CENTRO DE INNOVACIÓN Y DESARROLLO DE EMPRESAS Y ORGANIZACIONES (CIDEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>CLUB MAS FINANZAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>COLEGIOS DE GRADUADOS EN CIENCIAS ECONÓMICAS DE TUCUMÁN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>CONFEDERAR NEA S.G.R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>CONSEJO PROFESIONAL DE CIENCIAS ECONÓMICAS DE SAN JUAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>CUYO AVAL S.G.R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>ESCUELA DE NEGOCIOS, FACULTAD DE CIENCIAS ECONÓMICAS - UCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>FINGURU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>FUNDACIÓN BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE BAHÍA BLANCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>FUNDACIÓN BOLSA DE COMERCIO DE BUENOS AIRES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>FUNDACIÓN BOLSA DE COMERCIO MAR DEL PLATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>FUNDACIÓN MATBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>FUNDACIÓN UADE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>GUAPALETAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>HAVANNA HOLDING S.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>INSTITUTO ARGENTINO DE MERCADO DE CAPITALES (IAMC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>INTEGRAR S.A. (ALYC-PROPIO N° 261)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>J.P. MORGAN ARGENTINA S.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>LEIVA HERMANOS S.A. (ALYC-PROPIO N° 630)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>MAR DEL PLATA BURSATIL S.A. (ALYC-PROPIO N° 140)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>MERCADO A TÉRMINO DE BUENOS AIRES (MATBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>MERCADO ARGENTINO DE VALORES (MAV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>PORTFOLIO S.A. (AP N° 493)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>RESEARCH FOR TRADERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>ROFEX S.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>ROFEX TRADING SCHOOL (TRS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CNV Argentina coordinated the WIW 2018 Agenda, which included 38 activities carried out by 63 institutions including capital market actors (stock exchanges and brokers), universities and associations. The activities took place in 14 cities across the country and by internet.

School and university students, young professionals and young entrepreneurs, participated in the activities. The activities included: seminars, workshops, talks and conferences given by market specialists, and educational videos.

The topics promoted during the WIW 2018 considered the Capital Market role; investment instruments, investor protection, SME’s; etc.

Furthermore, CNV perform the official launch of WIW 2018 at the Centro Cultural de las Ciencias del Ministerio de Ciencia, Tecnología e Innovación Productiva. The event included talks, games and videos for 430 students from 9 public and private high schools.

With regard to the disclosure of the WIW agenda, the CNV disseminated these activities through the website designed for this purpose.
On the other side, the participating institutions disseminated the campaign through: graphic communications media, radio programs, e-mails, social networks (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin, YouTube) through newsletter and posts, web pages, press releases, virtual flyers, etc.

All the institutions which decided to participate in the WIW, promoted the campaign and the financial education activities from Argentina.

The total attendance to the activities reached 7,760 people and by the social network they reached more than 300,000 people.

WIW 2018 increased the participation from 2017, meaning a successful way to disseminate through Argentina the importance on financial education and inclusion of young people, giving them the tools and knowledge to be better prepared for their future.

It is important to highlight the support of the G20 Argentina and the Ministry of Treasury, to the activities carried out in the WIW 2018.
Jointly with @BalanzCapital we are proud to be a part of this event. Special thanks to @CNAArgentina who is making an amazing work organizing it in Argentina. Undoubtedly, it will be a week to remember. @IOSCOIW #IOSCOIW #WIW2018 #WorldInvestorWeek
Galicia Sostenible @GaliciaSC - 5 oct
Nos sumamos a la Semana Mundial del Inversor con #Economía nuestro programa de #EducaFinanciera y hoy estuvimos en Piura y Córdoba contando ¿Cómo invertir en dinero? ¿Qué necesito saber para emprender? Entre otros temas! Conoce más en educacionfinanciera.galicia.es WIW2018

Galicia Sostenible @GaliciaSC - 3 oct
Economía al aire libre de #EducaFinanciera de @BancoGalicia se suma a la #SemanaDelInversor 🌐➡️
CNV Argentina @CNVArgentina
Hoy estuvimos en varios puntos del país con propuestas emocionantes.
No olvides consultar la agenda para aprender más sobre el mercado de capitales #EducaFinanciera #Futuro...

ECONOMÍA
ACCIONES
INVERSIONES
BOLSA

BYMA

IAMC

CNP Consulting

Byma Argentina

I Amc Argentina

CNV Consulting

Byma Argentina

I Amc Argentina

CNP Consulting
Semana Internacional del Inversor

Mendoza

Por qué invertir en Mercado de Capitales?

ABC para el inversor

Universidad del Aconcagua
Jueves 04 de Octubre 18.30 horas
Participan
La presidencia del G20 y las organizaciones internacionales apoyan la Semana Mundial del Inversor

Mendoza celebra la Semana Mundial del Inversor

Mendoza no se queda afuera de la Semana Mundial del Inversor

Durante la primera semana de octubre se llevó a cabo este evento internacional para dar a conocer los avances que el brillante Instituto de Capitales ha hecho en materia de fomento al inversor.
Jornada sobre Mercado de Capitales: abiertas

23 septiembre, 2018

“Mercado de Capitales: Inversión, Cobertura y Financiamiento” se trata de una Jornada llevada adelante en el marco de la Semana Mundial del Inversor, organizada por IOSCO (International Organization of Securities Commissions) y en Argentina por la Comisión Nacional de Valores (CNV).

La misma se llevará adelante el miércoles 3 de Octubre de 8:30 a 13:30 hs en el Hotel Howard Johnson de la ciudad de Paraná (Av. Luis Enríquez 333). Se contará con la presencia de disertantes de BMYA, RDEX, NAV y MATBA, quienes expondrán sobre sus modalidades de operativa, y también de CNV.

Aquellas interesadas en participar deben enviar correo electrónico a extension@foex.uner.edu.ar hasta el jueves 27/9 dándose a entender, nombre y DNI.
Evento lanzamiento
Semana Mundial del Inversor

2 de octubre
Centro Cultural de la Ciencia
Goya Cruz 2270 PB
Salón Auditorio

Envió mail para inscribirte a SMI-Argentina@cnv.gob.ar

Aprendé sobre el mercado de capitales
para proyectar tu futuro

Los esperamos!

Seguí el evento en redes y compartí
◆ #OISCOWH2018 ◆ #WorldInversorWeek ◆ #WIW2018
AUSTRALIA
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Australian Securities & Investments Commission

Other IOSCO members:
Other participants:

ASIC’s MoneySmart website: ASIC’s MoneySmart homepage promoted the ‘Invest Smarter’ webpage (see attached website screengrab). The webpage was ASIC’s MoneySmart most popular homepage feature during World Investor Week, with 221 clicks (just over 30% of total).

ASIC’s MoneySmart investing content was viewed almost 40,000 times during World Investor Week, with the following pages being the most popular content:

- Smart ways to invest $10,000
- How to buy and sell shares
- Invest smarter
- Exchange traded funds
- Choosing a managed fund

ASIC’s MoneySmart Tips enewsletter promoted the Invest Smarter article. It was the most popular item for October with 1,149 clicks.

Social media: ASIC’s MoneySmart shared a number of posts on Facebook and Twitter during the week, highlighting investment information. The social posts included information on:

- The golden rules of investing;
- Improving understanding of investment concepts;
- Knowing the signs of an investment scam;
- Working out your financial goals and allocating a time frame to achieve each goal;
- An explanation of different types of investments and how to build an investment portfolio;

The social posts reached over 52,000 people and generated more than 6,000 engagements with our content. A sample of Twitter posts and the MoneySmart homepage are provided below.
Getting the best deal on your mortgage?

Check the switching calculator

Must reads

Life insurance through super
Invest smarter
Streamline your credit card debt
Stay on top of a mortgage

Guidance and support

Build your wealth
Guidance for investors and buyers

Debt help
Tips on managing money

Get on track
Tips to get your money organised

Resources for teachers
Tips to help students

Supporting older Australians
How to help seniors

Indigenous
Money tips for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

MoneySmartTeam 📚 @MoneySmartTeam • Oct 3
How much do you know about risk and diversification when investing? Take our investing challenge to test yourself and your friends. #WIW2018

Invest smarter | ASIC's Money Smart
Do you want to learn how to invest smarter? ASIC's MoneySmart website explains how to invest and grow your portfolio.
moneysmart.gov.au
The Securities Commission of The Bahamas participated in an array of activities to formally celebrate World Investor Week (WIW) 2018. During this period the Commission sought to: (i) raise awareness about the role of the regulator as the guardian of the capital markets; (ii) improve the Commission’s social media presence and engagement and; (iii) disseminate timely investor education and protection messages.

Proclamation from the Prime Minister, Dr. the Most Hon. Hubert A. Minnis, declaring the week 1-7 October 2017 “Investor Education Week” in The Bahamas

The Prime Minister issued a proclamation designating the week of 1-7 October 2018 “Investor Education Week” to bring about awareness of and sensitise the public to the importance of investor education and to support the Securities Commission’s investor education efforts during WIW. The proclamation was published in the local newspapers and to the Commission’s website and Facebook page. During the month of October, the Proclamation was viewed on Facebook by approximately 199 persons. The newspapers estimated circulation of around 18,000 people throughout the archipelago, which has a population of around 390,000.

Click the link below to access a copy of the official proclamation: http://www.scb.gov.bs/documents/2018%20proclamation.pdf

The Launch of the “How I Did It! Video Trilogy

The Commission launched a video trilogy that focussed on prominent Bahamians sharing key steps, attitudes, and experiences that were essential to their financial success. The featured Bahamians were Mr. Gowon Bowe, CFO, Fidelity Bank and Trust; Ms. Wendy Warren, Founder and Managing Director, Caystone Solutions; and Sir. Franklyn Wilson, KCMG, Chairman, Sunshine Holdings Limited all of whom have contributed to the success of the financial services industry in The Bahamas. The video trilogy had a total reach of 46,183 Facebook users. The average video watch time was approximately 12.67 seconds, total views were 22,255 and the total minutes viewed was 14,764.

The links below provide access to each of the videos:
The Physical and Electronic Launch of the “Make Your Money Work For You: A Guide to Investing”

During WIW the Commission launched physical and electronic copies of the “Make Your Money Work For You: A Guide to Investing” publication. It was created to give young Bahamians information to improve their financial literacy and become more knowledgeable about investing. The step-by-step guide to investing, covers the fundamental principles of investing from saving and budgeting, to investment strategies and investment products. The publication was published to the Commission’s website and Facebook page. The publication was accessed 199 times via the Commission’s Facebook page. Additionally, approximately 140 copies of the publication were distributed to a local junior investor programme.

The publication may be accessed at the link below:

Voices of the Caribbean

The Commission collaborated with the other members of the International Forum for Investor Education (IFIE) Americas Chapter, Caribbean Working Group to produce a video entitled “Voices of the Caribbean” that focused on the importance of investing, and financial literacy and resilience at all stages in the life cycle. This initiative allowed regulators across the Caribbean to share capacity and resources while simultaneously garnering Caribbean wide exposure and engagement. The Voices of the Caribbean video has amassed a total of 120 views via the Commission’s Facebook page.

Below are photos of Commission staff holding message boards that were incorporated into the Voices of the Caribbean video as part of the Commission’s contribution to the project.

The link below provides access to the Voices of the Caribbean video.
Daily Investor Education Posts to the Commission’s Facebook page

During WIW two daily posts were made to the Commission’s official Facebook page. The messages used were provided in the IOSCO’s WIW resource kit. Total reach, engagement and reactions to the posts are approximately 21,197, 734 and 145, respectively.

The messages the Commission focused on were:

- “A smart investor verifies that an investment professional is verified”
- “A smart investor avoids “get rich quick” and “can’t lose” schemes”
- “A smart investor understands that risk exists in all investments”
- “A smart investor conducts research on a product before investing”
- “A smart investor assesses the impact of fees when choosing an investment”
- “A smart investor recognizes the importance of diversification”
- “A smart investor does not forget about the importance of due diligence when considering investments in online and digital environments”
- “A smart investor recognizes the red flag warning signs of online investment fraud”
BANGLADESH
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has successfully observed the ‘World Investor Week 2018’ during October 7-11. All the associated organizations actively participated in the week-long program. As per IOSCO guideline, the program was mainly for retail investors and we got huge responses from their end in terms of participation as well as enthusiasm. Bangladesh capital market is mainly dominated by retail investors. The percentage of retail investors is quite high in comparison with any other capital market of the world. In addition, as BSEC has started its Nationwide Financial Literacy Program since January 2017, we can undoubtedly say that this initiative of IOSCO has a tremendous impact on the capital market of Bangladesh and its investors. Like last year, the WIW really creates positive resonance amongst the investors. Inclusion of investors, government officials, experts etc made the week worthy which has sustainable effect on capital market.

BSEC arranged a press conference on 04 October 2018 to highlight the week-long program. Mr. Abul Maal Abul Muhith, MP, Hon’ble Finance Minister, Government of People’s Republic of Bangladesh has inaugurated the “World Investor Week 2018” on October 7, 2018. In the inauguration ceremony, the Hon’ble Finance Minister reminded about the risk of investing in capital market and asked investors to know, understand and analyse the market before investing money. Other invited speakers echoed the voice of Finance Minister and focused on taking calculative risk by thorough assessment. Secretary of Financial Institutions Division of the Ministry of Finance was also present in the program.

BSEC Chairman Dr. M. Khairul Hossain said it is a matter of joy that all stakeholders of Bangladesh capital market are actively participating in the World Investor Week program of IOSCO with other countries of the world. He asked investors to increase their awareness regarding capital market by participating in different Financial Literacy Programs of BSEC. He also stated that the matters relating to Financial Literacy have been taken into highest consideration and these will be reached throughout the country by short term and long term programs of BSEC.

Meeting, Workshop, Seminar etc. regarding Investor education and protection at Dhaka and other cities were arranged by different stakeholders, professional bodies and universities throughout the week. Different types of issues like Importance of Financial Literacy, Investors’ protection, Investors’ Right, Investor awareness program etc were discussed during this period.

Chairman, BSEC also expressed his gratefulness to all who were associated with this weeklong program and made this event a truly successful one.
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA)
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants:

The Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA) communicated about World Investor Week to the public and to the media in Belgium.

The FSMA published two press releases on its website to announce the launch of World Investor Week and the end of this thematic week.

The FSMA was also active on social media (Twitter and LinkedIn) to help widely disseminate the message of World Investor Week. It posted several items during the week and shared the WIW’s official posts.

The FSMA also took part in the campaign ‘Trop beau pour être vrai/Te mooi om waar te zijn’ (which means ‘too good to be true’). This campaign was carried out at the national level and was conducted in collaboration with various partners. The first stage of this campaign focused on fraud with cryptocurrencies and the second stage was devoted to investment fraud. The campaign was in line with the objective of World Investor Week in the sense that it aimed at increasing investors’ awareness of financial fraud.

Finally, the FSMA delivered two TV/radio interviews in which it mentioned the importance of financial education and awareness-raising of the general public about financial fraud.
BRAZIL
During World Investor Week, from October 1st to 7th, several events and activities took place aiming at spreading IOSCO’s key messages. Activities carried out in Brazil include:

- 82 presential events that reached 4,298 people.

- 10 online events with an audience of over 14,993 people.

- Some presential events exceeded the mark of one thousand attendees along the week, as seen at Espaço Raymundo Magliano Filho, where 1,482 visitors enjoyed a data-rich promenade about the history of stock markets.
The Securities and Exchange Commission of Brazil (CVM), through its Financial Education for Youngsters project, offered lectures for hundreds of students, given by enthusiastic and charismatic speaker Mr. Fly, among others. A successful art director in Brazil’s biggest communication network, who was born in poverty, succeeded as a professional dancer, almost bankrupted due to financial mismanagement, but eventually survived (as a rich man) to tell his story to the new generations.

Activities during World Investor Week covered a wide range of topics. During the 1st College Week of the Business Scholl of PUCRS, stock market themes such as Fintech, Blockchain and Crypto-assets were discussed with professors, students and professionals from the industry. The event was possible through a partnership of Sebrae, PUC and CVM.
• Aiming at increasing the awareness of general public to the advantages of stock market, CVM promoted the first edition of a Stock Market face-to-face course, with 20 hours of workload and a total of 40 participants. All of them received a certificate of attendance. The course took place on October 1st to 5th, at CVM Headquarters, in Rio de Janeiro. Participants had the opportunity to become more aware about stock markets and related themes.

• Online activities (10 out of 92) provided a broader reach in terms of public. In fact, those activities reached 3 times as much public as presential activities: 14,993 online participants, compared with 4,298 in presential activities. As an example, the Personal Finances lecture, held at CVM Headquarters had 1,900 people watching online and 19 people in the face-to-face activities. Solid social media repercussion of this event was tracked in the profiles of Planejar and Anbima, two important partners, among many others, in financial education.
BRUNEI
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: Brunei Darussalam Capital Market Association and Financial Planning Association of Brunei Darussalam

The Autoriti Brunei Darussalam ("AMBD") is pleased to have participated in World Investor Week 2018 ("WIW2018") from 1st to 7th October 2018. Together with industry associations such as the Brunei Darussalam Capital Market Association and the Financial Planning Association of Brunei Darussalam, AMBD had carried out five different activities to promote investor education and awareness in Brunei Darussalam with the theme “Smart Investments: Invest with Confidence”.

1) Roadshow to the Prime Minister’s Office, Brunei Darussalam.

On 2nd October 2018, AMBD had conducted a roadshow to the Prime Minister’s Office, receiving approximately 100 participants. There were four sharing sessions delivered to all participants, with topics including an introduction to AMBD as the central bank and financial regulator, the importance of financial health, basics of investments and tips on protecting oneself from financial scams. There were also booth set-ups by participating organisations including AMBD, members of the Brunei Darussalam Capital Market Association and members of the Financial Planning Association of Brunei Darussalam. The booth set-ups facilitated the one-to-one session where participants had the opportunity to obtain financial health checks and more information on the availability of investment products and services in Brunei Darussalam.
2) **Music Video release**

The second initiative is the publication of a Music Video titled “Smart Investments”. This initiative is intended to educate on capital market products (shares, bonds and mutual funds) in a simple yet impactful way to a wide range of age groups. The Smart Investments music video had been posted on AMBD’s Social Media account. It was also disseminated to other relevant stakeholders in order to leverage on their respective communication and social media channels.
3) Social Media Awareness

Given that Brunei Darussalam was ranked the world’s third highest in terms of social media usage, AMBD leveraged on this by publishing graphical educational posters on its Instagram page, throughout the World Investor Week. Minah Cermat posters were published daily providing brief information on the key elements of Brunei Darussalam capital market ecosystem, including World Investor Week, International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), AMBD as the supervisor of investment companies and investment products, the need to invest with licensed entities and the need to protect oneself from financial scams. The posts successfully captured the attention of approximately 3,000 followers.

---

*Minah Cermat is the AMBD’s investor awareness character. The Minah Cermat Smart Investment series was first published in June 2015. Since then, there has been a total of 17 Minah Cermat series issued in the local newspaper and other publication materials.*
4) Radio Announcement and Quiz

The Financial Planning Association of Brunei Darussalam held daily radio announcements and quizzes on two of the major radio stations in Brunei Darussalam from 1st to 6th October 2018. The topics covered basics of investments and diversifying risks in investments where a total of 12 winners were announced.

5) BCMA Investment Challenge 2018

The Brunei Darussalam Capital Market Association launched the BCMA Investment Challenge 2018 with the aim of generating greater interest amongst younger generation in the workings of the capital market, providing opportunity to demonstrate their investment and analytical skills and stimulate their interest in considering future career goals in the capital markets. The Investment Challenge competition ran from 1st October until 19th October 2018 where the students applied their knowledge and skills in strategic planning and making buy or sell decisions in the equities market on a virtual trading platform based on real market information. The top five teams will need to present their Strategy Paper during the Grand Finale, which will take place in December 2018. The BCMA additionally conducted roadshows to each participating higher learning institutions to give a brief basic introduction on investments and to promote the competition. The competition successfully received 109 registered teams from the various participating higher learning institutions whom will compete to be the ultimate winner. The winner will not only receive cash prizes but also a work internship program at one of the licensed capital market intermediaries in Brunei Darussalam where the students can earn valuable experience prior to entering the job market.
CAYMAN ISLANDS
World Investor Week 2018

National Coordinator: Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (“CIMA” or “the Authority”)  
Other IOSCO members: 
Other participants: 

Overview: The Cayman Islands Monetary Authority took part in World Investor Week on a larger scale than last year. The Authority segmented the target audience into three groups – the general public, industry stakeholders, and local government employees. The Authority then leveraged cost-effective/high impact initiatives which consisted of the dissemination of the WIW educational messages via social media, a press release, and articles in the Authority’s staff and industry newsletters. In addition, online banners were created to help direct persons to the WIW section of the Authority’s website.

A different investor tip along with short and easy to understand content was disseminated each day of World Investor Week. The investor tips were:

- Tip #1: A smart investor conducts research on a product before investing; 
- Tip #2: A smart investor assesses the impact of fees when choosing an investment; 
- Tip #3: A smart investor understands that risk exists in all investments;  
- Tip #4: A smart investor avoids “get rich quick” and “can’t lose” schemes; and 
- Tip #5: A smart investor plans for and invests according to his/her future needs and goals.

A sample of an investor tip can be viewed below.

The Authority’s World Investor Week activities are detailed below.

Social Media: The majority of activities commemorating WIW 2018 took place via social media. The investor tips and the supporting content for each tip were disseminated via the local government’s Facebook page, CIMA’s LinkedIn page, and MailChimp (an email marketing platform utilized by the CIMA). Information aimed at encouraging stakeholders to formulate WIW activities were delivered via LinkedIn. In summary:

- A total of 860 people viewed the investor tips on the local government’s Facebook page;  
- The tips were successfully delivered to 30% of the email contacts with an open rate of 12%; and  
- There was an average of 739 impressions (views) for the week. In total, the posts received 3,695 impressions.
Press Release: The Authority issued a press release entitled “CIMA Celebrates World Investor Week 2018” on October 2nd. The objective of this particular initiative was to inform the general public and also encourage industry stakeholders to take part in WIW activities. The press release was disseminated within the Authority, to industry associations and to the general public. It was also posted on the Authority’s website and can be viewed at https://www.cima.ky/cima-celebrates-world-investor-week-2018. Approximately 500 people viewed the press release online.

Online Banners: The Authority utilized two different types of online banners to help increase the WIW campaign visibility in October – 1) a banner on the homepage of the Authority’s website (“website banner”) and 2) a banner attached to the email signatures of all members of staff (“email banner”). Both banners displayed the WIW logo and a slogan. Each type of banner was posted on the first day of WIW and remained for two weeks.

For the website banner, visitors were able to click through to the WIW page with an additional link to the IOSCO WIW webpage where they could find more information. The objective for the website banner was to generate at least 300 click-throughs to the Authority’s WIW messages. In total, there were approximately 400 clicks.

Regarding the email banner, all of the Authority’s outgoing emails displayed the banner at the bottom of staff email signatures. Email recipients were directed to go to the Authority’s website to view the WIW messages. See below for a sample of the email signature banner and the website banner.

CIMA Newsletters: The Authority produces a monthly staff newsletter and a quarterly industry newsletter. The newsletters provide staff and external stakeholders with pertinent information and developments at the Authority. Articles via this medium were engaging by providing more details, some recap, and relevant updates to readers regarding the WIW initiative. The overall objective was to garner staff and stakeholder interest and further promote the initiative. A copy of the article in the staff newsletter can be viewed below. The industry newsletter is distributed to over 500 contacts. The industry newsletter is located at https://www.cima.ky/upimages/publicationdoc/TheNavigator-Octo_1542375416.pdf.

Video: The Cayman Islands Monetary Authority joined over 16 Caribbean jurisdictions in a regional video entitled “Voices of the Caribbean: Empowering the Caribbean toward Financial Independence and Resilience”, presented investor tips and information on financial resiliency. The Authority participated by providing a clip with the investor tip “A smart investor conducts research on a product before investing.” The Authority provided a link from its WIW page to the full length video on IOSCO’s World Investor Week website.
A smart investor plans for and invests according to his/her future needs and goals.

From 1 to 7 October

WIW 2018 - Report – The Cayman Islands
CHILE
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Comisión para el Mercado Financiero - CHILE
Other IOSCO members: Comisión para el Mercado Financiero - CHILE
Other participants: Ministerio de Hacienda, Banco Central; Superintendencia de Bancos e Instituciones Financieras; Superintendencia de Pensiones; Servicio Nacional del Consumidor; Chile Compras; Bolsa de Comercio de Santiago; Asociación de Fondos Mutuos; Depósito Central de Valores; Universidad de Valparaíso; Instituto Superior de Comercio Eduardo Frei Montalva, y el Colegio República de Siria.

Between the 1st and the 7th of October, 2018, the Financial Market Commission (CMF) organized in our country the World Investor Week, WIW 2018, promoted by IOSCO for the second time in a row, initiative in which the main chilean financial institutions took part of.

During WIW 2018, the CMF organized talks, meetings between retail investors and students, and an intense campaign in the media and social networks whose purpose was to promote the financial education among investors and those who are interested to become ones, incentivizing a greater consciousness on alternatives and risks when it comes to investing.

Along with the inauguration of the WIW, the “Month of Financial Education” was launched and took place on October, equally promoted by the Ministry of Finance, the Central Bank, the Superintendence of Banks and Financial Institutions, the Superintendence of Pensions, the National Consumer Service, Chile Compras and the CMF.

The WIW inauguration and the Month of Financial Education (MFE) were led by the Minister of Finance, Felipe Larraín and the highest authorities of CMF and other participating entities, along with 150 junior and senior high school students from the Eduardo Frei Montalva Higher Institute of Commerce; event that was broadcasted and advertised by the written press, digital media, television and radio.

During WIW, the CMF spread various tips and advices that people can use when investing and to increase the awareness of the importance of investor education, published in its website and social media (Twitter and LinkedIn). The CMF also diffused the importance of financial literacy among investors via interviews and opinion columns and widespread through radio, digital and written media, reaching an audience of 1,1 million people aproximatly.
Within the activities headed by the CMF, the first “Ring The Bell for the Financial Education” was launched in the Santiago Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Comercio de Santiago). The CMF joined forces with the Association of Mutual Funds (Asociación de FondosMutuos) to conduct several financial education workshops to elementary, middle and high school students in Concepcion and in the ColegioRepública de Siria. A total of 500 attendants collectively participated in these workshops.

The CMF also organized a seminar along with the University of Valparaiso to 150 undergraduates of commercial engineering about tips and advices when investing, and the CMF also participated on the seminar titled “The future of financial markets and the technology”, organized by the Depósito Central de Valores.

The Month of Financial Education and the WIW alike, culminated with the Financial Education Fair (Feria de EducaciónFinanciera), which was carried out in a popular spot of Central Santiago, to which thousands of people attended to. The Fair was unveiled by the Minister of Finance and the main authorities of the CMF and the other participating entities. During the inauguration of the fair, the Minister of Finance announced the formation of a work group to develop a National Strategy of Financial Inclusion and to deploy the National Strategy of Financial Education.

The CMF launched a special site for the WIW (www.cmfcchile.cl) and its financial education website, www.cmfeduca.cl, with online education resources and the messages promoted by IOSCO, reaching almost 220 thousands visits. The CMF also created a new social network account (@CMFEduca_) with financial education contents; and made a special edition of the CMF Financial Education Bulletin, about WIW, with diverse online resources and financial education products.
**Educación financiera y protección de inversiones**

La inversión es una forma de invertir en el futuro, pero la protección de las inversiones es igualmente importante. En la actualidad, la educación financiera es cada vez más relevante, ya que permite a las personas tomar decisiones informadas al invertir sus fondos.

En Chile, la educación financiera y la protección de inversiones son temas de gran relevancia. La Comisión de Valores y Bolsa (COF) ha implementado programas educativos para este fin. En este contexto, es importante destacar que la educación financiera no sólo implica la compra y venta de activos financieros, sino también la comprensión de conceptos como la inflación, la tasa de interés y la diversificación de carteras.

La protección de inversiones implica evitar pérdidas financieras, y esto puede ser especialmente importante en épocas de incertidumbre económica. Las personas deben estar informadas sobre los riesgos asociados con diferentes tipos de inversiones y deben tomar decisiones informadas al invertir.

En resumen, la educación financiera y la protección de inversiones son aspectos fundamentales para el éxito de las inversiones. Las personas deben estar informadas sobre los diferentes instrumentos financieros disponibles, así como sobre los riesgos asociados con ellos. La educación financiera es un recurso valioso para aquellos que desean invertir de manera segura y eficaz.

---

CIF: Educación Financiera y Protección de Inversiones en Chile

Autor: [Nombre del Autor]

Fecha: [Fecha]

**4 TIPS PARA INVERTIR EN PLATAFORMAS FINANCIERAS ONLINE**

1. **A condición de inversiones que se realizan a través de plataformas online o digitales, es importante investigar antes de invertir en acciones o bienes financieros y consultar los oficios.**

2. **Esther a la altura.**

3. **En el CIF están incluidos la inversión en bienes de consumo, en el planeamiento de inversiones.**

4. **Nueva inversión basada en el mercado.**
CHINA
Jurisdictional Coordinator: China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC)  
IOSCO affiliate members: Shanghai Securities Exchange (SSE) and Shenzhen Securities Exchange (SZSE)

As a typical representative of global emerging capital markets, China's financial market has a large number of investors and most of them are retail investors who have potential limitations in terms of professional knowledge and risk tolerance. During the World Investor Week 2018, China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) proactively launched various campaigns to improve Chinese investors’ investment expertise and risk awareness, together with Shanghai Securities Exchange (SSE), Shenzhen Securities Exchange (SZSE) and associations.

**Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE)**

CSRC and Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) have long endeavored to strengthen investor services and promote investor education, in order to protect the legitimate rights and interests of investors. In conjunction with the World Investor Week 2018 (WIW 2018), SSE held investor education events featuring the theme of “Studying before Investing” and offered a “feast” of financial literacy for investors during the National Day holiday of China.

To meet investors’ needs of learning investment knowledge during their fragmented spare time, SSE goes beyond traditional text media and takes full advantage of various tools at “Internet+” times. SSE launched a series of audio-based investor education products named **SSE Investor Education Afternoon Tea**. During WIW 2018, investors could easily access the audio programs by subscribing to “sse_edu” WeChat official account and listen to rich contents including the introduction to WIW, the history of stock exchanges, equity options, investment risk awareness, investor suitability, interests protection for elderly investors, and SSE investor education base. In addition, SSE also produced a video in the setting of traditional Chinese Opera to promote rational investment.
To facilitate the integration of investor education into the national education system, and cater to the specific needs of diverse investor groups such as the elderly and new entrants to securities markets, the events designed tailored programs for different target audience, so as to enhance the effectiveness of the delivery of investment knowledge.
(Event Banner and Poster)
WIW 2018 - Report–China

世界投资者周特别节目（一） | WIW，我们来了
原创：上交所 上交所投教 2018-10-01

大家下午好！“上交所投教下午茶”栏目在10月1日至7日，将持续为您推出世界投资者周（WIW）特别节目——“要投资，先求知”系列有声读物，让您在国庆长假也能随时聆听上交所投教之声！

主播：宇思、赵夫

世界投资者周特别节目（二） | 走近证券交易所
原创：上交所 上交所投教 2018-10-02

大家下午好！“上交所投教下午茶”栏目在10月1日至7日，将持续为您推出世界投资者周（WIW）特别节目——“要投资，先求知”系列有声读物，让您在国庆长假也能随时聆听上交所投教之声！

主播：子涵、赵夫

世界投资者周特别节目（三） | 一起来了解股票期权
原创：上交所 上交所投教 2018-10-03

大家下午好！“上交所投教下午茶”栏目在10月1日至7日，将持续为您推出世界投资者周（WIW）特别节目——“要投资，先求知”系列有声读物，让您在国庆长假也能随时聆听上交所投教之声！

主播：子涵、赵夫

世界投资者周特别节目（四） | 远离投机活动，警惕投资风险
原创：上交所 上交所投教 2018-10-04

大家下午好！“上交所投教下午茶”栏目在10月1日至7日，将持续为您推出世界投资者周（WIW）特别节目——“要投资，先求知”系列有声读物，让您在国庆长假也能随时聆听上交所投教之声！

主播：子涵、赵夫
世界投资者周特别节目（五）| 适当投资要牢记，自身权益保护好

大家下午好！“上交所投教下午茶”栏目在10月1日至7日，将持续为您推出世界投资者周（WIW）特别节目——“要投资，先求知”系列有声读物，让您在国庆长假也能随时聆听上交所投教之声！

<Podcast Screenshots>

主播：盤盤、小雯

世界投资者周特别节目（六）| 老年人投资理财，如何避开这些“坑”

大家下午好！“上交所投教下午茶”栏目在10月1日至7日，将持续为您推出世界投资者周（WIW）特别节目——“要投资，先求知”系列有声读物，让您在国庆长假也能随时聆听上交所投教之声！

<Podcast Screenshots>

主播：盤盤、小雯

世界投资者周特别节目（七）| 上交所投教基地——你的投资知识“嘉年华”

大家下午好！“上交所投教下午茶”栏目在10月1日至7日，将持续为您推出世界投资者周（WIW）特别节目——“要投资，先求知”系列有声读物，让您在国庆长假也能随时聆听上交所投教之声！

<Podcast Screenshots>

主播：盤盤、小雯
The events were well received by investors and attracted a total of around 500,000 online visits during WIW 2018. “The content of the programs is well designed to suit investors’ needs and we really enjoy listening to it while we are on the go.” Investors commented, “It helps us to gain competencies for investing, raise awareness of investment risks and ultimately cultivate the culture of rational investment. It reminds us to study thoroughly before we invest.”

Through participating in WIW and sharing of investor education initiatives among IOSCO members, SSE has also gained valuable insights learning from its international peers to improve its future work in investor education and protection.

The event preview may be accessed at the link below:

Audio: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/CFitybPUjDbgWt5TNTVVVsQ
Video: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/9Mv-ZdaNyA7879fhZgwwSA
Poster: https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/NkPaKbo6oF7EGKp50CLtA
E-flyer: https://s.wcd.im/v/2puhpZ38/

The audio series may be accessed at the link below:

Oct.1st: WIW, We are Ready!
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/qVjaLW5btasgaWI3CD6CCA
Oct.2nd: Introduction of Stock Exchanges
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/SFzV6vebvGCgDyTqqsOHg
Oct.3rd: Knowledge of Equity Options
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/LfQG8v8t4Ym92VsZCcK9ow
Oct.4th: Beware of Investment Risks
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/iNa7viNP-pR0ozhMMhQ0SA
Oct.5th: Investor Suitability and Self-protection
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/ygFMc8t8usdWRsxim-sFOQ
Oct.6th: Financial Literacy for the Elderly
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/pRD_LNiYxmtHu9VxExL2w
Oct.7th: Welcome to SSE Investor Education Base
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/u4pm1Tv-AqghL3Ko0I-Fdw

The video clip may be accessed at the link below:

https://v.qq.com/x/page/f0832i9ff59.html?pcsharecode=qYzlFu7O
Shenzhen Securities Exchange (SZSE)

1. CSRC Investor Protection Bureau and SZSE completed China’s first investor educational public service advertisement (PSA), which was continuously aired on China Central Television’s (CCTV) main channels with an estimated outreach of 200 million viewers. The PSA was also widely viewed on Internet, receiving positive responses from the public.

(Screenshot of China’s First Investor Educational Public Service Advertisement)
2. To support the remote areas where the level of investor education was relatively lower, SZSE carried out 12 educational activities in specific provinces, which included “Listed Companies’ Open House Program”, “Broker Business Departments’ Open House Program”, “Lecture Hall of Investor Education”, “Rational Investment in Universities” and forums. The activities were focused on macro-economic trends and market risks, philosophy of rational investment and investors’ rights and interests. 1,400 investors, securities practitioners and college students participated, and 6,400 investor educational leaflets and brochures were distributed.

(Listed Companies’ Open House Program” in Ningxia Province, China)

(Rational Investment in Universities” in Gansu Province, China)
3. For elderly investors, SZSE stepped into local communities and spread securities basic knowledge to help the elderlies with financial planning and caution them against common scams. For white collar investors, SZSE stepped into office buildings and introduced common cases of Internet illegal securities frauds to guide the white collars correctly understand investment and financial planning.

(SZSE’s Investor Educational Activity for White Collar Investors)
4. In addition to offline activities, SZSE released investor educational special column articles and comics, covering financial analysis, accounting standards, cash dividend, stock delisting mechanism, convertible bonds, ETF and etc. The articles and comics were designed in plain language to help Chinese investors fully understand the content and develop their investment expertise.

(Investor Educational Special Column Articles & Comics on SZSE’s Website)
5. To guide members properly process investors’ demands and improve Front Office personnel capability, SZSE held a special seminar for members focusing on how to process investors' demands, conciliation and arbitration of securities disputes and etc. On the seminar, SZSE also awarded certain members for excellent cases.

*(SZSE Members Seminar of Processing Investors' Demands)*
CHINESE TAIPEI
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Morgan Chen; Aven Li
Other IOSCO members: Taiwan Stock Exchange Corp.; Taipei Exchange; Taiwan Futures Exchange
Other participants: Securities & Futures Institute; Securities and Futures Investors Protection Center

FSC takes part in IOSCO’s 2018 World Investor Week

The FSC participated in the World Investor Week (WIW) held by International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO). The aim of the event was, through the participation of competent authorities from around the world, to educate investors and enhance their self-protection competencies.

Joining with the other 83 countries and seven international organizations to take part in WIW, the FSC played an active role in promoting investors awareness. Investor education and protection events and activities were planned by the Securities & Futures Institute (SFI) and held in cooperation with other self-regulatory organizations (SROs), key achievements include:

1. SROs held 37 different kinds of investor education activities, including financial knowledge and investment lectures, online quizzes with prizes and investor rights and interests conferences.
2. Investor education and protection related information and documents were posted on dedicated webpages, including: FSC’s Anti-money Laundering and Countering Terrorism Financing of Securities and Futures Sector, TWSE’s Investor Knowledge Network, the Securities Investment Trust and Consulting Association’s (SITCA) “Taiwan Equity Funds Promotion Area” and the Chinese National Futures Association’s Futures Trust Fund Observation Platform.
3. Educational documents were published, including the Taiwan Depository & Clearing Corporation’s “TDCC Bimonthly” magazine and “TDCC Quarterly” magazine, the Taiwan Securities Association’s “Warrants Problem Discuss” e-book, and SITCA’s “Key Information for Sales of Mutual Funds - Know KYC and KYP well, and Create Win-win Situations with Customers” handbook and “the opinion of the supervision system of investment trust companies”,
4. To raise public awareness of WIW, a lucky draw was held on Facebook.

2018 WIW webpages for references:

IOSCO: http://www.worldinvestorweek.org
TDCC held classes on financial employment for college students.

Taiwan Securities Association held classes on investments and financial management.
Taipei Exchange held securities market training camp for college students.

SFI posted “IOSCO World Investor Week 2018” information on its Facebook.
COLOMBIA
During the World Investor Week 2018 promoted by the International Organization of Securities Commissions - IOSCO, held from October 22nd to 26th, the Financial Superintendence of Colombia, in coordination with different actors of the financial system, developed various activities that included talks, conferences, discussions, virtual forums and webinars.

In view of the importance that technology has acquired in the lives of people from all ages, we encouraged the participants to develop activities related to the protection and education of investors in the stock market, particularly with products that operate through digital platforms where they also find a varied services offering.

All the activities were promoted through the website of the Financial Superintendence of Colombia www.superfinanciera.gov.co and other participants, and through social networks Twitter and Facebook.
In addition, during the event the participants presented different pedagogical tools, in order to facilitate the understanding of the most relevant topics in terms of protection and education of the investors in the stock market.

As National Coordinator, the Financial Superintendence of Colombia published an Infographic about the new models of information technologies for trading in financial asset markets. On the other hand, the University of Bucaramanga as participant published another Infographic showing “How to invest and not die in the attempt”, as well as they shared videos related with “Stock Market”, “Risk Profiles”, “Investment Experiences” and “Guiding Principles for the Financial Consumer”.

Within the themes developed in the activities, is important to highlight the rights and duties of the investors when they acquire products and services to operate in the stock market, the operation of the collaborative financing of the products through values -Crowdfunding-, e-trading, collective investment funds in the digital world, among others.
The second version of this campaign shows that it is necessary to continue offering the different actors of the Colombian financial asset markets, the opportunity to create spaces to raise awareness about the importance of educating investors and potential investors, in order to improve their financial welfare and of the industry in general.
ECUADOR
La Semana Mundial del Inversor 2018 impulsada por la Organización Internacional de Comisiones de Valores (IOSCO) y promovida en el Ecuador por la Superintendencia de Compañías, Valores y Seguros como Miembro Ordinario de dicha organización, en la semana del 2 al 5 de octubre desarrollaron varias actividades tanto en la ciudad de Guayaquil como en Quito, para concienciar a la ciudadanía sobre la importancia de la educación financiera y la protección al inversor.

Esta celebración contó con la participación de varios entes del mercado de valores de las ciudades de Guayaquil y Quito tales como: Bolsas de Valores; Casas de Valores de Guayaquil, Gremios: Asociación de Casas de Valores ASOCAVAL; Asociación de Administradoras de Fondos y Fideicomisos Mercantiles; universidades instituciones del sector público y público en general.

Entre las actividades desarrolladas para celebrar la Semana Mundial del Inversor se llevaron a cabo las siguientes:

Charlas sobre mercado de valores y protección al inversionista orientadas a estudiantes de centros universitarios de las ciudades de Guayaquil y Quito con quienes se desarrollaron simulacros bursátiles las instituciones académicas que participaron fueron: Universidad de Especialidades Espíritu Santo UESS; ECOTEC, ESPOL, Humane Escuela de Negocios; Instituto Técnico Superior Juan Bautista; e Instituto Tecnológico Euroamericano en la ciudad de Quito asistieron estudiantes de las Universidades Internacional del Ecuador y Salesiana.

Se organizaron charlas para funcionarios del sector público tanto de la Superintendencia de Compañías, Valores y Seguros de los ámbitos (Societario y Seguros) así como también para funcionarios de varias Subsecretarías del Gobierno Nacional.

Se desarrolló un efectivo plan de medios que contó con la participación de los voceros de la institución quienes difundieron e invitaron a participar de la celebración de la Semana Mundial del Inversor. Con tal finalidad se visitaron emisoras de la ciudad de Guayaquil y Quito, se transmitieron mensajes en canales de TV, se difundieron boletines de prensa, se publicaron artículos sobre la Semana Mundial del Inversor en periódicos de importancia de Guayaquil, se debe indicar que se hizo presencia en las redes sociales de la Superintendencia de Compañías, Valores y Seguros.

El evento de clausura de la Semana Mundial del Inversor estuvo organizado por la Superintendencia de Compañías, Valores y Seguros en coordinación con la Bolsa de Valores de Guayaquil, compañía que el viernes 5 de octubre abrió sus instalaciones con una Feria de Inversionistas para todo el público.
en la que participaron las Casas de Valores de Guayaquil, empresarios, estudiantes y demás público en general.

Se debe mencionar que en la Semana del 2 al 5 de octubre donde se celebró La Semana Mundial del Inversor participaron aproximadamente un total de 1.300 personas, independentemente de aquellas que conocieron de este evento por los medios de comunicación físicos y tecnológicos de que disponemos.
Tema: Semana Mundial del Inversor

- Jueves 4 de Octubre
- 07h00
- Radio Atalaya

Washington Arellano
Especialista de Mercado de Valores
EGYPT
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Financial Regulatory Authority (FRA)
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: Egyptian Stock Exchange, iScore, Investor Protection Fund, AL Tamimi & CO. Law Firm, Misr for Central Clearing, Depository and Registry.

The Financial Regulatory Authority conducted several activities in celebration of World Investor Week 2018 from 14-20 October to raise awareness about FRA’s role as a regulator of the capital markets, and to disseminate investor education and protection messages.

During the course of the week FRA carried out different activities in cooperation with other institutions, these included:

1- **Awareness Sessions at Public and Private Universities:**

FRA launched the World Investor Week 2018 week by visiting a number of Public and Private Universities in different governorates including: the Arab Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport (Giza governorate – Private University), Mansoura University (Dakahlya governorate – Public University), Egyptian Chinese University (Cairo Governorate – Private University), Georgia Accredited International program at Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University. FRA promoted this by giving a number of awareness sessions highlighting the importance of investor awareness and protection. Also focusing on the role of securities regulators and how they supervise the activities of capital markets, and how they offer information and services to increase the investor education before investing to avoid wrong practices and financial crimes. (Figures 1,2,3,4,8,9,13,14, 19)

2- **Distributing Flyers and Educational Leaflets:**

FRA also distributed informative flyers and educational leaflets during the events, to help the public better understand risks and assess important investment decisions in their future. These flyers include Brief about FRA Regulatory Role, Do’s and Don’ts in Stock Market, Different Types of Security Electronic Signature, Mutual Fund Types, Steps to Invest In the Stock Market, Subscription Laws, How to Follow your Investments, Investment Risks, Invest Safely (Investor Protection Fund).

3- **Joint activity workshops with Student Activity Simulation Models:**

Awareness campaign and sessions all year long with university students, helping them understand more about future and life decisions through simulation models like the Egyptian Stock Exchange Model. (Figure 21, 22)
4- **Launching of the Investor Awareness website:**

In the framework of the Financial Regulatory Authority (FRA) role in supervising non-banking financial institutions, and spreading investor protection messages, and with regard to the world investor week initiative, FRA has launched the investor awareness website [www.iinvest.gov.eg](http://www.iinvest.gov.eg) in its new form as part of participating in WIW 2018 campaign. This website includes awareness leaflets, videos of workshops, awareness sessions at universities to better the understanding of investor awareness and protection of all individuals. (Figure 16)

5- **Visits/Tours:**

a) Ringing the bell at the Egyptian Stock Exchange with University Students:

In cooperation with the Egyptian Stock Exchange, FRA organized a visit to the stock exchange where top students from different universities rang the bell to the closing of the trading session.

b) Egyptian Stock Exchange Museum:

University students visited the museum containing the history of the stock exchange and what stock certificates used to look like historically.

(Figures 5)

6- **Closing Event:**

a) 1.5k Marathon and sports day for university students, capital market institutions, and other normal citizens including football and volleyball activities:

FRA organized a closing event for the world investor week including a sports day and a 1.5k marathon, where university students, Non-Banking Financial Institutions, Non- Banking Financial Services participants, and all the citizens of Cairo and different governorates participated to attain Financial Inclusion (youth, women, and children).

(Figures 6,7,11,18)

b) Stakeholder Exhibition:

A chance for Market participants and Non- Banking Financial Services participants to give a broad idea on their line of work and how they help better understand of investor awareness and protection of all individuals.

The Exhibitors attending were given a booth to distribute their informative flyers and answer questions. (Figures 12,15)
1- **IScore**: a company that includes a database of credit information about individuals, small and medium-sized enterprises, and banks. The company's database includes nearly 100% of the credit information of individuals, small and medium-sized companies, commercial banks in Egypt. Thus providing the lender community with a clear indicator and a trustful financial community and environment.

2- **Investor Protection Fund**: A special fund that was established with a moral personality to secure the non-commercial risks arising from the activities of companies operating in the field of securities.

3- **Al-Tamimi Law Firm**: a law firm.

7- **Video at Cultural Venue**:

   Awareness event at El Sawy Culture Wheel. It’s a venue for cultural events targeting all the citizens of Cairo to attain Financial Inclusion. The video of the event was uploaded on youtube channel during the world Investor week.

   Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn8lXQEmq5o

8- **Workshop**

   FRA hosted a workshop on “Cumulative Voting”. This workshop gave a full background on cumulative voting system, meanwhile, focusing on defining cumulative voting, its objectives, its legal framework, and practical examples on how to apply cumulative voting system. Cumulative voting system aims at protecting the rights of minority investors, which is one of the main mandates of FRA during the world investor week. (Figure 20)

9- **Media Coverage**:

   a) **Press Releases**
   3 Press Releases

   b) **News and Tv Coverage**
   2 Tv Show
   16 Newspapers

   c) **Videos on YouTube channel**
   1 video

   d) **Emails**
   Emails sent out to all Capital Market companies about the world investor week and how to reach out for investors and help them better understand the financial services given to them and protect them from wrong practices.

(Figures 10,17)
Figure 1
Awareness team sessions at the Egyptian Chinese University

Figure 2

Figure 3
Surveillance Department giving a presentation about trading surveillance methods at Georgia Accredited International Program at Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University

Figure 4
Figure 5
Ringing the Bell at the ending of the Trading Session at the Egyptian Stock Exchange with University Students

Figure 6
FRA Chairman Participating in the Sports Day and Marathon
Figure 8
Awareness Session at ArabAcademy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport

Figure 9

Figure 10
Media Coverage at Sports Day with FRA Chairman

Figure 11
Mansoura University with the FRA Deputy Chairman
Figure 12
Al- Tamimi and Co. Law Firm (StakeholderExhibitor)

Figure 13
Awareness Session at Mansoura University

Figure 14
Mansoura UniversityStudents

Figure 15
Investor Protection Fund Booth (StakeholderExhibitor)
Figure 16

Relaunching of the InvestorAwarenesswebsite in its new form:
www.iinvest.gov.eg
Figure 17
TV Show announcing the World Investor Week

Figure 18
MCDR Football Professional Team

Figure 19
Georgia Accredited International Program Students at Faculty of Commerce, Cairo University

Figure 20
Presentation on Cumulative Voting given at workshop during World Investor Week
Figure 21  
Workshop Activity with University Simulation Models

Figure 22  
Workshop Activity with University Simulation Models

Figure 23  
Copy of Flyers Distributed during the World Investor week
FRANCE
**WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018**

**National Coordinator:** Florence Corne  
**Other IOSCO members:**  
**Other participants:** AMAFI, ANACOFI, ANSA, The Banque de France, Cliff, Euronext, INC, La finance pour tous, OAA

L’Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) and its partners participated actively for the second edition of “World Investor Week”.

The AMF published a press release to inform about the event, its involvement and activities carried out in France, and to review the data related to its mobile app “FinQuiz” launched during the World Investor Week 2017. It generated 87 web, social media and press mentions. The internet users’ total audience having been able to see the information was 61 151 and the number estimated of Internet users having been reached by the publications was 4 503.

The AMF found partners to support the initiative (AMAFI, ANACOFI, ANSA, The Banque de France, Cliff, INC, La finance pour tous, OAA). Partners also had to communicate on this week with their internal public (banks, asset-management companies, teachers, members...) or general public.

The AMF led a campaign of visibility on the social networks on Twitter and Facebook. The AMF posted a post every day on its Facebook page during the week. The reach of these posts was 83 147 people with 683 clicks, reactions, comments or shares.

The AMF created specific multi-channel content and organized several meetings during this week:

- For the 2nd time, the AMF created a radio campaign conducted in partnership with INC and proposing 1.5 min educational broadcasts on many topics: preparing for retirement, employee savings, investment scams. The campaign was broadcasted by more than 110 national and local radios from 1 to 19 October and stays available as a podcast on the following channel: https://soundcloud.com/infoplacement. The audience of this campaign is expected to reach more than 1 200 000 people.
The AMF organized meetings with individuals:

- A meeting on IPOs and capital increase in partnership with F2IC (French Federation of Investment Individuals and Clubs) at the Banque de France in Paris on 1 October. More than 100 people attended this event;
- A web conference on 4 October on the supervision of financial market with 150 people.

In addition to the substantial content for investors already available on its website, the AMF created new content on investments:

- An infographics to better understand the path of an exchange order from the seller to the buyer (and otherwise)
- A dynamic infographics to explain how to read a new mandatory document (KID) prior to invest in specific products.
- A video in partnership with the French youtuber “Heu?reka” about the traps to avoid when investing in crypto-currencies. The video is available on its YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCiPbjj3qmw. So far, the video has been seen almost 23 000 times.
GERMANY
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Annette von Diest
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants:

For BaFin and in particular its Directorates for Consumer Protection and for Communications, taking part in World Investor Week again in 2018 was a great opportunity to draw more public attention to its activities for financial consumers.

The incredible effort put in by all the staff involved made the following activities possible:

At the beginning of WIW on 1 October 2018 BaFin published two new brochures in the format of mini-encyclopedia on the BaFin website. These brochures explain important banking and insurance terms from A-Z in simplified German. Explaining banking and insurance terms in simplified German makes the contents easier to understand for people with learning or reading difficulties as well as for people not fluent in German. However, everyone can benefit from the simple language used in the brochures. Special attention is paid to wording, sentence structure, spelling and format, thereby facilitating understanding and supporting individuals’ self-determination. The brochures are also available in printed form to be handed out to interested consumers, for example at trade fairs.

Furthermore, in cooperation with an organisation for elderly citizens BaFin organised a “digital discussion forum” about the topic “big data and artificial intelligence” on 2 October 2018. BaFin experts gave consumers – in this case elderly people – a presentation and useful advice about how big data works and what the benefits and risks of big data are for consumers of financial services in a Skype conference call. Consumers were also given the opportunity to address their questions directly to BaFin experts.

During World Investor Week, BaFin was also represented at the trade fair “Börsentag” in Berlin on 6 October 2018. At this trade fair BaFin provided a variety of information and publications for investors, including brochures and BaFin’s annual report. BaFin experts also gave visitors the opportunity to ask their questions in one-on-one discussions. Consumers asked the BaFin experts questions concerning the regulation of bitcoins and the impacts of MiFID II on investment advice, among other things.
GIBRALTAR
Throughout World Investor Week (WIW), the GFSC worked with a local media outlet Your Gibraltar TV (YGTV) to author, produce and publish five short, informative videos in addition to one summary video touching on the subject of safe investments via both the GFSC and YGTV social media platforms.

These videos were aimed at young professionals and recent university graduates who may start to consider investment options as they begin to earn salaries. Due to the target audience, the GFSC focused its approach using its online social media platforms as well as YGTV’s webpage and social media platforms. The short video clips lasting between 45 – 60 seconds feature well-known local personalities from Gibraltar and covered subjects such as: diversification of investments, risk awareness and stressed the importance of gathering getting as much information as possible on both investments and investment firms prior to deciding to invest. Through these clips, the public can learn how best to recognise, understand and avoid investment frauds.

The short clips were posted on the GFSC and Moneywise (the GFSC’s Consumer Education dedicated website) social media platforms, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn page every working morning during WIW as well as a summary of Top Tips from each video on Saturday morning.

In addition to this stream of work, the Gibraltar Resolution and Compensation Unit, which sits within the GFSC but is operationally separate from the Commission, set up stands in locations around Gibraltar over the course of the week to provide information about the Gibraltar Deposit Guarantee Scheme to the public by way of roll-up banners, the provision of leaflets and branded products allowing the public to approach the team in a relaxed manner and ask questions.
On the third day of WIW 2018, Christian Santos & Tanya Santos asks you the question, ‘Is your investment firm regulated?’ #OFSC #OFSCDOW #WorldInvestorWeek #GFSC #SMARTINVESTING #TheChimneyTapasBar Gibraltar Football Association #TheBaseTrainingClub Gibraltar #GAMPA Your Gibraltar TV (YGTV)

On day five of WIW 2018, Henry Sacramento asks you, ‘Do you have all your investments in one place?’ #OFSC #OFSCDOW #WorldInvestorWeek #GFSC #SMARTINVESTING The Chimney Tapas Bar Gibraltar Academy of Music and Performing Arts Your Gibraltar TV (YGTV) Gibraltar Football Association.

FIVE TOP TIPS TO TAKE FROM THIS

The IFSC team on day two of their Roadshow at St Michael’s Terrace they will be at The Picado down and say hello and find out all about the scheme and how you are protected. #GibraltarDepositGuaranteeScheme #GGS

The last of our videos, here are your TOP TIPS of the Week to be a SMART INVESTOR OFSC #OFSC #WorldInvestorWeek #GFSC #SMARTINVESTING Your Gibraltar TV (YGTV) @GibraltarFootball Association Gibraltar Academy of Music and Performing Arts The Chimney Tapas Bar

The RCU team were busy this morning at The Picado chatting to the public on the GibraltarDepositGuaranteeScheme. Feel free to pop into the GFSC offices to find out more on how you are protected.
HONG KONG
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Investor and Financial Education Council, subsidiary of the Securities and Futures Commission

IOSCO affiliate members: Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited

Other participants: CFA Institute, Hong Kong Society of Financial Analysts, HKU School of Professional and Continuing Education, Financial Dispute Resolution Centre, Institute of Financial Planners of Hong Kong, and Hong Kong Polytechnic University - Institute of Active Aging.

The Investor and Financial Education Council (IFEC) stepped up its efforts for this year’s WIW, from an online campaign in 2017 to a combined approach which comprised of both resources provided through digital channels and in-person investor seminars. More stakeholders were invited to participate, from two organizations last year to seven this year.

The IFEC and various stakeholders organized the following activities to promote investor education messages, as well as to help consumers make well-informed decisions and become smart investors:

1. Investor seminars
   Three investor seminars were co-hosted by the IFEC and various stakeholders across a range of topics. Around 500 investors participated in these seminars and the feedback have been very positive.

   Seminar to discuss the impact of weighted voting right shares on investors
Seminar to discuss macro-economic trends and associated risks, risk management and investment attitudes in a volatile market, and new economy investing.
2. **Survey**

The Institute of Financial Planners of Hong Kong conducted the “Financial Goals and Retirement Planning of Hongkongers” survey to gather insights into the financial attitudes and retirement planning behavior of the general public. The research was intended to raise consumer awareness and improve understanding of the value of financial planning. Survey findings were announced in conjunction with World Financial Planning Day on 3 October 2018.

3. **Online education resources**

The IFEC launched the Chin Family Investor Portal during WIW 2017 and we updated and enhanced the content in line with the themes of WIW 2018. The Investor Portal is a one-stop resource for both novice and experienced investors to learn more about the breadth of financial products, and the principles of trading and investing. Other information include smart tips, scam alerts, as well as regulatory updates for smart investor protection.

New online resources in conjunction with WIW 2018 include:
- Infographics showing the traits of **smart investors** and **smart digital and online investors**.
- A series of **animation videos** with interactive elements to help investors acquire fundamental knowledge in stocks and funds. Investors can put their knowledge to the test by answering the questions in the videos and clicking on the hyperlinks to learn more.
- Website polling (From 24 Sep – 7 October 2018)
It has been 10 years following the global financial crisis. How has the crisis affected your investment attitude?

Poll participants: 2,765
- More aggressive (10%)
- More cautious and prudent (55%)
- Not affected (12%)
- Did not experience the crisis (23%)

We promoted our WIW initiatives and messages via online channels, including e-newsletter, Facebook fan page, and paid adverts on social media and financial news platforms, and encourage the public to visit our Investor Portal to learn more.

During 1st to 7th October, the Chin Family website had 77,604 page views; 41,231 visits of 33,140 users; while the online poll received 2,765 votes. On Facebook, six feeds received 1,487 likes and had 61,062 fans. The click through rate of the e-mail was 8.9% and the open rate was 28.5%.
HUNGARY
The Central Bank of Hungary (MNB) participated actively in World Investor Week 2018, promoting information and resources for investors via its Consumer Protection website and a short communication campaign.

The main message of the campaign was about the importance of seeking information before choosing an investment, checking the service provider with an online search application of the Central Bank. The other message for retail investors was to regularly compare investment account statements issued by the investment service provider with the balance statements reported by the service provider to MNB (on an anonymized basis) through the MNB’s dedicated online application. The design of the campaign was created by an agency, with the headline: “Be clear about your investment!” and “Gather information about investment offers and providers!”

Ca. 500 posters of the campaign got installed and educational short-films were broadcasted at selected post offices.

The online media campaign ran from 1 to 7 October, MNB’s WIW-advertisements and contents had 2.5 million adviews. The dedicated landing page on the MNB’s website had 2.206 unique views during the campaign, so at this period that was the most visited page on MNB’s Consumer Protection website. An innovative addition to the communication campaign was that MNB published 3 questions on investment into a popular online quiz application from 1 October, as a result of an ongoing partnership, reaching 50,000 users per question monthly for 3 months.

As part of the WIW-activities special lectures were organized with presentations by MNB senior experts and Budapest Stock Exchange’s sales and marketing director for university students at 7 cooperating universities after last year’s success at 5 educational institutions.

---

5 Honfoglaló (https://www.honfoglalo.hu/)
TÁJÉKOZÓDJON A BEFEKTETÉSI AJÁNFLATOKRÓL!

Ellenőrizze az ajánlatot adó szolgáltatót az MNB új intézménykeresőjével!

www.mnb.hu/penzugynavigatort
utat mutat a pénzügyekben

LÁSSON TISZTÁN, HA A BEFEKTETÉSÉRÕL VAN SZÓ!

Ellenőrizze, hogy a szolgáltatójától kapott adatok megegyeznek-e az MNB nyilvántartásával!

utat mutat a pénzügyekben

Nem minden arany, ami fénylik

Befektetési döntéseink előtt tájékozódjunk a szolgáltatókról!

A sokatlanul magas hozam gyakran önmagában is felkerült a befektetők figyelmébe, ami a gyakorlati tapasztalatok alapján igaz a, de ez nem örömmel történő megfenntartását segíti az intuícióval és a jól kiszolgáltatásban.

OLYASTA MÁRT?
Mi ellenőrizhető az Értékpapírszámla-lekérdező alkalmazással, ami a szolgáltatók MNB-nek jelentett adatait dolgozza fel?

- A fogyasztónak ajánlott befektetések
- A fogyasztó által kapott számla adatok
- Tőzsdei árfolyamok
- Tőzsdei forgalom
INDIA
Activities carried out during WIW-2018

During WIW-2018, conducted from October 01 - 07, 2018, SEBI co-ordinated in conducting programs related to investor and financial education across India. Apart from SEBI; Stock Exchanges, Commodity Derivatives Exchanges, Depositories, SEBI recognized Investor Associations, and SEBI empanelled Resource Persons also conducted various investor awareness activities which are described below:

1. Display of Banners and Tickers

i. **BANNER:** Bilingual banners about celebration of WIW-2018 were exhibited in all offices of SEBI, viz. Head office in Mumbai, four regional offices in New Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata and Ahmedabad, and 16 local offices located in various states in India. Banners were also displayed at all offices of stock exchanges, commodity derivatives exchanges and depositories. The banner displayed is as follows:

![Bilingual banner about WIW-2018](image-url)
II. TICKER: Ticker about celebration of WIW-2018 was also run on SEBI website (www.sebi.gov.in), investor website (www.investor.sebi.gov.in) as well as the websites of stock and commodity derivatives exchanges and depositories in the following format:

“World Investor Week Oct 1 - 7, 2018 being Celebrated under aegis of IOSCO and SEBI.”

2. Investor Awareness and Financial Education Programs

SEBI along with other participants, viz. stock and commodity derivatives exchanges, depositories, SEBI recognized Investors Associations and SEBI empanelled Resource Persons conducted various investor education and financial education programs as detailed below:

i. Financial Education

a) FINANCIAL EDUCATION THROUGH RESOURCE PERSONS

SEBI has been reaching out to potential investors and masses through an innovative model, namely, Resource Persons (‘RPs’) to promote financial education across various target groups. During WIW-2018, SEBI empanelled RPs conducted 1,072 programs which were attended by 39,097 participants. These programs covered basic concepts related to various financial sectors, viz. banking, insurance, capital market, pension, caution against Ponzi schemes and other fraudulent practices, various schemes launched by Indian Government related to savings products, investment products, insurance products, financial inclusion schemes, etc. These programs were conducted in local language of the particular area and financial education booklets were distributed free of cost to the participants attending these programs.

b) ‘VISIT TO SEBI’ PROGRAMS

During WIW-2018, 54 ‘Visit to SEBI’ programs were conducted by SEBI covering 2,611 participants. During these programs, various groups of students from college, schools and professional institutes visited SEBI offices to learn about securities markets, SEBI and its role as regulator of securities markets.

ii. Investor Education

INVESTOR AWARENESS PROGRAMS

During WIW-2018, 556 Investor Awareness programs covering 37,358 participants and 1 program by SEBI recognized Investors Association covering 70 participants were conducted.
The above mentioned Investor Awareness Programs were conducted by SEBI, in association with the Stock Exchanges (NSE and BSE), Commodity Derivatives Exchanges (MCX and NCDEX), and Depositories (NSDL and CDSL). These programs were conducted across the country, mainly, focusing on Tier II and Tier III cities/towns to promote investor education. In these programs, investors were provided useful information in securities market covering basic concepts like investing on securities market, mutual fund investments, grievance redressal mechanism, etc. The program by Investors Association also covered these topics.

3. Social Media

The information about the various programs conducted during WIW-2018 was made available in the public domain through social media channels like Facebook, Twitter, and through SMSes and e-mails. The details of the same are as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>No. of Views</th>
<th>No. of Likes</th>
<th>Share/Forwards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>5,963</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>9,695</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Nos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>478,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mails</td>
<td>9.9 Million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Snapshot of all the programs conducted during WIW-2018 in India

In a nutshell, following programs were conducted by SEBI and other participants in India during the celebration of WIW-2018:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RP Programs</td>
<td>1,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit to SEBI</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors Association Programs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investor Awareness Programs</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1,683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WIW 2018 – Report – India
5. Photographs of various programs conducted during WIW-2018

Resource Person Program conducted for females in rural areas for creating financial education.

Regional Seminar conducted in association with commodity derivative exchanges.
Investor Awareness Program conducted during WIW-2018

Banners and Standees about celebration of WIW-2018 displayed at various locations.
INDONESIA
**World Investor Week 2018**

**National Coordinator:**
Indonesia Financial Services Authority (IFSA)

**Other IOSCO members:**

**Other participants:**
Indonesia Financial Services Authority (IFSA) held the World Investor Week (WIW) 2018 in collaboration with Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX), Indonesian Central Securities Depository (KSEI), Indonesian Clearing and Guarantee Corporation (KPEI), and capital market industry from 1st-7th October 2018. The event consisted of 2 stages, which are pre-event (building people’s awareness on investing in capital market industry through campaign on social media and popular radio channels) and the main event (capital market education and Investival/ Indonesia Investment Festival).

Detailed informations of the event are as follows:

A. Pre-Event

1. Financial education talk shows on popular radio channels in Jakarta
   a. Trax 101.4 FM Jakarta on September 26th, 2018, which targeted youth (18-25 years old who has ABC Social Economic Status (SES) with total 119,000 listener*.
   b. i Radio 89,6 FM Jakarta on September 28th, 2018, which targeted professionals (20-35 years old who has ABC Social Economic Status (SES) with total 949,000 listener*. (*Datas are based on Nielsen Radio Audience Measurement 2018)

We received positive responses from the radio listeners, and their enthusiasm by asking further related information about investing in capital market and sharia capital market (how to make a transaction, how to buy a product (stocks and mutual funds), the benefits and risk of investing in capital market, etc).

B. Main Event

1. Financial education talk shows on popular radio channels:

2. Capital market education by Sekolah Pasar Modal (SPM) or Capital Market School to college students of the Syarif Hidayatullah Islamic University which aims to introduce and enhance students’ understanding of the capital market industry, which still have a low understanding and are not even familiar with capital market products. The activity was attended by 89 students from Faculty of Economics and Business.

3. We also held a Stocklab game simulation which was guided directly by the Stocklab maker, namely Ryan Filbert. The activity held on October 4th, 2018 was attended by ±30 OJK employees. Stocklab is a game to introduce the capital market using card media, through this game participants will more easily understand how to invest in the capital market which includes mechanisms, benefits, risks and results in investing. This education aims to make participants more interested in investing in the capital market.

4. Social Media Campaign on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. We developed education campaign materials, in order to rise public’s awareness targeted to millennials generation. The campaign in
social media developed with a simple content along with an interesting illustration, infographic, and quizzes. We also created a national hashtag with all stakeholders in the capital market, i.e: #IOSCOWIW, #WIW2018 and #WorldInvestorWeek2018. Detailed information about the responses of the audiences for this campaign during are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Social Media</th>
<th>Reach*</th>
<th>Engagement**</th>
<th>Impression***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>1.900</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>2.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>8.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>26.844</td>
<td>1.361</td>
<td>34.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>**Total</td>
<td><strong>28.744</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.663</strong></td>
<td><strong>45.007</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
*Reach: the number of unique accounts who saw the post.
**Engagement: the number of times the post was liked, saved, and commented on.
***Impression: the total number of times the post has been seen.

5. We held educational activities regarding the capital market to students of the Faculty of Economics and Business of the State Islamic University (UIN) Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta on October 5th, 2018. This activity collaborated with IDX and securities company which was attended by around 100 college students. Participants have also opened a securities account through securities company.

6. Sharia capital market talk show at Youth Islamic Festival on October 6th, 2018 to 300 participants.

7. PT Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX), Indonesian Clearing and Guarantee Corporation (KPEI), Indonesian Central Securities Depository (KSEI), and supported by the Indonesia Financial Services Authority (OJK) from 5 to 7 October 2018 held Indonesia Investment Festival (Investival) 2018 at Summarecon Mal Bekasi. Investival 2018 that has jargon of “Investing is Easy” is one of the steps taken by IDX to introduce the ease of investing in the capital market to the general public, especially the people in Bekasi City. Through this activity BEI seeks to introduce the ease of stock investing through talk shows that present practitioners, leaders, and public figures who have become investors in capital market to share their experiences that investing in capital market is an easy thing to do. Investival 2018 activity also presents an exhibition of securities companies and investment managers to facilitate visitors who interested in starting to invest in capital market. The details of participations in Investival 2018 activities are as follows:

- Participant Booth: 40 Booth
- Number of Visitors: 8,114 People
- Account Opening Number: 1,377 Securities Accounts
- Number of Transactions: 1,692,452,290, IDR

8. Capital market education to 48 students of 2 Senior High School, Banjar, West Java on October 9, 2018.

9. Launch of Methodist Indonesia University of Mobile Investment Gallery (GIM) on October 11th, 2018, in Medan. The program is a collaboration between OJK and IDX, and Methodist Indonesia University Investment Gallery. The launching activity continued with a seminar themed “Capital
Markets in Indonesia” in the form of a panel discussion. The activity was attended by approximately 168 participants from various backgrounds, i.e: woman association, professional, business people, lecturer and college students.

10. Training of Trainers about sharia capital market attended by 63 lecturers in Sorong, West Papua. The event was held on 11-12 October 2018 with the material related to the regulation and products of the Islamic capital market, Islamic mutual fund investment practices, practices of stock investment through an online sharia trading system;

11. The Sharia Investment Workshop was held on October 13, 2018 and was attended by 200 participants consisting of administrators, teachers, and students of the Al-Izzah Sorong Islamic School and organizer of the West Papua Integrated Islamic School. The material provided is the regulation and products of the Islamic capital market, Islamic mutual fund investment practices, the practice of stock investment through an online sharia trading system.

WIW event will be an exciting annual activity, it just needs a better preparation to be held in a more massive and varied activities. In the case of Indonesia, social media campaign is an effective delivery channel media that can attract more audiences since nowadays people use their gadgets very often to find trending and up to date informations.
Sobat Sikapi apakah kalian tau bagaimana sejarah pasar modal di Indonesia? "Kenali Sejarahnya dan Yakin Berinvestasi di Pasar Modal Indonesia"
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ISLE OF MAN
**World Investor Week 2018**

**National Coordinator:** Isle of Man Financial Services Authority (IOMFSA)
**Other participants:** Personal Finance Society (PFS) and London Institute of Banking and Finance (LIBF)

In line with the World Investor Week 2018 key message the IOMFSA asked Isle of Man consumers to consider

“What is a smart investor and how do I become one?”

The IOMFSA used World Investor Week 2019 as an important opportunity to focus attention on consumers’ investment needs and knowledge. This followed on from the valuable work that the IOMFSA was already engaged in to promote sound information on Pensions and school outreach to upskill local teenagers on financial fundamentals.

Building on the World Investor Week Key messages and working with professional bodies we provided an insightful programme to give Isle of Man consumers information they need to understand how to invest safely, supporting sound investment decisions.

The IOMFSA worked with local professional bodies to deliver the IOSCO Key Messages.

**A Smart Investor**

- Checks that an investment adviser is qualified and works for a regulated firm
- Conducts research on a product before investing
- Assesses the impact of fees when choosing an investment
- Understands that risk exists in all investments
- Avoids "get rich quick" and "can't lose" schemes
- Recognises the power of compound interest
- Recognises the importance of diversification
- Plans for and invests according to his/her future needs and goals
- Recognises the benefit of long-term, regular and diversified investment.

**Additionally a Smart Investor investing in initial coin offerings, digital assets and other online investments:**

- Understands the risks that are associated with initial coin offerings and crypto-assets in general and is careful in deciding whether to invest in these products
- Does not forget about the importance of due diligence when considering investments in online and digital environments
- Recognises the red flag warning signs of online investment fraud
- Never invests based solely on a celebrity endorsement
- Knows that most legitimate firms do not allow their customers to use credit cards to make investments.
Isle of Man events across World Investor Week

To get the WIW message out to consumers the IOMFSA prepared new consumer information and worked with professional bodies to prepare the WIW Events. The launch event was developed in conjunction with the Personal Finance Society.

Family Finance Day

Isle of Man World Investor Week was launched at a local High School Sixth Form Centre on 29 September 2018. This was an interactive day, promoting the concept of sound financial advice and planning focussing on improving customer outcomes.

Presentations

During the day consumers were able to attend free presentations looking at:

- Initial Coin Offerings: What’s all the fuss?
- Investment Matters – Top tips for a Smart Investor
- Scam Man – How to be scam aware
- Pension Matters – Planning for your future

The presentations were videoed and are available in edited shorts as a resource for the future.

Financial Guidance

There was the opportunity for consumers to have one to one Pro Bono Guidance. To support the event a number of financial advisers from Isle of Man regulated firms agreed to provide free half hour sessions where consumers could get generic guidance on their financial plans. All participating advisers were members of the Personal Finance Society.
Discover Fortunes

Teenagers (13-18 year olds) had the opportunity to compete in teams of up to 6 in the Discover Fortunes Challenge. In this interactive game the teams that found the fortune, won the prizes.

Meet the Regulator – Meet the Regulator over refreshments

Across the day staff from the IOMFSA were available to meet consumers and promote guidance available for consumers.

Feedback for the day from participants was very positive.

Cyber Risk Management

An informative lunchtime seminar was held discussing how to minimise cyber risks to individuals and businesses. This event was supported by the London Institute of Banking and Finance. Again participants found the event very enlightening and gave positive feedback.

New consumer information

The IOMFSA wanted to utilise World Investor Week as a focal point for the launch of new consumer information.

The Isle of Man Consumer Pension Survey

Prior to the summer the FSA commissioned an independent survey of Manx consumers in relation to attitudes to pensions. There was excellent response to the survey, with more than 2% of eligible Manx residents (in work and under age 65) participating across a representative spread of ages and occupations.

The results of the survey were launched as part of World Investor Week and are available on the IOMFSA’s website.
Consumer Information

As part of World Investor Week, to complement the pension matters leaflet launched in April, the FSA is launched colourful consumer leaflets on the following topics:

- Consumer Matters – The role of the Financial Services Authority
- Investment Matters
- Investment Scams
- Pension Scams
- Consumer Matters – Initial Coin Offerings and Cryptocurrencies (developed in conjunction with sixth form students from Ballakermeen High School).

All of the leaflets were made available in hard copy and are available in electronic form on the IOMFSA website.

Publicity

As part of World Investor Week the IOMFSA participated in Radio and Local TV Interviews. The Pension Survey Results and World Investor Week Events were also covered in 2 articles in the local press.

Chartered Insurance Institute – Building Public Trust Awards 2019

The consumer outreach work undertaken resulted in nominations in two categories of the CIIs Public Trust Awards:

- The Consumer Marketing and Awareness Award - Winner
- The Consumer Champion Award – Runner-up”
ISRAEL
**WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018**

National Coordinator: ISA – Israel Securities Authority

We published a press release regarding the WIW2018 campaign and the ISA activities to promote responsible financial consumption.

This year, on our main project, we focused on the young generation between ages 20-45 due to the understanding that they surfing the web and the social media that makes them also as a target for investments opportunities. For that reason we build a fake website “R.N.E Entrepreneurship and investments” to illustrate how easy it is to fall in a fraud and to give the tips and tools to responsible investments. We funded promotion of the fake website through Facebook, Google and major news websites in the Israeli media.

In only five days we reached an exposure of 2.3 million people, more than 17,000 visit the website and 160 fell into the trap.

The publications about the fake website were very positive all over the media (TV, Radio, newspaper and websites) and in the social media.

We published in ISA Facebook and LinkedIn posts with the IOSCO WIW2018 campaign.

In addition, we organized an investors meeting to explain about Capital Market from the investors eyes. This event is a joint venture with Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

Here are some of the articles that were published about #WIW2018:
'YNET' is the most popular news website in Israel with exposure of millions.

Here you can see the publication at the homepage and the full article.
‘Israel Today’ is Israeli second national newspaper in terms of circulation.

‘GLOBES’ one of the most popular Business newspaper and website.
Interviews at the two of the TV national channels with the Spokesperson and Head of investors unit.
Social Media publications
ITALY
World Investor Week 2018

National Coordinator: Consob
Other IOSCO members: -
Other participants: Bank of Italy; Adeimf; Anasf; Feduf; GLT Foundation; Museo del Risparmio di Torino; QfinLab-Politecnico di Milano

The 2nd edition of the World Investor Week (WIW) in Italy has been celebrated with a number of initiatives held between Monday 1 and Sunday 7 October.

This year the WIW is also part of the Italian ‘Financial Education Month’ (October), an event promoted by the National Committee for the planning and coordination of financial education activities (“Edufin Committee”). The Committee has been established in 2017 to promote and plan awareness-raising campaigns as well as financial education initiatives and plays a crucial role in laying down and implementing the National Strategy for Financial Education in Italy.

The main goal of the Italian WIW 2018 was to raise awareness about the relevance of financial education to increase understanding ability and independent judgement when assuming financial decisions in real life.

Focused events on dissemination of financial basic knowledge and experiences were the bulk of the WIW, with a specific emphasis on personal financial planning, sound investment process, notions of financial risk, concept of risk diversification and new opportunities/challenges stemming from digitalisation’s processes in the financial sector.

Initiatives have been delivered using traditional channels like interactive lectures as well as by means of innovative ways of conveying messages related to investor education e.g. gamification and edutainment.

The Italian WIW was organised by Consob with the endorsement of the Edufin Committee and the participation of many stakeholders active on financial education field as: Adeimf (“Associazione docenti economia, intermediari e mercati finanziari”); Anasf (“Associazione nazionale consulenti finanziari”); Feduf (Fondazione per l’educazione finanziaria e il risparmio”); GLT Foundation; Museo del Risparmio di Torino; QfinLab-Politecnico di Milano. The main Italian Universities were also relevant partners of numerous initiatives listed on the calendar. All partners contributed with their resources, contents and professionalism, whereas Consob interacted with all of them providing guidance and information support to keep a high degree of homogeneity and harmonization with regard to key messages and spirit of the world campaign.

Information and details about the Italian campaign (e.g. official calendar, list of partners, contact references, related documents and media coverage) were provided in a designated area of the Consob investor education portal (http://www.consob.it/web/investor-education/world-investor-week-2018), accessible also through the partners’ websites by way of dedicated web links.

Natural targets of the initiatives were young students, University students, some categories of adults (i.e. women), small-sized entrepreneurs and trainers.
Events were held in many Italian cities, with a wide covering of the national territory. Universities and schools – among the others – opened their doors to many interactive lectures/seminars on financial education. The official list of all the initiatives is still available at the link http://www.consob.it/documents/11981/0/Calendario+eventi+WIW+2018/921860b9-7b59-4203-b121-a31013f92194.

One initiative worthy of consideration for their novelty was, among the others, the launch of a pilot project by Consob - called “Finance: a story to tell. From barter to bitcoin” - teaming with Lombardy’s regional education authority, which aims at secondary school students and focuses on teacher training. The project is focused on the creation of an intuitive educational path to help students to better understand economic and financial phenomena and the reasoning behind individual financial choices. The results achieved are under assessment and will form the basis to any review of the project and its proposed extension to other schools on the national territory.

In addition, Consob was active during the whole ‘Financial Education Month’ through the organization, among the others, of the following events:

- a theatrical show for high school students held by Taxi 1729 focused on behavioral finance and cognitive traps (on Thursday 5 October);
- seminars on investments, competences and decision-making processes alongside the publication of the 2018 Consob Report on financial investments of Italian households (in a number of Italian Universities during the month);
- “Beware of scams”, a show-conference inspired by the famous Ponzi scheme’s phenomenon which is part of an experimental project of edutainment on financial education called “Finance on stage” (on Tuesday 30 October).

Partners’ press offices cooperated with Consob to guarantee clear, shared communication policy and messages throughout the WIW, also by means of social networks.

RAI, the Italian national TV broadcaster, dedicated several services and interviews on the WIW during the week. Radio, web and press also provided wide coverage of the events over the week.

Below a selection of pictures taken during the various initiatives in the calendar.
JAPAN
One of the characteristics of Japan’s initiatives during the WIW 2018 campaign is the active participation of SROs, namely the Japan Securities Dealers Association (JSDA) and Japan Exchange Group (JPX).

1. Financial Services Agency (JFSA)
   On October 1, the JFSA held the Opening Ceremony of the WIW 2018 as part of WIW activities ahead of the rest of the world. The event was a big success, with more than 80 participants from 13 countries joining the ceremony. The ceremony began with a video message from IOSCO C8 Chairman Mr. José Alexandre Vasco, followed by speeches by the FSA Deputy Commissioner for International Affairs Mr. Jun Mizuguchi, the JSDA Chairman and CEO Mr. Shigeharu Suzuki, and the Central Council for Financial Services Information, Chairman Mr. Shinichi Yoshikuni. In addition, a famous financial educator, Mr. Kazuhisa Okamoto gave a lecture about the importance of financial education.
   For more information, please see https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/20181009-2.html

   Just before the WIW, the JFSA published its strategic priorities for 2018-2019. The JFSA continued to tackle investor education and investor protection, for example by doing the following:
   - Produce video clips on investor education in collaboration with relevant stakeholders
   - Dispatch its staff to schools to deliver lectures to students
   - Encourage enrichment of school curricula on financial education
   - Publish leaflets and issue necessary warnings for user protection about fraudulent practices and non-registered entities
   - Operate an inquiry counter to deal with questions by investors
   - Promote Dollar-Cost Averaging NISA

2. Japan Securities Dealers Association (JSDA)
   As with last year, the WIW logo and the key messages in Japanese were displayed on the JSDA’s website. The WIW logo and key messages were also disseminated through various events related to investor education held in 26 locations across Japan.

   The JSDA also conducted various activities related to investor protection and investor education as a whole during the week, including
   - activities to prevent investment scams (including distributing PR tools such as informative leaflets or desk memos outlining warnings and alerts for potential victims, and conducting public awareness campaigns)
     For more information, please see http://www.jsda.or.jp/sonaeru/inv_alerts/toushisagi/index.html (Japanese)
   - activities for financial and securities education (including providing online content, producing and publishing materials, sponsoring seminars & events, and dispatching lecturers)
     For more information, please see http://www.jsda.or.jp/manabu/index.html (Japanese)
Specifically, this year, the JSDA held asset building seminars for beginners in all prefectures in Japan, and hosted a special course at the University of Tokyo called “The University for 100 Years, Faculty of Money”.
For more information on the special course, please visit https://100univ.com/(Japanese).

3. Japan Exchange Group (JPX)
A seminar was held in Osaka in conjunction with JSDA’s Securities Investment Day on October 4. Held jointly with JSDA, the seminar enjoyed overwhelming response, and 400 retail investors had the opportunity to hear about trends in the Japanese economy from an industry expert.

During the week, JPX also welcomed visits from schools and the general public, and held seminars under ongoing programs as part of its efforts to promote investor education and financial literacy.
JERSEY
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Joanna Verrechio, Jersey Financial Services Commission
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: States of Jersey Trading Standards Department


On Wednesday 3 October 2018, Alison de Bourcier, the Director of Trading Standards, delivered a breakfast briefing to all staff at the JFSC. Alison’s presentation was in relation to the new Consumer Protection (Unfair Practices) (Jersey) Law 2018 which came into force in June 2018. While this new law has a very wide remit and could affect financial services businesses, the focus of Alison’s talk was on how it affects everyone on an individual and personal level, as a consumer.

Also on 3 October 2018, the Bailiwick Express ran an article on its online local news site highlighting the JFSC’s support of WIW 2018.

Throughout the week, there was daily activity on social media focusing on the key messages and sharing and re-tweeting messages from other jurisdictions and institutions. The JFSC produced and circulated a short video clip about the work it does on Financial Education all year round.

---

*Bailiwick Express Article 3 October 2018

*https://vimeo.com/293190592
KAZAKHSTAN
AFSA Report to IOSCO on outcomes of 2018 WIW in AIFC
(as per IOSCO template)

National coordinator: National Bank of Kazakhstan
IOSCO member: Astana Financial Services Authority
Other participants:

1. Akimat* of city of Astana - *(municipal government)
2. Akimat of Almaty city
3. Akimat of city of Shymkent
4. Akimatof Karaganda city
5. Akimatof Atyrau city
6. Akimat of city of Oskemen
7. Akimat of city of Kostanay
8. The National Chamber of Entrepreneurs “Atameken”
9. Kazakhstan’s Association of Financiers
10. Damu Entrepreneurship Fund (Almaty, Atyrau, Shymkent, Oskemen)
11. Nazarbayev University
12. Eurasian National University named after L.N. Gumilyov
13. Kazakh State University of Law and Jurisprudence
14. Almaty Management University
15. Narxoz University
16. Atyrau State University
17. Atyrau University of Oil and Gas
18. Karaganda State Technical University
19. Karaganda Economic University of Kazpotrebsoyuz
20. Karaganda State University named after Y.Buketov
21. Kazakh-British Technical University
22. KIMEP University
23. South Kazakhstan State University named after M. Auezov
24. East Kazakhstan State University named after S.Amanzholov
25. University of International Business
26. Suleyman Demirel University
27. Alma University
28. Al-Farabi Kazakh National University
29. The Republican Physics and Mathematics School
30. Nazarbayev Intellectual School Atyrau
31. Nazarbayev Intellectual School Karaganda
32. Bilim Innovation Lyceum Atyrau
33. Bilim Innovation Lyceum Karaganda
In support of WIW 2018, the Astana Financial Services Authority initiated a serious of investor protection and education events under a programme “2018 World Investor Week in Astana International Financial Centre (AIFC)”. Different AIFC bodies, including AIFC Authority, International Exchange of AIFC, Bureau for Continued Professional Development and Media Centre has joined hands with AFSA in order to hold 37 different events under the programme “2018 WIW in AIFC”.

These events aimed at investor education, raising awareness on investments fundamentals and consumer protection took place from September 29 until October 10 and covered 7 cities (Astana, Almaty, Shymkent, Atyrau, Karaganda, Kostanay and Ockemen), 15 universities and 5 schools with overall 3632 participants.

- regions of Kazakhstan involved in the activities of AIFC within WIW 2018

The Programme of 2018 WIW in AIFC consisted of following 6 initiatives:
(1) **Regional Investment Literacy program**

A number of information sessions and guest lectures were organized under the Initiative in the universities and schools of cities of Almaty, Karaganda and Atyrau. Agenda of events covered investor education and capacity building courses offered by AIFC, including professional programs such as CFA, ACCA, FRM, Islamic Finance and HRCI.
(2) AIFC Investment Cup

In order to stimulate thinking on investor protection and consumer education, the AIFC organized a debate tournament among English leagues of Astana’s leading universities. This event gathered together the English debate clubs of Nazarbayev University, L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Kazakh State University of Law and Jurisprudence, and Nazarbayev Intellectual Schools, to build the financial and investment culture among the youth.

(3) Financial Literacy Roadshow

The Roadshow covered 5 largest cities of Kazakhstan, including Almaty, Atyrau, Shymkent, Kostanay and Oskemen. Typical agenda consisted of investor education focused presentations for academic circles in first half of a day and for business circles in second half of a day, allowing different regions to access relevant knowledge and information through the AIFC experts.
(4) Capital Market and Investment Protection in AIFC event

The outreach session in Almaty City for brokers, traders and dealers of Kazakhstan has allowed to present legal and regulatory framework of AIFC that demands high standards of behavior and creates a fair and safe environment in which investors have confidence and business is trusted. The speakers from two important institutions in the AIFC ecosystem – AFSA, a regulatory body of the AIFC and Astana International Exchange (AIX), the first authorised market institution in the AIFC discussed the capital market and investor protection.

(5) Investor’s day Conference

The Investor’s Day conference was aimed at fostering debate on investor protection and consumer education. Besides representatives of financial circles, the international experts from the UK, Australia, France and Italy has also attended. The conference has been officiated by Mr. Pasquale Munafo, vice-chair of IOSCO C8. Official opening of the first Examination Center of the British Royal Institute for Securities and Investments (CISI) in Astana has been held in the margins of the conference. This CISI is a global institution for professionals in the financial and investment sectors.
(6) **Islamic Finance week**

The second annual Islamic Finance Week Conference on Islamic Finance was held as part of the 2018 WIW in AIFC. The speakers were experts from the UK, Egypt, Malaysia, Bahrain and Kazakhstan, including Sheikh Bilal Khan, the leading figure in the global Islamic finance industry. The agenda of this year’s professional event raised the most pressing issues on the development of the Islamic finance industry in Kazakhstan and around the world, and also created an interactive platform for industry professionals, academic and business circles.

Media coverage of the 2018 WIW in AIFC:
In order to provide broadest possible media coverage following has been completed:

- 86 articles
- 22 press-releases
- 222 posts in social media.

This has allowed 3 245 563 views. Average coverage per message has reached 132 145.

KENYA
The Capital Markets Authority (CMA) participated for the second time in the annual World Investor Week (WIW) 2018 from 1-8 October, 2018. Inline with the new strategic approach for the Authority, the following initiatives were undertaken:

a) **WIW Official Launch** - The official Launch of the WIW for Kenya was held on October 1, 2018 at an event that was attended by 77 participants comprising the intermediaries, stakeholders and CMA Board and management at the Authority’s offices. The launch included media interviews, presentations as well as a press release of the WIW. The impact was felt as demonstrated by the media coverage both in print and electronic that followed during the week.

b) **Edutainment and Social Media Campaign** – CMA leveraged technology by developing infographics, animations and short educational messages on opportunities, products and services within the capital markets and investor protection techniques that were shared and boosted on Social Media. This created a platform for discussions on Social Media targeting the youth between 18 and 34 years old. In addition, CMA hosted two Facebook conferences specifically targeting the youth to specifically address avenues of investments from betting winnings. In addition, the use of influencers and bloggers were pertinent to communicating the messages. This was impactful as demonstrated by social media discussions and the 20,000 likes received on Facebook and 17,000 new followers over a period of 3 weeks.

c) **Resource Centre Portal Campaign from October 1-7, 2018** – following the success of the scavenger hunt in 2017, CMA incorporated a themed topical scavenger hunt during the WIW where participants responded to questions by searching for the answers through our Resource Centre Portal and Website. CMA provided for several prizes that comprised of funds to purchase Government Bonds via mobile phones called M-Akiba Bonds. A total of 500 participated in the scavenger hunt that resulted in 36 entrants getting the above prizes.

d) **National Radio Campaign** – The Authority involved staff in visiting three vernacular radio stations during the campaign period providing various capital markets information on investing and protection. In addition, radio adverts and infomercials on the themed areas also run throughout the week. This was highly impactful as witnessed by the number of increased calls at 30% that the Authority received from the specific regions on capital markets matters.

e) **Huduma Centre Initiative** - Staff from CMA also set up desks at County Government offices called Huduma Centres in three counties namely: Trans-Nzoia, Kisii and Nakuru. The Vernacular radio campaigns were effectively utilized to mobilize investors who have questions or and issues on capital markets. A total of 478 investors visited the three centres during the 3 days.

f) **Bonds, Loans & Sukuk East Africa Conference** - The Authority was represented as panelists on Fintech on October 2nd, 2018 where 200 participants were in attendance.
g) **Support from Intermediaries** – To complement the social media and other publicity campaigns that were undertaken, CMA sent a circular to intermediaries highlighting the event and encouraging them to participate by focusing their investor education and awareness programmes and marketing efforts during that week and to feature the WIW logo on their respective websites and in their promotion and marketing efforts.

All the events above focused on two main thematic areas as outlined below:

The first thematic area will be ‘**Investor Protection**’ to specifically include messages on: Enforcement updates with respect to the capital markets enforcement success stories; capital Markets Fraud Investigation Unit data and recent developments; the Whistle Blower Portal; Rights and responsibilities of investors; Corporate Governance initiatives and how investors and protected; Complaint handling procedures; How to avoid and detect scams (Red flags); and tips on selecting a capital markets intermediary.

The second theme will be ‘**Knowing the Capital Markets Products Available to the Public**’ touching on: Shares and Bonds; capital markets investment opportunities during market volatility cycles; collective Investment Schemes as an alternative investment during market unpredictable cycles; and information on the upcoming Business Incubators and Accelerator on the Listing Experience and how to sign up for participation.

Participants, flanked by Board members in the front row follow the launch of the WIW 2018 on October 1st, 2018

From Right to Left (Chairman of CMA, Mr. James Ndegwa, Chief Executive, Mr. Paul Muthaura, MBS, Board members Ms. Christine Okoth and Dr Freshia Mugo – Waweru at the launch of WIW 2018 on October 1st, 2018
County Huduma Centre initiative during the WIW 2018

CMA moderates a panel discussion on Fintech during the Bonds and Sukuk Conference held at the Kempinski Hotel on October 2nd, 2018
LEBANON
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: CMA (Capital Markets Authority)
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: IFG (Institute for Finance and Governance) and ESA (École Supérieure des Affaires)

World Investor Week (WIW) is a global campaign to raise awareness on the importance of investor protection and education in an effort to highlight the various initiatives of securities regulators and stakeholders in these two critical areas globally.

In its capacity as an independent autonomous securities regulator, the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) in Lebanon has joined the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) in this global initiative to promote Investor Protection and Education. The CMA has focused on investor protection as a core principal; reflecting this in the regulations and directives issued to the market. A deeper look showcasing the overhauled regulatory framework at the CMA directly reveals a noticeable and sustainable cultural shift towards a more safe, open, fair, and transparent securities business activities in Lebanon. Being the first event of its kind in Lebanon, the conference held in partnership with the IFG, served as a great occasion to engage with licensed institutions and other stakeholders about the importance of Investor Protection, while also illustrating how CMA regulations and the actions of its Financial Control Unit enhances Investor Protection in Lebanon.

One Day Conference on Promoting Investor Protection and Education:

The Conference targeted Approved Financial Institutions, listed companies, clearing houses, university students and professors, Beirut Stock Exchange, and Media.

This Public Report will highlight the main topics discussed at the event, topics that ranged from investor education to investor protection through a legal and practical lens, including a constructive discussion on how to better nurture a Corporate Governance culture in Lebanon that will enhance the business environment and establish confidence in the market.

At the opening of the First “World Investor Week” event held by the Capital Markets Authority, Chairman of the CMA H.E. Mr. Riad Salame stated that Lebanon will soon launch an Electronic Trading Platform (ETP) which shall increase local and international liquidity in Lebanese markets and contribute in economic development. Chairman Salame declared that “any Financial Institution working in securities business should be licensed and approved by the CMA. Moreover, individuals performing registrable functions as per CMA regulations should be registered with the CMA in order to ensure a safer environment for the Lebanese investor and ensure their protection.

The opening session featured three speeches delivered by Mr. Tarek Zebian Director of the Communication and Research Department, Mr. Hadi El Assaad IFG Coordinator, and Mr. Jalil Tarif Secretary General of UASA. The speeches focused on the importance of the collaboration between academia, regulatory institutions and industry experts to better protect and educate investors. Also, they stressed on the role of regulatory bodies and its importance in growing market transparency and spreading investor awareness through its regulations.
Through a recorded message to the participants in the ‘World Investor Week 2018’ event hosted by the CMA, Mr. Paul Andrews, Secretary General of International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) praised the initiative done by the CMA in participating in the Global Campaign “World Investor Week” in collaboration with IOSCO. He stressed on how the CMA is contributing to this year’s WIW theme in creating Lebanese smart investors through recently completing a regulatory overhaul and rolling out Implementing Regulations ensuring sustainable capital markets.

The conference featured two panels and one presentation:

**Panel 1:** “Protecting Investors: The Legal Framework Shaping CMA’s Role in the Market”

**Presentation:** Financial Control Unit Presentation: “How the FCU’s Product Review Enhances Investor Protection”

**Panel 3:** “Nurturing a Corporate Governance Culture in Lebanon”
Social Media Campaign

As part of the global initiative to promote Investor Education and Protection, CMA has launched a social media awareness campaign that highlights how its regulations aim to protect Lebanese Investors and their savings in financial securities.
Know Your Client

Before opening a trading account, Clients must provide Personal and Financial information that help Approved Institutions better assess your Risk Profile and Investment Objectives.

An Approved Institution is required to perform a “suitability check” for any potential financial investment. No investment comes without risk.

The KYC allows the Approved Institution to classify the clients either as a Customer, Professional Client, or Counterparty as per CMA regulations.
Before conducting any Securities Business with/for a client, an Approved Institution must enter into an agreement with the client that sets out the terms and conditions of conducting business.

A trading account is subject to a minimum amount in Cash and/or Securities on opening as per CMA regulations. The amount should be maintained at all times except for any reductions due to investment losses.

A Client Agreement should specify:

- Types of Services that the Approved Institution will provide to the client.
- A risk disclaimer, which is a statement warning that financial investments may expose a client to a significant risk of loss in value, especially an investment that is speculative in nature.
- If the Approved Institution may act as Principal in a transaction with the client.
- How the Approved Institution will deal with Dividends, Commissions and other Income and Entitlements accruing to the client.
- Obligation to provide best execution to the client.

An approved institution must fully disclose the charged fees and commissions required before any services are provided.
An approved institution must disclose to its actual and potential clients that it is recording all phone calls related to securities transactions. Also, that it is saving these recording for future notice for a period of 10 years.

DOCUMENTS the Approved Institution should share with you

- A written signed trading account opening agreement.
- The list of fees and commissions that the approved institution will charge the investor for their services.
- A statement of account detailing the transactions executed for the account of the investor.
- A contract note confirming the execution of each and every transaction.
- The signed Know Your Client KYC form
No investment comes without risk.

CMA requires approved institutions to sell 'suitable' financial products to investors.

It is the legal requirement that an investment adviser, broker, or other party act in a way most likely to fit a client's investment goals, and risk profile.

CMA regulations ensure suitability in offers of securities to investors.

A smart investor understands risk

Types of investment risks

Market Risk

Also known as systematic risk. It is the risk affiliated with market fluctuations. The risk of your investment decreasing in value due to events that affect the market.

Liquidity Risk

Is the risk that stems from the lack of marketability of an investment that cannot be bought or sold quickly enough to prevent or minimize a loss.

Inflation Risk

The risk of having your investment cash flow decline in value due to inflation. Inflation risk is important if you have invested in bonds.
Concentration Risk
Is the risk of incurring losses due to concentration of your investment in one security.

With diversification your investment risks becomes lower.

Business Risk
Is the measure of risk associated with a particular security.
Business risk refers to the possibility that the issuer of a stock or a bond may go bankrupt.

A common way to avoid Business risk is to diversify your portfolio.

Economic Risk
Is the chance that macroeconomic conditions like exchange rates, government regulation, or political stability will affect an investment.

Interest Rate Risk
Is the possibility that a fixed-rate debt instrument will decline in value as a result of a rise in interest rates.

Investors should consider that the longer the duration of the investment, the more the impact of interest rate fluctuation on the price of the security held.

Exchange Rate Risk
Or Currency Risk is a form of risk that arises from the change in price of one currency against another.

This type of risk is greater for shorter term investments, which do not have time to level off like longer term foreign investments.
A smart investor avoids get-rich quick scams
7 types of investment fraud

Investment fraud appears in many forms.
The following are various signs you can look out for to determine whether the investment you are interested in is legitimate or not.

Not registered to sell investments

The rule of thumb is always making sure that the person or institution selling you the investment is registered.

If they are not, it is a red flag for fraud!

Promising Inconceivable profits

“Get rich quick, invest now!” approach.

There is always a risk-return trade off.

No real investment is built on quick, illogical and high profits.

SIGN 1

SIGN 2
**Hot insider tips**

A person approaches you with news of privileged and important inside information that if acted upon will secure a hefty profit, in order to push you into investing.

**Beware that acting on such information is both fraudulent and illegal.**

---

**The Pump and Dump**

**1/2**

In a typical pump and dump scam, you receive an email or phone call promoting an incredible deal on a low-priced stock.

What you don’t know is that the person or company contacting you owns a large amount of this stock.

---

**The Pump and Dump**

**2/2**

As more and more investors buy shares, the value skyrockets. Once the price hits a peak, the scam artist sells their shares and the value of the stock plummets.

You’re left holding worthless stocks.

---

**Pushy salesperson or sales tactics**

Avoid being pressured to make a quick purchase at a ‘low price’ guarantee.

Always avoid promoters who don’t give you time to think or ask questions.
Catchy & Luring Advertisements

These scams often find their victims through ads placed in newspapers or on Internet sites. The ads look legitimate and offer you an exciting opportunity to invest your money.

You are always promised a high return. Don't trust every advertisement you read!

Offshore Investment Scams

The fraudster will promise you a high return from an investment in an offshore market.

These types of scams are common, once you transfer your money overseas you will have zero control over it.

Be careful!

Scammers can approach you in many different ways; stay alert!

- Investment seminars
- Email
- By a stranger on the phone
- Through a friend, neighbor or co-worker
- Pop-ups online ads
A smart investor understands the importance of diversification

*Decreasing your overall investment risk*

Investing in different asset-class combinations that are non-correlated helps reduce your overall risk, and potentially increase your overall returns.

The less positively correlated your portfolio is, the better diversified you are.

**Diversify!**

Asset diversification allows you to divide your investment portfolio among different types of asset-classes such as stocks, bonds & cash equivalent.

A correct *diversification strategy* can decrease your overall investment risk, and aid you into ensuring more consistent returns.

Investors can achieve **Optimal Diversification** through putting together a balanced portfolio spread across various industries.

**True!**

Diversification allows you to spread your investments within different sectors, which *allows the risk to spread* as well, thus decreasing it. 

Diversification minimizes risk but cannot eliminate it.
MALAYSIA
**WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018**

National Coordinator: Securities Commission Malaysia (SC Malaysia)
Other IOSCO members: None
Other participants:
  a) Securities Industry Dispute Resolution Center (SIDREC)
  b) Financial Planning Association of Malaysia (FPAM)

SC Malaysia is once again pleased to support and participate in IOSCO’s World Investor Week (WIW) campaign from 1st – 7th October 2018, to raise awareness about the importance of investor education and protection.

**SC Malaysia’s Activities during WIW 2018**

Given the increased popularity of initial coin offering (ICOs) in Malaysia, during WIW 2018, SC Malaysia focused our investor education and protection messaging to caution investors about investing in ICO. Although SC Malaysia has previously issued various press releases cautioning investors on ICOs, we reinforced the key messaging on ICO during WIW 2018.

1. **Radio Edumercial**

On 1 October 2018, SC Malaysia’s Executive Director, Mr Chin Wei Min explained to the public on the mechanism of ICOs and crypto-currency as well as the risks of ICOs.

Sixteen (16) snippets of the radio edumercial were also aired throughout the weekday from 2nd to 5th October 2018. This radio edumercial was aired in Malaysia’s prominent business radio station (BFM 89.9) which reaches out to at least 400,000 listeners.

The radio station BFM 89.9 also featured the radio edumercial as a podcast on its website.

---

Radio edumercial by Mr Chin Wei Min, Executive Director, Securities Commission Malaysia

Podcast on BFM 89.9’s website
2. Printed Infographics

To make the messaging on ICOs more engaging, an infographic advertisement was produced and the same was inserted in three (3) local mainstream dailies (in three different languages for benefit of all Malaysians), nationwide, throughout the week of WIW 2018. The key message in the infographics emphasized what to look out for when investing in ICOs. The total outreach and readerships for the 3 local mainstream dailies reached out to approximately 4.60 million people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is an ICO?</th>
<th>What to look out in an ICO?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A message by the Securities Commission Malaysia in conjunction with World Investor Week 2018</td>
<td>An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is a form of fundraising exercise that involves the offering of digital “tokens” or “coins” to fund projects or business activities. If the ICO displays features of a capital market product, the promoter must comply with the Securities Commission Malaysia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>01</strong> HIGH RISK/TRADE</td>
<td><strong>01</strong> HIGH RISK/TRADE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the ICO promises high or guaranteed returns for your investment, be cautious.</td>
<td>If it is too good to be true, it probably is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>02</strong> PROMOTER/TEAM</td>
<td><strong>02</strong> PROMOTER/TEAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find out more about the people promoting the ICO. Even if the ICO is promoted by very big or well-known persons, check if it is legitimate.</td>
<td>Do your homework!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>03</strong> INFORMATION</td>
<td><strong>03</strong> INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you have enough information about the ICO? Do you understand the project or business activities and your rights in the ICO? If you have doubts, seek professional advice.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>04</strong> RISK OF LOSING YOUR INVESTMENTS</td>
<td><strong>04</strong> RISK OF LOSING YOUR INVESTMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar to other investments, the ICO projects or business activities are uncertain and carry risks. Only invest what you can afford to lose.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>05</strong> FOREIGN ICOs</td>
<td><strong>05</strong> FOREIGN ICOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some ICOs are offered from foreign countries, so if there is a default, your rights are limited. Be extra careful!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Printed infographics (English version)

3. InvestSmart® website

Both the radio edumercial and printed infographic are available on SC Malaysia’s InvestSmart® website at www.investsmartsc.my.

4. Social Media Messaging on WIW

In raising awareness of WIW, SC Malaysia also utilized its social media platforms to post educational messages throughout the week of WIW.

WIW participation by SC Malaysia’s Affiliate and Stakeholders

(a) Securities Industry Dispute Resolution Center (SIDREC)

During WIW 2018, SIDREC posted its “Did You Know” series featuring bite size information about smart investing practices. These series were posted on each day of the week during WIW 2018 on SIDREC’s social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter as well as on the professional networking platform, LinkedIn. The posting of these artworks included “hashtags” in an effort to tie in with WIW 2018, IOSCO and other investment-related categories across all social media platforms.
DID YOU KNOW?
SIDREC can now handle claims above RM250,000 ...
where both the claimant and the Member company agree to seek SIDREC’s assistance. A fee is payable for the service by both the Member and claimant.

DID YOU KNOW?
As an investor, you need to make sure that you only invest through investment professionals who are licensed or registered with the Securities Commission for the service they are providing you.

DID YOU KNOW?
Smart investors are meticulous in doing their homework before investing. And when the investment returns offered seem too good to be true, it usually is. Be smart, avoid "get-rich-quick" schemes.

DID YOU KNOW?
Matters can often be resolved by your financial service provider (e.g., bank, broker, fund management company). If they are made aware of the problem. However, if you are unable to get a satisfactory resolution to your complaint, you have up to 180 days to receive a response from your financial service provider. To file your claim with SIDREC, if in doubt, call us.

DID YOU KNOW?
SIDREC case managers as trained mediators with capital market experience, are fully equipped to fairly assist disputing parties. The result: Both parties get the support of informed experts in resolving their dispute and the whole process becomes much easier for them.

DID YOU KNOW?
Smart investors only make payments for their investments directly to their capital market service providers (e.g., broker, dealer, fund manager, or trust management company) and never through an agent or other third parties. Investors are advised to ensure the payment is made to the named address only with bank statements and account with the capital market service providers, not in an official letterhead.

DID YOU KNOW?
SIDREC’s mediation and adjudication services for investors with claims of up to RM250,000 are free. For claims above RM250,000 and court referred mediation, a fee is payable by both parties and participation is voluntary (i.e., both the claimant and member company must agree to use SIDREC’s service).
(b) Financial Planning Association of Malaysia (FPAM)

Apart from participating in the World Financial Planning Day on 3 October 2018, FPAM also featured and promoted WIW 2018 in its social media platforms.
MALDIVES
National Coordinator: Abdullah Zakariyya, Capital Market Development Authority, Maldives.
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants:
• Maldives Stock Exchange Company Pvt Ltd
• Maldives Centre for Islamic Finance
• Ghiyasuddin International School
• Ahmadhiyya International School
• Maldives National University
• Islamic University of Maldives
• Allied Insurance Company of the Maldives
• Maldives Pensions Administration Office

World Investor Week 2018 activities and events – Maldives

The World Investor Week 2018 (WIW2018) saw an encouraging level of collaboration from stakeholders. Several activities targeting potential investors were conducted to increase awareness on savings and investment. Target audiences were school, college and university students and the general public.

On the 1st of October 2018, a capital market related mobile application - the CMDA App named “Viyavathi” which included a stock trading game was launched, to mark the commencement of the WIW 2018. Further, a week - long quiz was conducted via social media, to educate participants on capital market issues.

Details of the activities conducted are provided in the following pages.
1- Launching of CMDA App and Teaching Tube e-Learning Platform

CMDA App - Viyavathi
CMDA launched the Capital Market App on 1st October 2018. This is a platform to disseminate information about the capital market. It includes information regarding major functions carried out by CMDA as well as an interactive game on trading in a virtual stock market. The aim of the game is to introduce trading activities to the youth in a fun manner, create enthusiasm while educating them on the products of the capital market and encourage them to participate in investing activities at a young age.

Teaching Tube Videos
CMDA, in collaboration with Islanders Education (a Maldivian education initiative), commenced developing video lessons aimed at educating secondary school students about capital market activities and the financial system. The videos are divided into three broad categories. i.e. basic, intermediate and advanced concepts related to the capital market and financial system. The videos would be available to the subscribers of Teaching Tube and used by CMDA to create awareness in the coming years.
Financial Planning (for Secondary School Students)
On 2nd October 2018, CMDA invited student leaders from secondary schools to participate in a session on financial planning. Thirteen students participated in the programme. The 2-hour session was aimed at creating awareness about identify needs vs wants, saving for the future and the need for financial planning. Emphasis was placed on the importance of financial targets for short-term, medium term and long-term. Additionally, information was provided on the options available for investing in the capital market.

Financial Planning (Ahmadhiyya International School)
On 4th October 2018, separate sessions were conducted for students of Ahmadhiyya International School Grade 8 (Age: 13-14 years). Fifty eight students participated in this programme.
3 - Facebook Quiz (1-7 October 2018)

A capital market related Quiz was conducted via Facebook for Maldivians during the week with 3 questions posted on the Facebook page of CMDA on a daily basis. Forty two users participated in the quiz. This is an increase of 11% participation compared to 2017.

Eleven participants answered all 21 questions correctly. The winner of the quiz, Mrs. Maryam Shafeeq, Dhireylaaluge of S.Hithadhoo, was awarded a cash prize MVR 3,000 (USD200) and 5 GB mobile data from Dhivehi Raajje Gulhun Plc. (Dhiraagu - a telecom provider in Maldives).
4 - Forum on Financial Literacy

The session on investing was a 2-hour programme aimed at college and university students to provide information on Fintech, covering recent developments in financial technology, Maldives Retirement Pension Scheme and pension related Annuity products. Thirty seven students participated in the programme.

Session on FinTech
This session focused on financial technology, cryptocurrency and blockchain and how financial technology has revolutionized the way business is conducted. The possible developments for the Maldives in the near future was touched upon in the presentation. This presentation was conducted by a CMDA staff member engaged in market development activities.
Session on Retirement Pension
The session focused on the basics of retirement pension. It included the need for financial security and why retirement planning at an early age must be considered. The session was presented by a senior official of the Maldives Pension Administration Office.

Session on Trading Financial Securities
The session focused on how shares are traded through a stock exchange. The process of buying and selling of shares as well as how markets operate and factors influencing share prices were discussed. This session was presented by the Maldives Stock Exchange Company Pvt Ltd.

Session on Annuity Products
The session on annuity products was presented by Allied Insurance Company of the Maldives. It was aimed at creating awareness about the pension related products to be launched by the company in collaboration with the Maldives Pension Administration Office.
5 - Workshop on Islamic Finance
The workshop on Islamic Finance was carried out in collaboration with the Maldives Centre for Islamic Finance, Islamic University of Maldives and the Allied Insurance Company of the Maldives. Twenty three participants successfully completed the programme.

The programme consisted of information on basic Islamic financial concepts, basic contracts and Islamic insurance (takaful). The focus of the session on insurance was the need to mitigate risks faced in everyday life as well as using insurance products as investment opportunities.

6 - Video message on “Saving and Investing”
A video message by Mr. Thoha Saleem, the principal of Ghiyasuddin International School, on savings and investing was uploaded to Facebook page of Capital Market Development Authority. The video is intended to encourage children to think about savings from an early age. In his message he touched upon strategies and experiences of many successful global investors. This message was intended to resonate with many aspiring youngsters to be more proactive and methodical in their approach to saving and investing. As of 22nd October 2018, the video was viewed more than 3,700 times.
7 - Activities by Maldives Stock Exchange Company Pvt Ltd.

Infographics - one infographic for each day of WIW shared on social media (Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn)
Infographic videos based on the following concepts related to investing were shared on social media during WIW2018. The reach and number of shares are indicated below:
Day 1: Investing (17,632 reach, 32 shares)
Day 2: Dividends (4,498 reach, 1 share)
Day 3: Capital Gain (5,708 reach, 7 shares)
Day 4: Sukuks (14,531 reach, 19 shares)
Day 5: Diversification (12,948 reach, 26 shares)
Day 6: Risk vs Reward (19,238 reach, 26 shares)
Day 7: Crowdfunding (7,063 reach, 12 shares)

Article on “The Art of Investing” published on ‘The Edition’ by Mihaaru and shared on social media
The article was published in the online news “The Edition” titled “The Art of Investing” had a reach of 1,225 and was shared by 4 users. The article aims at providing basic information on investing and the need to consistently invest and focus on returns as well as the risk factor in making investment decisions.

Photo: Maldives Stock Exchange Company Pvt. Ltd.
MEXICO
National Coordinator: Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores

Same as 2017, in Mexico, the World Investor Week (WIW) was held at the same time that the National Financial Education Week. CNBV organized in its stand different activities related to financial inclusion and education, and included activities regarding investor protection and education. For this event, the CNBV exhibited the video where our spokespersons from the Orquesta Sinfónica de Minería (Mining Faculty Symphonic Orchestra) provided the IOSCO key messages for investor education and protection. This year, the central event of the National Financial Education Week had 91, 212 attendants, 21% more than last year.

Also, the CNBV implemented a WIW campaign in Twitter and for the first time in Facebook, posting all of the material created for disseminating the key messages. In summary, 24 tweets were published in two official CNBV accounts, including images, videos and infographics with more than 95,250 impressions, 211 retweets, and 322 favs. In Facebook CNBV published 11 posts with 14,877 organic impressions, 149 shares, and 267 likes or reactions. As part of this year’s WIW fintech key messages, the CNBV also posted special material focused on ICO’s, and investor protection in online investments and digital environments.
El riesgo al adquirir criptomonedas y participar en Oftertas Iniciales de Monedas es grande. Decide cuidadosamente antes de hacerlo.

Al realizar inversiones en línea, detecta las señales de fraude.
MOROCCO
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018
National Coordinator: Autorité Marocaine du Marché des Capitaux (AMMC)
Morocco

1 - OVERVIEW
The AMMC takes part in IOSCO’2018 second annual World Investor Week (WIW) – launched through October 2018 –

Aware of the important role financial education plays in building up trust, a pivotal factor in capital markets development, and the benefits of promoting investors financial literacy, the AMMC organized a range of investor-focused activities aimed at both general public and professionals.

- Convinced that the "enforcement" aspect is the spine of every effective capital market regulation, the AMMC organized a training seminar on October 11, 2018, for the student magistrates of the Higher Institute of the Judiciary. The purpose was to promote IOSCO principles as of regulation of securities sector and enhance the knowledge and understanding of over 100 student magistrates with regard to the AMMC investigation process.

- Aimed at a wider audience, the AMMC organized in collaboration with National School of Computer Science and Systems Analysis (ENSIAS), a Web Awareness Conference, on October 17, 2018. Besides keeping abreast with the latest Fintech developments, this webinar covered the role capital markets play in financing the economy, investments’ opportunities, as well as the protective measures to be undertaken for this type of investments. This conference was streamed live in the presence of 250 senior students and professors from over six public and private colleges and universities, countrywide.

- The AMMC organized in collaboration with General Confederation of Moroccan Enterprises (CGEM) on October 24, 2018, a conference on the theme of financing of SMEs and Start-ups using capital markets. This conference focused on the role of private equity in financing start-ups, addressing the regulatory aspects, tools and instruments available to support this sector as well as innovative financing solutions such as crowdfunding. Over 100 companies attended this event. In order to engage and involve professionals in this initiative, the AMMC invited them to intervene, each in his own field of expertise.

- The AMMC published in October 2018, a didactic guide on investment in UCITS (OPCVM). Click here to download the guide.

- Finally, The AMMC launched on the sidelines of the "World Investor Week" a competition for the development of a mobile or web-based educational and entertaining application to impart financial content and knowledge among its users.

The Authority aims through this initiative to open up on associations and schools that accompany young people in the field of technological innovation, to offer participants an opportunity to become familiar with the capital market field, and to provide teams with a creative working environment.

As for media coverage, the AMMC has published three press releases in both French and Arabic to allow wide dissemination to the public. Around 80 articles were published in both printed and electronic media.
Data and indicators of the campaign

- +350 students and professors
- +100 SMEs and Start-ups
- +80 Press articles

2 - COMMUNICATION MATERIALS

- 3 press releases;
- Flyers and emailing;
- On site advertising;
3 - PRESS REVIEW

Marché des capitaux : L’AMMC et la CGEM se préoccupent du financement des start-up

Dans le cadre de la World Investor Week 2018, L’AMMC et la CGEM ont organisé le premier forum sur le financement des Start-up et les PSE.

La conférence s’est déroulée à la salle de conférence de la World Investor Week 2018.

Les participants ont pu découvrir de nombreux sujets liés au financement des Start-up et les PSE.

Marché des capitaux : L’AMMC et la CGEM se préoccupent du financement des start-up

L’Autorité marocaine du marché des capitaux (AMMC) et la Conféderation générale des entreprises de Maroc (CGEM) ont organisé, récemment à Casablanca, un colloque sur le financement des Start-up et de la PME.

Cette conférence s’est déroulée dans le cadre de la World Investor Week 2018.

Les participants ont pu découvrir de nombreux sujets liés au financement des Start-up et les PSE.
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L’Autorité marocaine du marché des capitaux (AMMC) et la Conféderation générale des entreprises de Maroc (CGEM) ont organisé, récemment à Casablanca, un colloque sur le financement des Start-up et les PSE.

Cette conférence s’est déroulée dans le cadre de la World Investor Week 2018.

Les participants ont pu découvrir de nombreux sujets liés au financement des Start-up et les PSE.

Marché des capitaux : L’AMMC et la CGEM se préoccupent du financement des start-up

L’Autorité marocaine du marché des capitaux (AMMC) et la Conféderation générale des entreprises de Maroc (CGEM) ont organisé, récemment à Casablanca, un colloque sur le financement des Start-up et les PSE.

Cette conférence s’est déroulée dans le cadre de la World Investor Week 2018.

Les participants ont pu découvrir de nombreux sujets liés au financement des Start-up et les PSE.

Marché des capitaux : L’AMMC et la CGEM se préoccupent du financement des start-up

L’Autorité marocaine du marché des capitaux (AMMC) et la Conféderation générale des entreprises de Maroc (CGEM) ont organisé, récemment à Casablanca, un colloque sur le financement des Start-up et les PSE.

Cette conférence s’est déroulée dans le cadre de la World Investor Week 2018.

Les participants ont pu découvrir de nombreux sujets liés au financement des Start-up et les PSE.
NEPAL
**WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018**

**National Coordinator:** Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON), Associate Member of IOSCO  
**Other IOSCO members:**  
**Other participants:** Nepal Stock Exchange Ltd. (NEPSE), CDS and Clearing Ltd. (CDSC), ICRA Nepal Ltd., CARE Ratings Nepal Ltd., Stockbrokers Association of Nepal (SBAN), Nepal Merchant Bankers Association (NMBA), Stockbrokers, Merchant Bankers, Depository Participants, and Investors Associations

SEBON with the support of C8 WIW Working Group and collaboration of securities market participants actively involved in commemorating World Investor Week (WIW) 2018 by organising different awareness building, educational, and interactive programmes to empower the investors and sensitise the people from all walks of life to the securities markets.

Some important events organised during October 1 to 7 aiming at raising awareness to the securities markets and empowering investors are summarised below:

1. **Securities Markets Rally**  
   On 1 October, to start and spread the message of WIW 2018, SEBON organised the securities market rally with active participation of NEPSE, CDSC, Credit Ratings Agencies, Securities Businesspersons, Investors’ Associations. A total of 3000 securities markets stakeholders had attended the rally with blue cap especially prepared for WIW 2018. The rally marched 4 kilometers with play cards and banner containing different informative messages relating to securities markets and smart investments under the title of WIW 2018.

2. **Press Meet on First Provincial Capital Market Expo 2018**  
   On 2 October, 2018 SEBON organised a press meet at Biratnagar—the second largest financial and industrial city of Nepal, province no.1 to provide the information about ‘The First Provincial Capital Market Expo (PCME)-2018’ to be organised on October 5-6. The objective of PCME and expectation from the local stakeholders for the success of PCME and subject matters of the PCME were highlighted in the press meet along with addressing queries raised by the journalists/media persons of province no.1 on PCME, WIW 2018, and issues and prospects of securities markets. A total of 60 provincial journalists were participated in the press meet. The objective of press meet was to sensitise the people of province no.1 and economic media persons to the securities markets, ongoing initiatives and efforts in developing and promoting securities markets including WIW and PCME, and securities markets reform and development policy and priorities.

3. **Technical Sessions to investors, Quarterly Interaction with Investors and Launching Investors’ Friendly Websites and different Informative Booklets**  
   On 3 October 2018 SEBON organised technical sessions and Quarterly Interaction with Investors and launching investors’ friendly websites and different informative booklets in collaboration of market participants—NEPSE, CDSC, Credit Ratings Agencies, SBAN, and MBAN. Technical presentations were made by CDSC and ICRA Nepal to a total of 150 investors. For the education, awareness and empowerment of investors SEBON launched publications entitled SEBON: A Brief Introduction, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), and Capital Market Literacy and distributed to investors. Similarly, NEPSE, CDSC, ICRA Nepal, CARE Ratings, SBAN launched different informative booklets and
SEBON and CDSC lunched investors friendly websites in the programme. Quarterly interaction with investors was organised with the objective of addressing the grievances and queries of Investors. Investors participated actively in all the programmes and had raised the questions which were addressed by the heads of regulator and market participants attending the programmes.

4. Live Television Interview and Interaction Programme
On October 4, SEBON organised a live television interview and interaction programme through ABC television, Nepal with the objective of giving information about reforms, development, and policy and priorities in reforming and developing the securities markets to empower the investors. The interaction programme was attended by the senior authorities from SEBON, NEPSE, Investors Association, senior professor and capital markets expert, and senior economic journalist.

5. Fortnightly Radio Programme on securities and Commodities Derivatives Markets
On October 5, SEBON launched a fortnightly radio programme on securities and commodities derivatives markets to build awareness and educate the people residing in every part of the country in a simple and effective manner. The programme was targeted to empower the investors to be smart along with increasing their interest in securities markets and commodity derivatives markets and promoting securities and commodity derivatives markets throughout the country. The first episode was broadcasted on 6 October, 2018 Saturday morning from 7:40-7:55 from Radio Nepal - the National Radio Broadcaster of Nepal.

6. First Provincial Capital Market Expo
On October 5 and 6, SEBON with the overwhelming engagement of markets participants organised the First PCME in Province no.1 in Industrial area of Nepal; Biratnagar with the slogan of ‘The basis of prosperous Nepal is ‘Dynamic, Credible and Nationwide Capital Markets’. The PCME was innarurated by honourable Chief Minister of Province no. 1 Sherdhan Rai. Honourable Chief Minister had also launched the publication containing provincial economic, baking and securities markets indicators. There were a total of 110 stalls relating to securities markets products and services and two technical sessions entitled ‘securities markets and real sector financing’ and ‘securities businesspersons: Nepalese perspective’ were organised including the presentations and comments of market experts, university professors, and senior media persons in the expo. A total of 10,000 visitors had visited the PCME and some of them had actively participated in the technical sessions and they were provided informative study materials free of the costs especially published for WIW. With collaboration of SEBON, NEPSE, CDSC, Depository Participants, One Nepali One Demat Account campaign was launched allowing to open Demat account free of costs. The Campaign was launched by honorable Minister of Finance and Planning of Province no.1 Indra Bahadur Angbo in the inaugural session of PCME.

7. Participation of all the Securities Market Stakeholders
In the initiation and coordination of SEBON, all securities market stakeholders actively participated in the different programmes organised in the WIW. ICRA Nepal organised the interaction programme on the credit rating agency and its services to the economic journalists on October 2 and published the information related to credit rating and frequently asked questions about credit ratings. NEPSE published informative pamphlets to the investors on October 2. Similarly, on October 4, CDSC
organised a press meet on EDIS-Electronic Debit Instruction Slip with the participation of 25 media persons and heads of different investors associations.

The events organised by SEBON and market participants on the occasion of WIW were well received and being taken over print, online and radio-TV. Below are the major links that refer to some of aforementioned activities:

A Brief Agenda for Observing the World Investor Week 2018

Participants on Rally organised on 1 October, 2018

Provincial Indicator of Economy, Banking and Securities Market

Introduction to SEBON
Inaugural Ceremony of First Provincial Capital Market Expo

Technical sessions and Quarterly Investors’ Hearings

Press Meet about First Provincial Capital Market Expo

Lunching Ceremony of Informative Study Materials

Launching Ceremony of Informative Study Materials

Press Meet about First Provincial Capital Market Expo

Lunching of Publication at PCME containing Provincial Economic, Banking and Securities Markets Indicators

Inaugural Ceremony of First Provincial Capital Market Expo

WIW 2018 Rally
NEW ZEALAND
World Investor Week: Financial Markets Authority, New Zealand

This year, the Financial Markets Authority (FMA) in New Zealand used World Investor Week as an opportunity to amplify our investor capability messages. Our primary focus was to direct people to our investor pages and rich content, to encourage people to start thinking about investing. Measurement of the campaign elements are discussed below.

Content
Our campaign ran mainly on our digital channels. We created a 2-minute video (here) to explain the basics of investing and ask people to ‘dip their toes’ in investing. We used the analogy of a swimming pool, and created a number of personas, based on demographic information on who is most likely to be thinking of investing. The swimming/investing metaphor was carried through our campaign with short social media ads, and media appearances. More details can be found below.

Website
Paid digital advertising directed people to our ‘ways to invest’ pages, along with a homepage banner ad. Traffic on our overall investor pages and ways to invest pages increased by 37.78% on last year, with the following increases on the previous week:

- Page Views Unique Page views Avg. Time on Page
  - Overall investor pages: 294.53% 320.95% 3.13%
  - Ways to invest page: 1,028.36% 1,728.40% 135.62%

The highest amount of referral traffic (31.51%) came from organic searches (people using search engines), followed by Facebook advertising (32.62%). Those who came directly to the website spent longer on the website and visited more pages.

Digital media
Facebook
We had 771,494 impressions on our Facebook page, with 4,820 clicks. Our new Wise Up invest Well branding made the page more dynamic and engaging, and we gained 62 new followers during the week with 18 shares, 175 reactions and 15 comments.

Influencers
Two sponsored influencers initially posted on Facebook but then transferred to Instagram, due to Facebook regulations.
- The first sponsored influencer’s posts had an organic reach of 4,267 followers and the Instagram post reached 15,313 followers, 38% of his followers were a new audience for the FMA.
- The second sponsored influencer’s Facebook post reached 4,435 people and her Instagram post reached 8,556 people, receiving 162 likes and 4 positive comments

YouTube
Over the week of the campaign, our animated video had 920 views, 254,462 impressions on YouTube and 225 clicks.

Targeted email
We sent two messages about WIW to our stakeholder list. One to our 6,500 subscribers and another to a smaller number of targeted stakeholder, encouraging their involvement. We got a 35% open rate with 13 video views.

Paid digital advertising
The campaign generated 1.2 million impressions. The ads drove 3,255 people to the website, with an average 1.36 pages per visit. Each visit spent average 39 seconds, which is long enough to view the content.
**Media**

An interview with our Director of Strategy and Risk, Simone Robbers, was aired on a prime time TV show, Seven Sharp, with 520,700 views. She led a five minute segment discussing World Investor Week and encouraging people to begin investing.

The media release went to 233 stakeholders and garnered ten media mentions. We created a media release written in Chinese, targeted at Chinese people living in New Zealand, which was carried in the Chinese NZ Herald.

**Stakeholder partnership activities**

- We sent a targeted email to 77 key stakeholders, highlighting the week and asking them to share our message among their clients. (We know Advice First did).
- We supported the New Zealand Exchange (NZX) with their investor information evenings, which had 331 registrations: 85 in Auckland, 100 in Wellington and 146 in Christchurch.
- We created two videos with our Investor Capability manager interviewing the Chief Executive of an online shares platform Sharesies and the CEO of Financial Advice NZ. We shared them on our social media channels, which got 78 views and they shared them further.
- We wrote an article for Financial Advice NZ, which was circulated to their financial advisers to promote the week.
- We asked New Zealand’s Commission for Financial Capability (CFFC) to support WIW and they created a video, a blog and ran WIW branded adverts in their channels as well as issuing a media release.
- Our Inland Revenue Department shared our content in their channels.

**Internal Communications**

Our internal communications initiatives and metrics for this campaign were as follows:

- ‘In the know’ information session on investing for 200 staff
- All-staff memo about the week with a survey for staff with a prize of a 10-swim pass for the winner.
ONTARIO
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018
ONTARIO SECURITIES COMMISSION (OSC)

The Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) was proud to support the International Organization of Securities Commissions’ (IOSCO) second World Investor Week. The OSC also participated in the first-ever World Investor Week last year which was well-received by investors and other stakeholders.

The OSC is committed to building investor confidence and participating in World Investor Week helps promote investor education and protection both locally and globally.

In the province of Ontario, World Investor Week coincided with Investor Education Month activities in October. The OSC utilized existing resources to reach investors across the province. Investor awareness, education and outreach were primarily achieved by focusing on digital channels and in-person investor seminars through the OSC in the Community program. World Investor Week key messages were integrated into the OSC Investor Office’s social media strategy and linked to relevant OSC resources such as GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca.

In comparison to last year, traffic to the OSC consumer website GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca and other educational resources increased 28% (increased to 100,900 visits from 78,700 visits) during World Investor Week as investors sought information on investing and fraud protection. The OSC also held more OSC in the Community events this year and intensified engagement efforts on social media.

The OSC’s World Investor Week 2018 activities are summarized as follows:

(i) National News Release to mark World Investor Week and Investor Education Month

The OSC led the development of a national news release to announce the launch of World Investor Week and Investor Education Month initiatives across Canada (published through the Canadian Securities Administrators, the council of the securities regulators of Canada’s provinces and territories that co-ordinates and harmonizes regulation for the Canadian capital markets).

(ii) Investor News Newsletter

The OSC newsletter Investor News is published periodically and informs investors about the latest investor initiatives, educational resources, topical issues, key dates and investor warnings and alerts. It is read by thousands of investors and distributed by email as well as through social media and the OSC’s award-winning consumer website, GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca.

World Investor Week was highlighted in the October 2, 2017 issue. We included important information on investing basics, investor protection and fraud prevention such as checking the registration of individuals and businesses, understanding investing topics like risk-and-return, compound interest, and diversification, and planning for short- and long-term financial goals. Resources and links to the Week’s activities were provided as well as an explanation of the importance of the IOSCO-sponsored initiative.

(iii) OSC in the Community and Telephone Townhall

The OSC hosted several OSC in the Community investor seminars during World Investor Week and Investor Education Month in October. OSC in the Community is an investor outreach program that
takes the OSC’s important regulatory mandate from Bay Street to Main Street. OSC staff visit communities across the province and present tips on investment fraud protection as well as learning how to find unbiased information about investing. OSC staff also highlighted the World Investor Week initiative and its key messages during the presentations.

We also held a telephone townhall for investors on October 10 after promoting it during World Investor Week. Telephone townhalls are a way for the Investor Office to connect with thousands of Ontarians at a time. Telephone townhalls work much like a call-in radio show where OSC staff provide information, answer questions and conduct live polls over the course of one hour.

(iv) Social Media

The OSC engaged investors through social media using Facebook (@GetSmarterAboutMoney) and Twitter (@smarter_money). The hashtag #WIW2018 was used to encourage conversation and raise awareness.

Our content calendar built upon last year’s successes and we developed a comprehensive engagement strategy to reach investors in Ontario. For each day of World Investor Week, the OSC tweeted and posted investor education and protection messages through its social media channels, aligning with the IOSCO’s “smart investor” key messages. We also posted short animations which reminded investors to check the registration of any individual or business trying to sell them investments or give investment advice.

(v) GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca Calculators and Tools

We promoted several of our calculators and tools to help investors make informed investing decisions.

- **Compound Interest Calculator**: helps investors understand how much their money could grow over time at different interest rates.
- **Investor Knowledge Quiz**: tests investors’ investing knowledge and how well they understand important concepts like investment risk, diversification and fraud prevention.
- **Pay Down Debt or Invest Calculator**: helps investors understand if they should pay off debt or invest.
PALESTINE
**World Investor Week 2018**

National Coordinator: Dr. Bashar AbuZarour.
IOSCO member: Palestine Capital Market Authority.

Other participating organizations in Palestine:
- Ministry of Education.
- Palestine Stock Exchange.
- United Securities Company.
- Target Jordan Palestine Securities.
- Al-Watanieh Securities Company.
- Global Securities Company.
- Sahem Trading & Investment Company.
- Lotus Financial Investment.
- Al-Wasata Securities Company.
- Al Arabi Investment Group.

PCMA has participated and supported IOSCO in its efforts by conducting several activities and events during the World Investor Week that took place between 2 and 7 October, 2018. PCMA has encouraged other organizations in Palestine to participate in IOSCO’s WIW by focusing their investor education and awareness programs during that week.

Palestine Capital Market Authority has been working on targeting new geographical areas in Palestine and also reaching out to people in different occupations through out it’s website, press releases and newspaper. Such events included creating a portal for the investor week on PCMA official website containing different awareness materials related to securities, holding an awareness meeting with investors in the Palestinian securities sector in cooperation with the securities companies, holding an open day in two local universities in celebration of the investor’s week and coordinating with the Ministry of Education to host different school’s delegation at PCMA and other participating organisations. PCMA served different segments during the WIW, such as: school students, university students and the investors. Moreover, it has served different activities to those segments in order to increase their understanding and awareness of the securities sector, to encourage them to invest in stock exchange and to protect all of the customers.

Meetings with different local radio stations were set up to discuss the conclusion of events for the world investor week.

Several evaluation tools have been used to measure the effectiveness and impact of these events on the targeted audiences. Results turned out to be fruitful:

- The number of clicks on PCMA official website portal for the World Investor Week reached 1237. The WIW logo as an icon was placed on PCMA and Stock Exchange website as well as on the websites of the participating brokerage companies. Moreover, the portal contained a variety of icons including awareness messages, frequently asked questions, publications, caricatures, radio advertisements, media coverage, the participating parties and events schedule.

- The number of news related to the WIW events that were published in newspaper, news agencies and official websites of securities companies, Palestine Stock Exchange & participating universities reached 25.
An open day have been held in two local universities in celebration of the World Investor Week. The participating universities were An-Najah University and Birzeit University. It took place in October 3rd and October 4th respectively. On the one hand, the number of students attending the workshop at An-Najah University reached 50 (35 female students and 15 male students) and about 7 teachers attended the workshop. 300 awareness broucheres were distributed. The workshop included 4 activities. The number of questions asked about this topic was 4. The number of students attending the workshop at Birzeit University reached 150 (90 female students and 60 male students), 10 teachers attended the workshop. 300 awareness broucheres were distributed. The workshop included 4 activities. The number of questions asked about this topic was 4.

Several activities were conducted to school students. Such as specialized school radio bulletins through out of the cities of the country were used to announce the launch of the world investor week. Moreover, several school visits were conducted in different companies participating in the WIW event. These visits targeted school students from different schools and aimed to increase awareness among students about the securities sector in Palestine. These visits were directed to:

1) PCMA. Four school visits were conducted at the PCMA headquarter. The 1st visit took place in October 3rd. The round included 37 female students and 16 male students, 4 teachers. Around 100 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them, the number of questions asked about the topic was 21. The 2nd visit took place in October 3rd. The round included 30 female students and 2 teachers. Around 65 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them, the number of questions asked about the topic was 8. The 3rd visit took place in October 7th. The round included 22 female students and 2 female teachers. Around 48 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them, the number of questions asked about the topic was 18. The 4th visit took place in October 7th. The round included 24 male students, 1 teacher. Around 50 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them, the number of questions asked about the topic was 10. The percentage of female students attending at the PCMA headquarter was 69%.

2) Al-Watanieh Securities Company. One school visit was conducted at Al-Watanieh Securities company. The visit took place in October 2nd. The round included 5 female students and 18 male students, 2 teachers. Around 23 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them, the number of questions asked about the topic was 4.

3) United Securities Company. Three school visits were conducted at United Securities Company. The three visits took place in October 3rd. The first one from Jenin included 25 female students and 3 teachers. Around 25 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 8. The second one from Bethlehem included 15 female students and 2 teachers. Around 17 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 6. The third one from Nablus included 30 female students and 2 teachers. Around 30 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 9.

4) Sahem Trading & Investment Company. School visit was conducted to Sahem Trading and Investment Company. The visit took place October 2nd. The round included 28 male students and 1 teachers. Around 58 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the
securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 15.

5) Lotus Financial Investment Company. One school visit was conducted at Lotus Financial Investment Company. The visit took place in October 2nd. The round included 38 male students and 2 teachers. Around 80 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 4.

6) Al Arabi Investment Group Co. One school visit was conducted at Al Arabi Investment Group Co. The visit took place in October 4th. The round included 30 female students and 2 teachers. Around 64 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 5.

7) Target Jordan & Palestine securities company. One school visit was conducted at Target Jordan & Palestine company. The visit took place in October 3rd. The round included 30 female students and 2 teachers. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 16.

8) Palestine stock exchange. Two school visits were conducted at Palestine stock exchange. The visits took place in October 3rd. The 1st visit included 55 female students and 2 teachers. While the 2nd visit included 45 female students and 1 teacher. A presentation about securities sector was conducted in both visits to the students.

9) Al-Wasata company. Two school visits were conducted at Al-Wasata Co. The 1st visit took place in October 3th. The round included 15 male students and 1 teacher from Gaza. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 8. The 2nd visit took place in October 4th. The round included 35 female students and 2 teachers. Around 38 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 4.

10) Global securities company. One school visit was conducted at Global securities co. The visit took place in October 3rd. The round included 45 female students and 2 teachers. Around 94 materials were distributed to them. A presentation about the securities sector was conducted to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 6.

An awareness meeting to the investors was held at different financial companies. Those meetings were held about Corporate governance to increase the investors understanding of the financial market and to encourage them to invest their money knowing that they are protected. These meeting were held at: 1) Al-Watanieh Securities Company. The visit took place in October 3rd. A presentation about Corporate Governance were conducted to 7 investors ( 2 females and 5 males ). And the number of questions asked about this subject was 9. Around 27 materials were distributed to them. 2) Al-Wasata Company. An awareness meeting about Corporate Governance was conducted at Al-Wasata Company in October 2nd. It was held for 7 investors ( 6 males and 1 female ). About 7 materials were distributed to them and the number of questions asked about the topic was 3.
PANAMA
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Superintendency of the Securities Market of Panama
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: Panama Stock Exchange and Chamber of Capital Markets

The Superintendency of the Securities Market of Panama (SMV) during WIW had different activities as well as an active twitter campaign with two daily tweets with WIW key messages regarding investor protection and education. This year the SMV invited the Panama Stock Exchange and Chamber of Capital Markets in promoting WIW on their social media and events.

The SMV had seminars, lectures and trainings impacting 855 people, aimed at market participants, investors, school and universities students and SMV staff. Flyers containing key messages and promoting WIW were handed out in all events. Also, the investor education section of the SMV website was updated and posted during the WIW.

WIW activities started with a seminar for a University with attendance of more than 300 students, which included topics such as: Capital Market function and SMV faculties, Introduction to Panama Stock Market and Licenses granted by the SMV. Also targeting students, the SMV visited a public school and had a lecture for 81 six grade students about the importance of saving and investing. The SMV had a visit from students of two Colombian universities: Universidad Simon Bolivar and CorporaciónUniversitaria Antonio José Sucre.

The SMV celebrated on October 3rd its "XII Investor Day", inviting international and national speakers to discuss topics such as: Colombia Fintech Experience, Cryptocurrencies and ICO’s and Sustainable Finance: Green Bonds. This event was targeted to marketparticipants and had livestreaming, the event video was posted on the SMV website and you tube channel with a total of 77 views.

The SMV twitter account for WIW earned a total of 21.4 K impressions. In addition, three articles were published in magazines and newspapers reaching around 103,000 people.
Seminars, lectures, trainings and visits
SMV Investor Day
Publications

Con los temas "Inversión y Tecnología en el Mercado de Valores", "Finanzas", "Relevamiento Contable", "Opciones", "ICDS" y "Regulación", la "Inversión Socialmente Responsable: Bonos Verdes" y la "Superintendencia del Mercado de Valores de Panamá (SMV)" realizó la XI versión del "Día del Inversionista". Los puntos comunes con la participación de expertos locales e internacionales.

Este año, se organizó dentro del marco de la Semana Mundial de los Inversionistas y el "Investor Week", de la Organización Internacional de Comisiones de Valores (IOSCO), campaña global que busca crear conciencia sobre la importancia de la educación financiera y protección del inversionista.

El autor Roberto Blanco, Superintendente Financiero de Colombia, fue el orador invitado, y estuvo acompañado por las invocaciones tecnológicas que están pasadas en el mercado de valores y a la necesidad de establecer proyectos que propicien la convivencia amigable y sostenible.

El "Día del Inversionista" forma parte de las actividades de educación que tienen a cabal asistente a la SMV, a través de la "Unidad de Educación y Comunicación". La entidad mantiene el compromiso con la educación y protección del inversionista, a través de actividades como ésta.
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PARAGUAY
World Investor Week 2018

National Coordinators: Marcelo Echagüe Pastore; Luis Talavera Insfrán

The Comisión Nacional de Valores of Paraguay (CNV) participated at the so-called World Investor Week (WIW) 2018 by organizing five open public talks in universities that lasted approximately two hours each. Several stakeholders stemming from the stock market and banking industry were invited as lecturers, including brokerage houses, trust funds, private banks, the stock exchange itself, among others. Every stakeholder hence developed a topic related to financial education and investor protection, while also highlighting important information related to their own fields of expertise.

The first series of talks took place on October 1 at the Universidad Nacional del Este (UNE), in the city of Ciudad del Este, hosting about 240 participants, mostly university students from UNE and other universities around the city. Four lectures took place that day, with professionals kindly offering themselves to travel to Ciudad del Este for the event in order to discuss about regulation and situation of the stock market in Paraguay, the role and functions of market intermediaries, the understanding of futures as a hedging instrument against price fluctuations, as well as the importance of consuming, saving and investing for households and people in general.

The second series of talks took place on October 2 at the Universidad Nacional de Caaguazú (UNCA), in the city of Coronel Oviedo, hosting about 130 participants, mostly university students from UNCA and other universities around the city. Four lectures took place that day as well, covering the same topics but with different experts offering the talks, who kindly offered themselves to travel to Coronel Oviedo for the event.

The third series of talks took place on October 3 at the Universidad Católica de Asunción (UCA), in the capital city of Asunción, hosting almost 130 participants, mostly Economics and Business School students from UCA and other universities in Asunción. Five lectures took place that day, with professionals discussing about regulation and situation of the stock market in Paraguay, the role and functions of market intermediaries and trust funds, the functioning of the electronic trading system at the stock exchange, as well as the importance of consuming, saving and investing for households and people in general.

The fourth series of talks took place on October 4 at the Católica de Asunción (UCA), in the city of Villarrica, hosting about 100 participants, mostly university students from UCA and other universities around the city. Four lectures took place that day, with professionals kindly offering themselves to travel to Villarrica for the event in order to discuss about different topics such as: regulation and situation of the stock market in Paraguay, the role and importance of trust funds to diversify investments, the functioning of the electronic trading system at the stock exchange, as well as the importance of consuming, saving and investing for households and people in general.

The fifth and last series of talks took place on October 5 at the Universidad Autónoma de Encarnación (UNAE), in the city of Encarnación, hosting more than 270 participants, mostly university students from UNAE and other universities around the city. Four lectures took place that day as well, with professionals kindly offering themselves to travel to Encarnación for the event in order to discuss about different topics such as: regulation and situation of the stock market in Paraguay, or even the role and importance of brokerage houses and trust funds to diversify investments.
It is important to mention that all attendees will receive a certificate for their participation during the WIW. Finally, presentations displayed in the abovementioned events are public and currently available at the CNV’s website: www.cnv.gov.py
PERU
World Investor Week 2018

National Coordinator: Superintendence of Securities Market (SMV)

Other IOSCO members:

Other participants: Lima Stock Exchange (BVL); Mutual Funds Association (AFM); Brokerage Firms Association (ASAB); National Bank (Banco de la Nación); San Marcos University (Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos); Catholic University of Santa Maria (Universidad Católica de Santa María de Arequipa) y High School President of Peru (Colegio Mayor Secundario Presidente del Perú).

The Superintendence of Securities Market (SMV) of Peru participated for the second consecutive year in the WIW, recognizing with this the importance of investor education as a mechanism for the development and promotion of securities market, given the direct and positive impact that this has on its development in the medium and long term.

Thus, from October 15 to 21, the SMV, together with other institutions, carried out different activities with the aim of raising awareness among investors and the general public about the relevance of investor education and his protection.

In that way, the SMV, included a special section of World Investor Week in its Securities Market Portal (www.smv.gob.pe), where the main activities and key messages of the campaign were described. In this section, the general public could review the complete program of activities and register in those of their interest, as well as review educational materials such as infographics and comics related with the securities market.

Main activities carried out

Several free activities were carried out for different segments of the population, in order to present and focus the suitable topics according to the interests of each group. The main activities were the following:

- At High School. -Conference “Introduction to the Securities Market and SMV Role”, was carried out on October 15 for students of Presidente del Perú High School. This conference was attended by 140 students.

- At Private University. -Seminar “Investment alternatives in the Securities Market”, aimed at university students and the general public, was held on October 16 at the Catholic University of Santa María in the city of Arequipa, with the attendance of 345 people. Authorities of the SMV, BVL and AFM presented topics related to investor protection, investment through stock exchange and investment in mutual funds.

- At Public University. -University Meeting with the Securities Market, held on October 17 in the Auditorium of the Faculty of Administrative Sciences of the San Marcos University, which was aimed at university students who could get information and guidance on the securities market in modules attended by officials of SMV, BVL, AFM and ASAB. In addition, topics related to investor protection, investment through the stock exchange and investment through mutual funds were addressed through a conference. It was attended by approximately 310 students.

- For General Public. -Seminar "Investment Alternatives in the Securities Market", aimed at the general public, held on October 18 at the National Bank Auditorium and attended by around 500 people. Topics related to investor protection, investment through the stock exchange and investment
in mutual funds were presented by SMV officials and other market participants. It should be noted that this event was transmitted via Webinar, which made it possible to expand the audience.

- For Senior Citizen Investors. -Senior Citizen Guidance Session, held on October 19, in order to present to this segment of the public the investment alternatives available in the securities market, according to their profile, as well as the available mechanisms for information and consultation. In this way, two officials of the SMV presented topics related to investor protection and mutual funds. It was attended by around 65 people.

- For General Public. -Free guided visits to the BVL. Two guided visits were held on October 16 and 19, with the purpose that the interested public in general can meet the facilities of the BVL and how the local market works and operates. It was attended by more than 200 people.

**Social network and media campaign**
The use of SMV’s social networks (Facebook) was intensified to disseminate information, objectives and the WIW’s activities as well as the key messages of the campaign (two messages per day). Likewise, an event was created on Facebook and the hashtag #semanadelinversionista.

On the other side, an online banner in mobile format was contracted from the Agencia Andina website during a month, in which the WIW 2018 activities were disseminated, including a link that addressed the WIW section of the SMV’s web site. In addition, the SMV published a press release at the beginning of the activities of the WIW that was sent to all relevant written media.

**Other initiatives**
Articles about WIW 2018 were published in the SMV’s Blog, on the web site of the country’s main financial newspaper and in a magazine specialized in capital markets, which make it possible to reach a specialized audience, but which also allowed expanding the reach of the WIW’s dissemination.

It should also be noted that the closing of the WIW 2018 activities occurred with the traditional bell-ringing at the BVL, with the participation of the Superintendent of the Securities Market and other authorities.

**Main results**
WIW 2018 made it possible to reinforce the dissemination of messages and key aspects to be taken into account in order to participate in the securities market, using various technological, written and face-to-face tools to obtain the widest possible reach, surpassing the results obtained in WIW 2017. Thus, it is estimated that with the written publications it was possible to reach approximately 560 thousand people; through Facebook, 21 publications were made with a total of 360 likes and 103 times were shared. Likewise, about 2,600 visits were made to the event page. Finally, the physical attendance to the various conference and seminars was about 1,600 people, more than double the number of people compared to the previous year.
Seminar “Investment Alternatives in the Securities Market” at the National Bank Auditorium

Closing Ceremony of the WIW 2018 – special bell-ringing at Lima Stock Exchange
PORTUGAL
World Investor Week 2018

National Coordinator: CMVM
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: Bank of Portugal, ASF (Insurance and Pension Funds Supervisory Authority), Euronext Lisbon, APB (the Portuguese Banking Association), APS (the Portuguese Insurance Association), APIFPP (the Investment and Pension Funds Association), APAF (Portuguese Association of Financial Analysts), AEM (the Listed Companies Association), Nova SBE, Porto Business School UniversidadeSénior de Almada and UniversidadeCatólica Portuguesa

CMVM's participation in the World Investor Week (WIW) was conducted together with eight relevant regulators stakeholders in the Portuguese financial market: Bank of Portugal, ASF (Insurance and Pension Funds Supervisory Authority), Euronext Lisbon, APB (the Portuguese Banking Association), APS (the Portuguese Insurance Association), APIFPP (the Investment and Pension Funds Association), APAF (Portuguese Association of Financial Analysts) and AEM (the Listed Companies Association). Furthermore, some universities collaborated on WIW with relevant participation, such as Nova SBE, Porto Business School UniversidadeSénior de Almada and UniversidadeCatólica Portuguesa. This collaboration enriched the experience and maximized the dissemination of key messages to investors. The WIW also benefited from the participation of local communities all over the country. We list below the main initiatives:

One Day Conference on FinTech and market development:

The Conference took place during a day and was targeted at market stakeholders, financial intermediaries, entrepreneurs, university students and its content was spread though media, given that we plan to have members of the media as panel moderators which tends to ensure a full press coverage.

During the morning, we characterized the Fintech market in Portugal, the initiatives going on, and the role of the regulator in the process. We will cover the importance of the Innovation Hub and present the innovation hub that is being set up by the financial supervisors (apparently a unique case). To close the morning there was be a discussion about virtual currency and ICOs held by representatives of the Central Bank, Insurances Authority and the Securities Market Regulator. In the afternoon, we focused more on the development of the market. We started by presenting the 2018 Investor Profile results of the inquiry and discussed the results and the way they may influence the future financial education programme. We also discussed the need to attract more investment/investors. Finally, we discussed the importance of having companies (medium sized companies) that are ready and aware of the advantages of the capital market as an alternative source of financing, presenting and debating the "Portuguese Capacitation Program" and how it is expected to impact the market.
Open Day — Banks branches in main cities:

Initiative that was developed with the Portuguese Banking Association, where CMVM’s staff went to the bank branches across the country, in 12 district capitals, to talk with regular clients (retail investors) of the respective banks at the same time and day. We covered Investment and FinTech topics. This initiative had an enormous importance and impact, considering that in Portugal, especially at certain demographics, the commercialization of financial instruments is done in bank branches.

Session about Blockchain and Cryptoassets:

During the week, we had a session in our facilities of awareness of the opportunities and risks Blockchain and Cryptoassets can imply, targeted to university students and entrepreneurs. We started to present CMVM’s vision about Fintech and, afterwards, we had a presentation from the President of the Portuguese Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies Association, followed by a debate with the audience. In this session, our main aim was to provide information of this new phenomena to the public to promote investors protection.
Senior Universities' Session:

During the week, there was also awareness sessions for senior citizens (investors) of UniversidadeSéniorde Almada. We addressed the importance of savings, the importance of investing savings carefully and making informed decisions. We also targeted new investment realities such as crowdfunding, robot advice and virtual currencies.

National Financial Education Plan Session:

We had a session targeted at young people conducted by the National Plan for Financial Education (a national programme developed by the three financial regulators) that has vast experience in these types of sections. The students that attended were from the senior high school (target age 16 -18) and that the sessions covered informed decisions, how the markets work and its purpose and some new realities such as virtual currencies, crowdfunding, robot advising.

Workshops about Crowdfunding and Fintech:

On the 11th of October, we had two workshops in Universities (that have partnerships with CMVM) of Porto, the second largest city in Portugal, to bring WIW 2018 to other areas of the country. In the morning, we had a session about crowdfunding as an alternative mean of financing projects. In the afternoon, we also organized a workshop about Fintech and the investors’ protection. In both workshops, we had perspectives from the Academia, the market (fintechs, banks and crowdfunding platforms), and CMVM.
QATAR
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018
National Coordinator: Qatar Financial Markets Authority (QFMA)
Other IOSCO members:
- Commission d’Organisation et de Surveillance des Opérations de Bourse, Algeria.
- Conseil du marché financier, Tunisia.

Other participants:
- (International Participants): UTRF Morocco - GOVERN Center - Corporate Governance Group IFC - CFA Institute MENA - BI Norwegian Business School - Oman Center for Governance and Sustainability.

The Qatar Financial Markets Authority (QFMA) has inaugurated the IOSCO World Investor Week 2018 by launching a series of events across 2nd – 4th October, 2018 starting with the “2nd Corporate Governance Conference” held in Qatar on the 2nd October, 2018.

The conference was formally opened in the presence of high government dignitaries both local and international, at their forefront from the Qatar Central Bank, the Governor and Chairman of the Board of Directors of the QFMA, H.E. Sheikh Abdullah bin Saoud Al Thani, the Deputy Governor and Board member of the QFMA, H.E. Sheikh Mohammed bin Hamad Al Thani, QFMA Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Nasser Ahmad Al Shaibi and QFMA board members.

As part of the joint international cooperation effort, QFMA were also honoured by the presence of IOSCO AMERC members, including the Chairman, Organization and Supervisory Commission for Stock Exchange Operations of Algeria, Mr. Abdelhakim Berrah, Chairman of the Financial Market Council of Tunisia, Mr. Salah Essayel and Director of Exchange Office of Morocco, Mr. Hassan Boulaknadal.

The audience included top industry leaders, board members from listed companies, market participants and investors from the public who flocked to the event from the media coverage which had been going on for over a month in advance, as well as, invitations extended to all relevant sectors within the Financial Markets.

The QFMA aimed through the conference to raise the level of investor awareness, highlight the importance of investor roles and rights, including the enhancements the new code of corporate governance regulations have on disclosure and transparency in the Qatari Capital Market, as well as, contributing to the increased efficiency of the financial markets.

Participants at the conference, whether panelists, speakers or even moderators, provided a rich platform for discussion as they come from different entities, different parts of the globe and with a variety of experiences, which enriched the panel discussions on the main topics of the conference, such as:

- Article (8) of the Governance Code, Inside and outside Board of Directors, Role of Market, Role of QCSD, Role of Contact Person.
- Scope of implementation of the Governance & Compliance.
- Article (24) Functions and Responsibilities of the External Auditor Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG).
- “Putting Investors First” How to promote and serve investors rights in order to contribute to the development of the financial markets in Qatar.
With the launch of the specialist workshops during Day 2 of the WIW 2018 in Qatar, QFMA found more than double the anticipated attendance arriving for the specialized workshops as the audience turnout amounted to over 130 participants, as the following main topics were addressed during these workshops:

- Governance Internal Reporting Workshop:
  Old and New Reporting, Challenges in reporting, and recommendations for implementation.

- Governance External Reporting Workshop:
  Challenges in reporting, and recommendations for implementation.

- Investment Portfolio Management: Instruments & Principles.

The WIW 2018 - Day 3 - Thursday, October 4, 2018 - has proved to be yet another great success as the audience turnout at the QFMA WIW 2018 event continued to be quite encouraging where active audience participations with questions and enquirers rendered these workshop sessions truly worthwhile.

The topics of the last day of the WIW 2018 event were also of primary importance to investors of the Qatari Capital Market, as well as, market participants and their people, adding a practical and pragmatic flavor to the sessions, as the focus was set on the following latest Regulatory Workshop topics:

- Stock Split.

- Anti-Money Laundering & Combating Financing of Terrorism.

The overall value delivered under the umbrella of the IOSCO WIW 2018 has not only increased the public’s awareness of the IOSCO role and its importance, but has also supported a unified effort across Capital Market Regulators and their counterparts within the Financial Markets to cooperate at both local and international scales to maximise on the WIW campaign and its rewards.
World Investor Week 2018
"2nd Corporate Governance Conference"
October 2, 2018
Corporate Governance Workshops
October 3, 2018

Latest Regulatory Workshops
October 4, 2018
Press coverage
QUEBEC
World Investor Week 2018
AMF Quebec

National Coordinator: Mr. Camille Beaudoin, Director, Financial Education Department. Other participant: Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA)

AMF Quebec (Autorité des marchés financiers) has been actively involved in the coordination working group of the second edition of the World Investor Week.

AMF Index launching

The AMF Quebec has released results of the fourth AMF Quebec Financial Awareness Index. The main objective of the Index is to measure Quebeckers’ knowledge (perception of usefulness) and adoption of vigilant behaviours in the use of financial products and services. The data collected will guide the AMF Quebec when implementing awareness campaigns: https://lautorite.qc.ca/en/general-public/publications/amf-publications/amf-index/

The AMF Quebec WIW 2018 Press Release: (English) & (French).

More specifically, this study aims to create indexes for the following themes:

- Management of personal finances
- Credit management
- Interest and indebtedness
- Investments and financial investments
- Dealing with a financial advisor
- Insurance (life, auto and home insurance)
- Level of awareness of financial fraud
- Retirement planning
3rd Edition of the *Talking money in class!* Contest

The AMF Quebec also promoted the third edition of its *Talking money in class!* contest inviting teachers at the primary, secondary, adult education and CEGEP (College) levels to incorporate the concepts of money, budgeting, investment or credit into their courses or teaching activities.

The AMF Quebec at the FADOQ Montreal SENIORS’ Fair

The AMF Quebec took part in the FADOQMontreal Seniors' Fair, a very well-attended fair that attracted more than 18 000 visitors this year.
Social medias

Social medias (AMF Quebec’s Facebook, Linked In and Twitter accounts) have been used to add some visibility to WIW 2018:

Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA)

The Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) is an umbrella organization of Canada’s provincial and territorial regulators. CSA’s members, including AMF Quebec, also supported World Investor Week by highlighting cross-country activities. The CSA WIW 2018 Press Release: [English] & [French].

The AMF Quebec has enjoyed taking part and promoting World Investor Week and is looking forward to next year’s edition.
ROMANIA
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: The Financial Supervisory Authority, IOSCO member
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB), the Central Depository, universities, schools, kingergardens

Financial education is the foundation for a good understanding of the concepts that an adult faces in his life. The education level is important for the good functioning of the economy as a whole. Only a population that knows how to manage their revenues and how to achieve savings can lead to maintaining a general financial equilibrium. Financial capability, as a result of financial education, determines the economic growth and population welfare. The low level of non-banking financial knowledge has led over time to underdeveloped markets, and was a consequence of the state intervention (stock market privatization, mandatory insurance products or compulsory private pension pillar), and increasing degree of public mistrust produced instability, low liquidity of capital markets and lack of responsiveness.

Under the umbrella of the World Investor Week 2018 (WIW), the Financial Supervisory Authority (FSA), as a member of IOSCO´s Committee on Retail Investors (C8), has organized a series of activities aimed at raising awareness of the population about the importance of financial education and the involvement of children and young people, as follows:

Opening of the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB) on October 1, 2018 with a group of 60 high-school students from a school that is part of the ASF financial education program. In the first part of the meeting, representatives of FSA and BVB gave a presentation on the role of the capital market and the stock market in the life of an adult. Next, FSA representatives organised an interactive investment finance game that was enjoyed by the participants. The event took place in the Millennium Hall of the Bucharest Stock Exchange Building and was promoted on FSA and BVB webpages.

During the same day (October 1st, 2018) as well as during the second day of WIW (October 2nd, 2018), the President and the Prime Vice-president of FSA have opened the academic year of four important universities (Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies, Titu Maiorescu University, Dimitrie Cantemir Christian University, Romanian-American University). During the events, they gave speeches related to the importance of capital market.

On Tuesday (October 2nd, 2018) FSA organised a debate contest on financial education subjects. 4 teams debated their arguments with the subject “shares investments vs. bonds investments” in order to win the jury´s vote.

On Wednesday (October 3rd, 2018), FSA representatives held three train-the-trainer seminars addressed to schoolteachers interested in improving their knowledge in non-banking financial markets.

In order to celebrate WIW, on Wednesday (October 3rd), the Central Depository issued free of charge account excerpts for the shareholders resulted from the mass privatisation program present at the headquarters of the institution, so that they will learn the investment fund/company where they are shareholders.
On Thursday (October 4th, 2018), was organised a workshop by FSA and the Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB) called Financial Wellness. This workshop approached topics related to companies’ employee’s investments on the capital market, legislation and related opportunities. The main objective of this initiative was to increase the level of investment education on the capital market for employees of Romanian companies, to improve their understanding of concepts, notions and financial mechanisms in order to reduce financial exclusion and improve their future level of economic well-being. Also, the workshop promoted FSA working place financial education program.

During the same day (October 4th, 2018) FSA organized a workshop for kindergarten children during which FSA representatives conducted financial educational games in order to teach the kids the importance of money, savings and personal budget.

On Friday, October 5th, 2018, FSA have organized for Bucharest primary school pupils a presentation regarding investments and money (money, investment, savings, personal budget), teaching financial concepts presented in a way appropriate to their age.

On Saturday (October 6th, 2018), FSA representatives have been into direct public contact with Bucharest citizens and discussed non-banking financial consumer matters under a Financial Education Tent placed in a central pedestrian zone from Bucharest. They got closer to the people, explained them the basic information about non-banking financial markets and highlighted to Bucharest citizens their most elementary rights as consumers of financial services. FSA representatives also used the opportunity to distribute flyers and guidebooks about stock-exchange investments in order to inform the population.

Due to the increased demand we had from our institutional partners, some of the events mentioned above were also organised in Oradea and Iași in the following weeks, as mentioned below:

- **Oradea, October 8th – 10th, 2018**: train the trainer seminar addressed to schoolteachers, Let’s talk about the non-banking financial markets lessons dedicated of our educational program addressed to children and teenagers, debate on the same subject “shares investments vs. bonds investments”, Academic Laboratories which offered the opportunity to university students to engage in interactive discussions with professionals from non-banking markets while comparative analyses between various practical and specific technical concepts in the non-banking financial markets are being presented, a Financial Wellness workshop and on the street public interaction and sampling.

- **Iași, October 24th – 26th, 2018**: train the trainer seminar addressed to schoolteachers, debate on the necessity of financial education in schools, the Financial Education Tent and a primary school pupils workshop about money, savings and personal budget.

From a media point of view, these events organized by the ASF were well received, appreciated, being taken over both online and radio-TV. Below are the main links that refer to WIW’s ASF actions, as follows:

http://files.agerpres.ro/eview.php?i=7F64566D486B0D3028A331D12C3E103738374120&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/eview.php?i=A31BECC87D25FA79DC76CEE7BBDA0D6A38373437&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/eview.php?i=C0C1A9D5524131353EAB94FDFACBC78B38373367&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/eview.php?i=9E9CD123809B590260C57D5C0B0ABFE138372176&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/evi.php?i=94F94229AB4802BE3C0D6F0BA795C7E738370598&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/evi.php?i=3EC57EE0A59408B76148954B4A64B0338368941&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/evi.php?i=E3407727D2CB0AE4F4D9F8D9AF75A9938372968&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/evi.php?i=1D28428692EB43F9D9D31366090FA8EC38390716&c=378
http://files.agerpres.ro/evi.php?i=05C5E6D0FF1E78F316EBAD320B806C8138405632&c=378
https://www.banknews.ro/stire/85646_badea_asf_pentru_ca_romania_sa_se_dezvolte__avem_nevoie_de_o_piata_de_capital_care_sa_creasca_in_adancime.html
http://www.economica.net/badea-asf-pentru-ca-romania-sa-se-dezvolte-avem-nevoie-de-o-piata-de-capital-care-sa-creasca-in-adancime_159307.html
http://www.economica.net/wlassopol-asf-de-anul-viitor-asf-va-dezvolta-un-program-gratuit-de-educatie-financiara-non-formala-pentru-salaristii-societatilor_159327.html
https://www.banknews.ro/stire/85659_wlassopol_asf_de_anul_viitor__asf_va_dezvolta_un_program_g_ratuit_de_educatie_financiara_non-formala_pentru_salaristii_societatilor.html
https://jurnalul.antena3.ro/bani-afaceri/economia/economia-are-nevoie-de-bursa-788765.html
http://ziarulfacila.ro/romania-are-cel-mai-redus-nivel-de-educatie-financiara-din-uniunea-europeana/

http://www.bihon.ro/invatati-cum-sa-si-cheltuiesca-banii/2123878

RUSSIA
**World Investor Week 2018**

National Coordinator: Bank of Russia  
Other IOSCO members:  
Other participants: Moscow Exchange, Federal Foundation for the Protection of Investor and Shareholder Rights

In Russia World Investor Week 2018 (WIW) was organized by the Bank of Russia, the Moscow Exchange and financial market stakeholders.

On September 21-23 the Moscow Exchange held the FINFAIR (Financial Solutions Fair) as a part of the WIW. The FINFAIR’s agenda was diverse enough so as to reach both beginners and professional investors.

The FINFAIR’s agenda included 100+ talks, workshops and discussions featuring the executives of the Bank of Russia and the Russian Ministry of Finance, top managers of Russia’s biggest companies, banks and broker agencies as well as professors of the leading economic universities.

The Moscow Exchange exhibition hosted workshops and presentations of Russia’s biggest companies that were visited by around 7,000 FINFAIR participants; over 16,000 viewers watched the FINFAIR video recordings.

In the run-up to the WIW on September 28th the Bank of Russia posted on its website a video greeting for the WIW’s participants from Bank of Russia Governor Ms. Elvira Nabiullina.

The WIW featured an online marathon, during which the representatives of the Bank of Russia, the Moscow Exchange and the stock market discussed various investment products and the associated risks as well as investment opportunities in the securities market. Around 1,700 participants joined the marathon.

Furthermore, 12,000 Russian university students in 80 regions of Russia visited WIW-related lectures ‘Smart Investor in the Financial Market’.

The Bank of Russia official Facebook page was updated daily in order to raise the readers’ awareness on the topics highlighted by the IOSCO. The total reach among Facebook users was about 20,200 people, and users engaged in around 3,800 actions on the WIW posts.

By the end of the week, the WIW’s special page on the Bank of Russia website had over 1,700 unique visitors and about 3,600 views.

---

8The number of people who saw the posts.  
9I.e., liked a post, reposted it or clicked on the link in it.
Representatives of financial institutions, including members of the Bank of Russia Financial Literacy Expert Council and other stakeholders also took part in the WIW.

Thus, on October 2-3 the Federal Foundation for the Protection of Investor and Shareholder Rights and the Eurasian Economic Commission held the III International Conference on Protecting of Investors’ Rights as a part of the WIW.

About 400 delegates from 11 jurisdictions (Armenia, Belarus, Bulgaria, China, Hong Kong, Hungary, Italy, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Russia and Uzbekistan) attended the conference. The key point of the agenda was the investor protection across all sectors of the financial markets of the Eurasian Economic Union and other jurisdictions represented.

On November 4th the Moscow Exchange held several webinars on the specifics of the Exchange’s key markets, differences between various investment products, long-term investment options and tax preferences.
Мероприятия Международной недели инвесторов – 2018

**Онлайн-марафон. Часть 1: для начинающих инвесторов.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Дата</th>
<th>Время</th>
<th>Тема</th>
<th>Спикеры</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 октября</td>
<td>11:00 – 12:00</td>
<td>Личное финансовое планирование</td>
<td>Никита Хорохов, руководитель направления развития образовательных программ, Управление по развитию розничного клиентского обслуживания, Московская биржа</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00 – 14:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Основные финансовые продукты для начинающих инвесторов. Как выбирать банк?</td>
<td>Алексей Тимофеев, председатель Национальной ассоциации участников финансового рынка, НАУФОР</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00 – 17:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Инвестиции на финском рынке</td>
<td>Валерий Лях, директор департамента противодействия недобросовестным практикам, Банк России</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00 – 18:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Грамотный инвестор на финском рынке: основные риски и как защитить свои права</td>
<td>Михаил Машутин, руководитель Службы по защите потребителей и обеспечению доступности финансовых услуг, Банк России</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Онлайн-марафон. Часть 2: для инвесторов с начальным опытом.**
Online marathon: a series of webinars featuring the Bank of Russia and the Moscow Exchange representatives as well as representatives of the stock market stakeholders

Nikita Khodov
Head of the Bank of Russia Service for Consumer Protection and Financial Inclusion

Topic: Being a smart investor in the financial market: how to address key risks and protect your rights

Valery Lyakh
Director of the Bank of Russia Department for Countering Misconduct

Topic: Fraud in the financial market

Alexey Timofeyev
President of the National Association of Securities Market Participants (NAUFOR)

Topic: Basic financial products for beginner investors. Choosing a broker.

Mikhail Mamuta
Head of the Bank of Russia Service for Consumer Protection and Financial Inclusion

Topic: Being a smart investor in the financial market: how to address key risks and protect your rights
“SmartInvestor in the Financial Market”: financial literacy lectures for university students in 80 regions of Russia
World Investor Week 2018

National Coordinator: Capital Market Authority, Rwanda

1. INTRODUCTION

The World Investor Week 2018 (WIW) was a campaign by the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) initially created in 2017 with two (2) primary marketing objectives:

1. Disseminating key messages that further investor education and protection, as well as financial literacy; and

2. Fostering learning opportunities for investors.

A secondary objective was to strengthen collaboration within IOSCO members on investor education and protection.

WIW 2018 was implemented in a similar fashion, pursuing the same objectives, but aiming higher when it comes to the expected campaign impact. IOSCO’s Committee on Retail Investors (C8) on behalf of the IOSCO coordinated the World Investor Week.

2. INITIATIVES BY THE CAPITAL MARKET AUTHORITY, RWANDA

The Rwandan Capital Market Authority (RCMA) joined the rest of the world to celebrate the 2018 WIW from October 1-7, 2018 through a combination of several investor education outreach programs to promote greater investor education and protection, since we believe that a well-educated investor is a well-protected investor.

A key objective of the WIW was to highlight the importance of investor education and protection, and to foster learning opportunities for investors, given today’s rapidly changing environment of online and technological innovations.

The aim for this year’s WIW was to create general awareness about investor rights with respect to retail investors on the Rwandan Capital Market. RCMA had planned to conduct various public education activities to create awareness among investors by disseminating information on how the benefits and importance saving and investing through the capital market, emphasizing mainly on the cultivation of a savings culture aimed at promoting greater retail participation in the local capital market.
2.1. Launch of the World Investor Week 2018

The official launch took place at the Adventist University of Central Africa on 2

nd October where 1,200 students were educated and sensitized on how to save and invest through the capital market, RCMA aimed at introducing the students, faculty members and university staff to the capital market and the culture of saving while at the university. We also aimed at interesting them to the industry as future investors, market practitioners and professionals.

“Small savings by retail investors including students are essential for the country to increase deposits that can be used to fund investment initiatives.” The Acting Executive Director of CMA Rwanda, Eric Bundugu reiterated during the launch.

John Uwiduhaye, a final year student at the Adventist University of Central Africa noted that “investor education is vital to ensure financial inclusion and equip young people with necessary skills as entrepreneurs of tomorrow as saving and investing through the capital market supports initiatives geared at entrepreneurship and job-creation.”

CMA’s Ag. Executive Director giving a presentation at the official launch of WIW at the at the Adventist University of Central Africa, Masoro Campus on 2

nd October 2018
1200 Students and 10 faculty members from the Adventist University of Central Africa, Masoro Campus witnessed the official launch of WIW 2018 in Rwanda, 2nd October 2018

2.2. World Investor Week 2018 at the University of Kigali

Celebrating the annual World Investor Week took place on 5th October 2018 at the University of Kigali where over 120 students were in attendance. CMA emphasized the importance of Capital Market as a channel for saving and investment, the importance of introducing the youth to the capital market and the culture of saving while they are still at the university as well as the importance to interest them to the industry as future investors, market practitioners and professionals.

The Public Relations Officer, Magnifique Migisha noted that “Capital markets is a saving and investment destination for everyone – institutional and individual investors.”

Prof. Singh Narayan, Associate Deputy Vice Chancellor Academics and Dean, Faculty of Business Management and Economics at the University of Kigali said that “This engagement was very important for both students and faculty members for it was a chance to get first-hand information about the capital markets; ways to save and invest and the kind of protection that one is provided after investing his/her money in the capital markets.”
Mr. Migisha Magnifique, Public Relations Officer at CMA giving a presentation to students and members of the faculty at the University of Kigali, 5th October 2018

120 students attended the public lecture at the University of Kigali, 5th October 2018
2.3. World Investor Week 2018 at Cogebanque

Compagnie Générale de Banque PLC (Cogebanque) is one of the leading commercial banks in Rwanda, it is licensed and regulated by the National Bank of Rwanda (BNR). It was incorporated on July 17, 1999, which marked the start of an impressive growth that led to 23 branches opened across the country so far.

It is one of the key institutional investors in the Rwanda’s stock exchange, but as the theme for the 2018-year’s World Investor Week was to create general awareness about investor rights with respect to retail investors on the Rwandan Capital Market, CMA targeted the retail investors at COGEBANQUE.

CMA’s Ag. Executive Director reiterated to 20 senior managers of COGEBANQUE that: “Capital market sustains high economic growth through easy access to long-term finance”, and the Ag. Executive Director encouraged them to save and invest in Rwanda’s Capital Market as well as becoming its ambassador as far as education and awareness programs is concerned.

Ag. Executive Director, Eric Bundugu encouraged Cogebanque Senior Management Staff to save and invest in Rwanda’s capital market as well as become its ambassador, 12th October 2018
2.4. Social Media Campaign during the WIW 2018

CMA embarked on an intensified social media campaign educating investors on various investment vehicles on the market through sharing short educational messages on opportunities, products and services within the capital markets as well as investor protection techniques in form of short tips and illustrations. All educational messages were themed around the notion of being a smart investor.

These created a platform for engagements on Social Media targeting; University students, professionals and the population at large. It was evident that the campaign was a success given the number of people reached on Facebook, impressions, interactions and the increased website traffic as evidenced below:

2.4.1. Facebook

On Facebook, CMA reached 400 people during the campaign period. Twelve (12) post engagements were recorded on the platform. The page followers on Facebook grew by 3 whereas the content on the page received 3 likes and 22 page views per Facebook analytics.

Facebook was a great medium to channel our message in the World Investor Week 2018, since it touches our target audience.

2.4.2. Twitter

On Twitter, sixty-two (62) tweets were shared during the period under review and our profile was visited 1,455 times. 51,500 impressions were generated, a total of 254 retweets, and 367 likes, 10 replies, 122 link clicks and 79 mentions were recorded. The number of followers on Twitter grew by 29 new followers during the period under review, to the current followers base of 4,663.

On this platform, 85 percent of the total followers are male while 15 percent are female. Sixty eight (68) percent of the followers are from Rwanda, four (4) percent from United States as well as Kenya. The rest were from Uganda, United Kingdom, Canada, Tanzania, South Africa, India, France. It was noted that desktop and laptop computers are the device of choice for many of these followers.

Concisely, we managed to reach and engage a big number of our target audience (University students and professionals) as well as other population segments in an efficient and cost
effective way using twitter to deliver short educational messages that talked about investor education and protection techniques.

Analytics on our twitter handle (@CMARwanda)

2.4.3. Website and Government portals

Three articles on the World Investor Week were published on the CMA Rwanda portal, and another article was published on the official portal of the Government of Rwanda, the same article was tweeted by the official twitter handle of the Government of Rwanda and got 22 retweets and 36 likes, the fourth article was published on the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning portal.

These articles helped us reach many people since the Government of Rwanda portals are visited by a big number of people seeking to access public information. In total, 4 articles were published on Government of Rwanda run portals.

2.5. Print/online newspapers Campaign

The Rwandan Capital Market Authority gave a press release to the online and print media, this was followed by articles published in The New Times (Rwanda’s leading daily in print media) and on IGIHE (Rwanda’s leading online newspaper).
Rwanda Business daily also featured an article about the World Investor Week. The official portal of the Government of Rwanda as well as the CMA portal also highlighted the importance of investor education and the essence of the World Investor Week.

2.6. National Radio Campaign

Radios play an important role in providing information to masses not connected to the national power grid, hence CMA Rwanda making use of two National Radios to reach out to everyone around the country.

CMA Rwanda’s message on how to save and invest through Rwanda’s capital market was aired live on Royal FM and another segment was publicly aired on City Radio. Both educational radio talk-shows had a great impact because we saw an increase in the number of engagements on our social media accounts especially on our Twitter page.

2.7. National TV campaign

Television programs play a key role in engaging the urban population as well as inform them on the current affairs within the Rwandan capital market industry. We therefore had Rwanda TV (the biggest National TV by listener affinity and audience measurement) air two live segments and one prerecorded segment in the evening news.

The CNBC Africa (the largest business TV station in Africa) aired two live shows; one hosted CMA’s Ag. Executive Director and the other hosted CMA’s Public Relations Officer. Another live show was aired on Isango TV and this hosted the CMA’s Public Relations Officer. The National TV campaign was also successful and hard a bigger urban audience which includes our target audience.
The Ag. Executive Director was hosted on the late evening show (Closing bell) on CNBC Africa, xx October 2018.

3. CONCLUSION

The 2018 WIW boosted CMA Rwanda’s investor education programs where we had a great opportunity to engage various audience through numerous ways on embracing the savings culture through capital market as we believe that investor education is one very important way that we protect investors.

CMA Rwanda continues to carry out its regular investor education sessions and spearheads several initiatives through various communication channels to help support and guide individuals’ decision-making to balance their budget, make ends meets, identify risk and rewards investment factors as well as plan for their long-term prosperity appropriately.
SINGAPORE
**WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018**

National Coordinator: Toh Hooi Min  
Other IOSCO members:  
Other participants: CFAS (the Chartered Financial Analyst Society Singapore), IFL (Institute for Financial Literacy), SAS (the Securities Association of Singapore), SIAS (the Securities Investors Association Singapore), SGX (the Singapore Exchange), and the SPF (the Singapore Police Force)

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) and its partners organized a series of four investor education townhalls as part of the second edition of “World Investor Week”.

The WIW townhalls were popular, attracting hundreds of participants. It covered topics such as basic investment principles, digital financial services, investment scams, and leveraged investing.
Investors who attended the townhalls could freely submit questions through a live-voting platform or ask questions from the floor. Many of those who attended participated actively, giving the discussions good breadth and depth. The panelists also generously shared their experiences (personal & professional) as well as lessons learned from observing less-than-ideal customer behaviours to illustrate how investing concepts and biases work in practice.

Participant feedback confirmed that the candid sharing was much appreciated. Panellists for all sessions were rated highly as being knowledgeable and engaging. Overall, participants enjoyed the townhall format and said they looked forward to attending such events every 1-3 months.
MAS also published a press release and social media posts to raise awareness about the event. The online posts went out to more than 145,000 viewers.

In addition, many of our partners also helped to spread the word about the event through Electronic Direct Mailers to their members.

The WIW townhalls were also featured in Channel NewsAsia (CNA)’s Money Mind programme on Sunday, 13 October. The programme covered issues ranging from how financially knowledgeable Singaporeans are today and where local investors source their investment knowledge from, to upcoming digital financial services such as robo-advisories. It also included soundbites from some of our panelists and a representative from MAS who underlined the key objective of the WIW format as allowing consumers and investors to learn to ask questions more confidently, and feel comfortable about questioning when they receive financial advice.
SOUTH AFRICA
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Financial Sector Conduct Authority
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants:

In South Africa, World Investor Week was implemented together with Money Smart Week SA programme and both initiatives were executed from 8 to 12 October 2018. The programmes were implemented in Tembisa, Mamelodi, Soweto and Alexandra in the Gauteng Province of South Africa. A variety of activities were held during the course of the week, ranging from workshops, exhibitions, industrial theatre performances and media activities. This was collaboration between the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) (IOSCO member), Financial Services Institutions and Non-Profit Organisations.

Topics covered during the campaign were:

- How to get out of debt?
- Basic money management
- Saving and Investing
- Financial literacy for Entrepreneurs
- How to go about buying a home?
- Understanding the deductions on your payslip
- Consumer rights and responsibilities
- Unauthorised deductions on your bank account
- Understanding credit agreements
- The importance of financial planning
- Banking and insurance

Radio, Print, Commuter and social media were used to market the campaign. Live reads were featured on Jozi FM, Alex FM, Voice of Tembisa and Mams FM. Radio interviews took place on the abovementioned radio stations at the Outside broadcasts which took place at Denlyn Shopping Centre, Phumalani Mall, Maponya Mall and Alexandra plaza. The interviews took place with representatives of those who exhibited at the Mall and at the Halls. Interview opportunities were provided to the organisers and partners of the campaign to discuss their role in the campaign as well as their purpose.

The Sowetan, Sunday World and Daily sun featured strip adverts which were used to create pre-awareness of the week. 40 000 Flyers were distributed in the pre-preceding the campaign in the key areas.

Video adverts appeared on screens in Taxi ranks, bus stations, train stations and in taxi within the commuter networks serving the areas of focus.

Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram were used to market the campaign holistically and referred consumers to the website for a detailed list of activities.
Participants were permitted to cross market, by developing their own media releases, taking photos and posting on their media platforms using a hashtag to link to the campaign.

There were 9.3 million media impressions. A media impression is a comprehensive calculation of the number of people who have seen/heard about the project within a given time period.

Four participating institutions conducted a total of 17 investor education workshops to 518 consumers. Topics covered during workshops were:

- Researching on a product before investing
- Investment needs analysis
- Understanding risks that exist in investments products
- Importance of diversification
- Illegal investment vehicles
- Financial planning
- Financial management (Taxation and cash management)

Workshop conducted in Tembisa at Ivory Park Community Centre in Gauteng Province, South Africa.
SPAIN
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: COMISIÓN NACIONAL DEL MERCADO DE VALORES
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants:

CNMV has supported the second edition of the World Investor Week (WIW). The WIW was held during the second week of October. Throughout the week, CNMV promoted it by having the logo on its homepage.

IOSCO’s press releases were published on the social media to announce the WIW.

Social media:

CNMV disseminated key messages in order to increase the awareness of the importance of investor education and investor protection and a number of posts have been shared on Twitter.

CNMV shared the following posts on Twitter during the week:
• A smart investor verifies that an investment professional is licensed - October 8th
• A smart investor conducts research on a product before investing - October 9th.
• A smart investor assesses the impact of fees when choosing an investment - October 9th.
• A smart investor avoids “get rich quick” and “can’t lose” schemes - October 10th.
• A smart investor obtains the information available on the official registers about any firm authorized to provide investment services - October 10th.
• A smart investor plans for and invests according to his/her future needs and goals - October 11th.

Two Infographics were shared on Twitter as well:
1- Ten advices to avoid a fly-by-night operations - October 8th.
2- How to know your investor profile - October 11th.

Each of the social posts reached more than 5000 people.
SWEDEN
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Finansinspektionen (Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority)
Other IOSCO members:
Other participants: Gilla Din Ekonomi (“Like Your Economy”), The Swedish Consumers’ Banking and Finance Bureau and the Swedish Police.

During World Investor Week, Finansinspektionen organised several blogposts on Facebook regarding investment frauds. The target group was adult Swedish citizens. In order to strengthen the financial skills of individuals the campaign focused on providing information about frauds, how impostors operate and how citizens might avoid frauds. The ambition was for the information in the posts to make the target group less likely to be deceived.

In collaboration with Like Your Economy, The Swedish Consumers’ Banking and Finance Bureau and the Swedish Police, Finansinspektionen wrote five posts related to fraud. The posts were spread via Like Your Economy’s Facebook page. The network educates residents in Sweden on personal finances on a daily basis and is coordinated by Finansinspektionen. Each of the five posts focused on a different angle about investment fraud, and the total reach was 16,242 people. In addition, 2,000 people engaged with the post through likes, comments and shares.

The campaign during WIW was part of Finansinspektionen’s assignment to strengthen consumers on the financial market by educating them in financial matters. Most of FI’s work with educational programs about personal finances is conducted in close cooperation with other authorities, firms and organisations. The educational initiatives run throughout the year with specific target groups, such as high school students, new arrivals to Sweden and adults.
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Ali Abdulla Al Abdouli, Head of Awareness & Education Section, Securities and Commodities Authority (SCA), UAE

Other IOSCO members:

Other participants: Dubai Financial Markets (DFM), Abu Dhabi Global Markets (ADX) and Dubai Gold & Commodities Exchange (DGCX)

The Securities and Commodities Authority (SCA), as an active member of the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), participated in the World Investor Week 2018 which was organized by the IOSCO. Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange (ADX), Dubai Financial Market (DFM), and Dubai Gold and Commodities Exchange (DGCX) joined the SCA in taking part in the events of the World Investor Week 2018.

Following were the activities organized by SCA along with other participants:

1. Round table panel discussion with key market players
   The CEO of the SCA, CEO and senior officials of officials exchanges in the UAE and financial experts and analysts participated in this panel discussion titled “the role of the financial market institutions in encouraging the investment performance”. The participants also included brokers, investors, academics, media professionals, and specialists in the financial market legislations as well as participants from the Arab Union for Securities Commissions, Zohair Tameem Al-Jarkas, Mubadala, among others.

2. Financial Awareness through Media collaboration
   Following
   - TV interviews with H.E. Dr. Obaid Al Zaabi, SCA Chief Executive Officer, with CNBC Arabia and Sky News.
     - https://www.skynewsarabia.com/video/1189458/
   - Press interviews by the H.E. the Chief Executive Officer of the SCA with a number of the UAE newspapers issued in Arabic and English, in addition to Reuters News Agency.
3. Awareness campaigns, seminars and field visits

- Seminars on investment for the students of Al-Falah University at Dubai and Al Ain University of Science and Technology (AAU) at Abu Dhabi.
- An awareness seminar organized by the DGCX for the students of the American University in the UAE on the derivatives and forwards.
- Conducting field tours for school and university students to the ADX and DFM trading floors. During the visit, the financial market representatives presented an overview about the functioning system of the financial market and the key rules that govern dealings in the market. The female students visited the trading floors and checked the trading screens and the data presented thereon and their different indications.
4. Financial awareness for women empowerment
An awareness seminar was held for the financial market female investors entitled “The supervisory role and investor protection” in cooperation with the General Women’s Union. The seminar was presented by a legal specialist from the SCA which included introduction of the financial market, investment mechanism, importance of investment, types of securities, and the key rules that govern trading in the markets, as well as the violations that can be committed by the investor, and an overview about the most important regulations and legislations that govern trading on the financial market.

5. Financial awareness through social networking platforms
SCA undertook following initiatives to promote World Investor Week and the significance of investor awareness and education:

- Organizing a contest on Instagram throughout the campaign period (The contest included questions about topics relevant with the rules and terminologies of trading on the financial market)
- Publishing short awareness videos on the SCA’s YouTube channel.
- Publishing awareness messages on the SCA social networking pages.
6. Release of draft document on investor rights in the UAE capital market

SCA and the participants ended the World Investor Week events by releasing its draft document on investor rights before the industry representatives, representatives of the newspapers for community dialogue among the parties to the capital market industry, with the objective of receiving the observations and inputs of all the parties in preparation to draft the final document to serve as an honor code for all the parties to the industry. Another objective of the document is to familiarize the investors with their rights which are contained in the document for further publication on the website of the SCA.
**World Investor Week 2018**

National Coordinator: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

Other IOSCO members:
- Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)
- U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
- National Futures Association (NFA)

Other key participants:
- North American Securities Administrators Association (NASAA)

During World Investor Week, SEC staff, FINRA, CFTC and supporters participated in several outreach events and activities with a goal of amplifying WIW’s key messages. Some noteworthy activities and accomplishments in the United States include:

- On October 1, 2018, the [SEC](https://www.sec.gov) and [FINRA](https://www.finra.org) issued press releases to promote World Investor Week.
- The SEC’s Office of Investor Education and Advocacy (OIEA) issued a joint investor bulletin with the CFTC, FINRA, and NASAA on key messages of the campaign. OIEA also published a guide for teachers that provides K-12 educators with information about the basics of saving and investing, planning for retirement, and ways to protect themselves from fraud.
- The CFTC hosted “FinTech Forward 2018: Innovation, Regulation and Education,” October 3-4 at its Washington, D.C., headquarters. The event convened innovators, market participants, members of the public, and 11 domestic and international regulators, to examine a wide range of FinTech issues, including cryptoassets, machine learning, cloud technologies, and RegTech. More than 200 people attended the event and approximately 1,500 people from 56 countries watched the conference online.
- Through the FINRA Investor Education Foundation and in collaboration with CFA Institute, FINRA released a national research report exploring the attitudes and behaviors of millennials—comparing those who invest through taxable accounts, those who invest only through a workplace retirement plan, and those who do not invest. FINRA also launched an educational webpage for millennials, and the FINRA Foundation released additional materials related to the research, including an infographic and two videos.
- NFA, together with representatives from the CFTC, SEC and FINRA, conducted a webinar entitled, “Investor Protection: A Worldwide Impact Starts with You.”
- SEC staff, the CFTC, and FINRA (and the FINRA Foundation) and WIW supporters participated in dozens of in-person events throughout the week and actively promoted World Investor Week online and via social media.
SEC’s Office of Investor Education and Advocacy (OIEA) and U.S. Army co-hosted a Twitter Chat on financial readiness during World Investor Week.

At CFTC’s FinTech Forward conference, Owen Donley (SEC OIEA), C8 Chairman José Alexandre Vasco, and Gerri Walsh (FINRA) discussed global approaches to investor education.

Mary S. Head represented the SEC and Erica Richardson represented the CFTC at the Financial Literacy and Education Commission meeting held during World Investor Week.

The CFTC and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) signed an arrangement to cooperate and support innovation through each other’s financial technology initiatives – CFTC’s Lab CFTC and ASIC’s Innovation Hub. From left, CFTC Commissioner Dawn DeBerry Stump; CFTC Chairman J. Christopher Giancarlo; Marty Robinson, Senior Treasury Representative, Embassy of Australia; CFTC Commissioner Brian D. Quintenz.

SEC OIEA Director Lori J. Schock and Randy Urban of the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Boardspoke at a World Investor Week event for government employee shedl at SEC headquarters.

In support of World Investor Week, staff from the FINRA Foundation and FINRA’s Dallas District Office teamed up to interact with the hundreds of investors who attended the MoneyShow in Dallas, Texas.
ZAMBIA
WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018

National Coordinator: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Zambia
Other IOSCO members: N / A

For the second time, the SEC in collaboration with financial sector stakeholders partnered with the International Organization for Securities Commissions (IOSCO) in commemorating the World Investor Week (WIW) 2018, under the theme ‘A Smart Investor’ which was adapted to suit the domestic environment and recast as ‘A Smart Investor through Capital Markets’.

A summary report of activities undertaken during the WIW 2018 campaign period included some of the following:

1. **Stakeholders planning meeting:** A preliminary stakeholders planning meeting was held at the SEC offices on 30th August 2018. The objective of the meeting was to inform stakeholders about the WIW 2018, discuss the concept note and to get their buy-in. The meeting was well attended and stakeholders committed to support the commemoration of the WIW 2018 campaign.

2. **Pre-launch Radio Interview:** To build momentum, the SEC featured on the University of Zambia’s radio station ‘UNZA Radio’ on 26th September 2018 to explain the objectives of the WIW 2018 and highlight planned activities to be undertaken as part of the awareness and sensitization campaign.

3. **Public Exhibition:** The SEC facilitated a capital market operators’ public exhibition on Saturday, 6th and Sunday, 7th October 2018 at Novare Great North Road Mall (situated in a high foot traffic area). Exhibitors took time to educate and sensitize passersby on among other things, characteristics of being a smart investor through the capital markets, the types of products offered, and the benefits and risks associated with investing. Account opening for investment products was also made possible for potential clients that showed interest. Between three hundred to five hundred mall goers visited the exhibition stands.
over the two days. Exhibitors included: the SEC, fund managers, stockbrokers, the Capital Markets Association of Zambia and the Lusaka Securities Exchange.
4. **Media activities:** The SEC developed daily educational media messages based around the theme for dissemination on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp. Throughout the week, capital market professionals also featured on various radio channels disseminating investor education.

5. **Stakeholder activities:** Capital market operators planned and undertook individual activities such as open doors; targeted educational visits; media programmes; et cetera.
**WORLD INVESTOR WEEK 2018**

International Coordinator: Financial Planning Standards Board (FPSB)
Other participants: FPSB Member and Supporting Organizations in 20 Territories

Financial Planning Standards Board and the network of certification and professional bodies representing more than 175,000 CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER professionals worldwide were pleased to participate in World Investor Week and host the second annual World Financial Planning Day (#WFPD) on Wednesday, 3 October, using the theme Plan Well to Live Well.

FPSB launched #WFPD in 2017 during IOSCO’s inaugural World Investor Week so that the global financial planning community could play its part to support increased levels of consumers’ financial literacy and capability globally, and to promote how financial planning could help the public to take control of their finances, thereby increasing their confidence and helping them stay on track with their financial and life goals.

In 2018, leading up to and during World Investor Week and World Financial Planning Day, FPSB and its network of member organizations provided programs and events to increase consumers’ level of financial literacy and capability, and to help consumers understand the value of financial planning and making investment choices within the context of financial and life goals. FPSB directed consumers to a microsite to learn about World Investor Week and World Financial Planning Day.

FPSB Members and supporting organizations in Australia, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chinese Taipei, France, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, the United Kingdom and the United States created specialized campaigns to promote World Investor Week and World Financial Planning Day, or featured both global campaigns as part of events scheduled during World Investor Week.

In addition to heavy promotion through FPSB Members’ own websites and social media accounts, Members reached consumers through online and print publications; blogs and news releases; radio and television interviews; in person events; and regulatory engagement.

In this overview video, FPSB CEO Noel Maye shares highlights from FPSB’s two years of participation in World Investor Week and World Financial Planning Day.
Select FPSB Member Activities

The overwhelming majority of FPSB Members were able to promote IOSCO’s global program leading up to and during World Investor Week in October, which resulted in mentions of World Investor Week during various FPSB network campaigns around the world that included:

- Press releases distributed during World Investor Week and on World Financial Planning Day were picked up by at least 155 national and trade media outlets around the world.
- Social media efforts resulted in at least 350,000 impressions on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter, receiving more than 1,700 likes.
- Postings on websites that have collectively received 690 million visits.
- More than 530 consumers attended in-person events. Events in Austria and Malaysia included pro bono services and youth financial literacy initiatives.
- The FPSB member organization in Chinese Taipei hosted a consumer video contest that received 57 video entries, which 100,000 people voted for online. Following are two of the video submissions:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CizaXPmZZP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DkQ-kSbpvB

World Investor Week 2019

A survey conducted by FPSB shows that the FPSB network is looking forward to participating in World Investor Week 2019 and partnering once again with IOSCO and securities regulators in FPSB territories to host World Financial Planning Day during World Investor Week to empower more consumers to take control of their finances—to plan well to live well. To further raise the profile and impact of WIW 2019, the FPSB network would welcome:

- Increased participation by more IOSCO members at the territory level in WIW 2019
- Increased collaboration between IOSCO members and the local FPSB member organization in the months leading up to, and during, World Investor Week
- Additional marketing material from IOSCO to promote the objectives of World Investor Week, and details of territory-specific events
It was a pleasure working with IOSCO C8 and local IOSCO members on this important initiative to raise awareness about the importance of investor education, and to increase consumers’ level of financial literacy and capability. FPSB and the FPSB network look forward to continued partnership with IOSCO on WIW/WFPD and other projects in the years to come.
### Committee on Retail Investors (Committee 8) members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members (38)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comisión Nacional de Valores</td>
<td>Argentina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Securities and Investments Commission</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services and Markets Authority</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comissão de ValoresMobiliários (Chairman)</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Securities Regulatory Commission</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autorité des marchés financiers</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BundesanstaltfürFinanzdienstleistungsaufsicht</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Futures Commission</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Exchange Board of India</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia Financial Services Authority</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel Securities Authority</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommissioneNazionale per le Società e la Borsa (Vice-Chairman)</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services Agency</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey Financial Services Commission</td>
<td>Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services Commission/Financial Supervisory Service</td>
<td>Korea, Republic of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities Commission</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets</td>
<td>Netherlands, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Exchange Commission</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario Securities Commission</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comissão do Mercado de ValoresMobiliários</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autorité des marchés financiers</td>
<td>Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Supervisory Authority</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of Russia</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Market Authority</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary Authority of Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services Board</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finansinspektionen</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Supervisory Commission</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Exchange Commission</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Markets Board</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Conduct Authority</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity Futures Trading Commission</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Industry Regulatory Authority</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Exchange Commission</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observers (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Securities and Markets Authority</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Securities Dealers Association</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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